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Abstract

Plants are sessile organisms living in a dynamic environment to which they must con-

tinually acclimatize in order to maximise their reproductive potential. This plasticity is

achieved through many complex and intricate signalling pathways that allow for the con-

tinuous perception, response, and adjustments to new environmental stimuli. A growing

body of evidence suggests that such pathways are not merely static but dynamic and can

be primed following repeated activation, thus affecting enhanced responses to recurring

stresses. Such examples of priming have led to a notion that plants have some capacity

to form stress memories of past environmental perturbations. However, the full extent

and nature of such memory, and the machinery involved to store and transmit these,

remain enigmatic. One prospective mechanism is the involvement of heritable, yet rapid

and reversible, chromatin marks that, theoretically, could be shaped by the environment

to convey a regulatory effect on the expression of the underlying genotype, thus acting

as an epigenetic layer of regulation.

This thesis explores the potential intersection of stress signalling pathways and chro-

matin variation, specifically DNA methylation, to co-ordinate plant stress responses.

First, mechanistic insights into the operation of a SAL1-PAP-XRN retrograde signalling

pathway to fine-tune plant physiology under drought are presented. A key finding was

that this pathway complements canonical ABA signalling to induce stomatal closure, thus

minimising water-loss under water limited conditions. Furthermore, the SAL1-PAP-XRN

pathway was found to effect chromatin patterns, specifically DNA methylation at short

transposable elements. These observations implicate cross-talk with the RNA directed

DNA methylation pathway, however, the exact mechanism for this interaction remains

to be identified.

Multiple investigations were performed to test for stress-induced changes in DNA

methylation that could potentially regulate responses to recurring stress, thus convey-

ing a memory. A transgenerational recurring drought stress experiment tested whether

descendants of drought-exposed lineages displayed greater drought tolerance (transgen-

erational memory). For the majority of traits tested, including plant growth rate and

drought survival, offspring from plant lineages exposed to successive generations of re-

peated drought stress performed comparably to those from control lineages. However,

memory was demonstrated in the form of enhanced seed dormancy, in drought stressed

lineages, that persisted at least one generation removed from stress. Whether this ca-
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pacity for memory could be related to the type or severity of stress applied, or species

examined, remains to be investigated further.

The transgenerational drought experiment was paired with a recurring excess-light

stress experiment to investigate memory within a generation. Not only did this treat-

ment lead to priming of plant photosynthetic behaviour, indicative of a greater capacity

to withstand abrupt increases in light intensity, but new leaves from stressed plants,

developed in the absence of stress, also showed altered photosynthetic characteristics

compared to unstressed counterparts. Such observations are consistent with the mitotic

transmission of stress-induced traits.

Given multiple demonstrations of memory, comparisons were made to unstressed

controls to test for any correlating changes in DNA methylation that might explain the

phenomena observed. However, in both experiments, observations of memory were found

to be independent of large-scale conserved changes in DNA methylation discounting it as

a conveyor of plant stress memories, under these conditions, raising questions regarding

the mechanism(s) responsible for the examples of memory observed herein.

Ultimately, this thesis systematically evaluates the notion that plants are able to form

genuine memories, potentially underpinned by reversible chromatin marks, that may fa-

cilitate acclimation to local environments on a relatively rapid scale compared to the

fixation of adaptive genetic polymorphisms. Any capacity for plant stress memories may

provide avenues for further epigenomic based agronomic tools to improve crop stress

tolerance. However, the nature of such memories observed here appear subtle and nu-

anced, and are forgotten beyond a generation. Further characterisation and mechanistic

understanding of mitotic memory mechanisms, however, may still hold potential. It was

also observed that stress signalling pathways can interact with those involved in chro-

matin modification, giving novel insight into their mechanistic functioning and the how

the onset of stress may induce chromatin changes. Despite this potential, the DNA

methylome was found to be relatively impervious to stress-induced changes and, thus,

is an unlikely memory mechanism.
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Guide

This thesis is structured as six chapters: the introduction, materials and methods, three

results chapters, and a final summary chapter. The introduction frames the aims of this

thesis and the required background information to contextualise their relevance. Each

of the core results chapters can be read semi-autonomously, alongside the appropriate

sections in the materials and methods, as each presents data on unique experimental

systems that all relate to the overall aims of this thesis, as well as a focussed discussion on

those chapters’ results. The final summary chapter will attempt to provide an integrated

discussion regarding the major findings in this thesis. Below is an outline:

� Chapter 1: Introduction - background information on the topics investigated in

this thesis.

� Chapter 2: Materials and methods - information on the experimental procedures

performed.

� Chapter 3: Mechanistic insight into SAL1-PAP-XRN signalling and potential

cross-talk with DNA methylation.

� Chapter 4: The Arabidopsis DNA methylome is stable under transgenerational

drought stress.

� Chapter 5: Maintenance of pre-existing DNA methylation states through recur-

ring excess-light stress.

� Chapter 6: Thesis conclusions - An integrated discussion of the major findings.

Additional content:

� Hyperlinks: This thesis was compiled in LATEX as an enhanced PDF with in text

hyperlinks (using the hyperref package) for all citations, cross-references including

appendices, figures, and supplementary data, for example clicking on a heading in

the table of contents will navigate to that section. All external hyperlinks, such as

a URL, are coloured in blue.

� Code: All code used for processing and analyses of next-generation sequencing

data can be accessed on GitHub.
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� Supplemental dataset: Tables and datasets, referred to herein, too large to fit

into a printed copy of this thesis are available electronically by following any of

the links in the appendices. In the eventuality that these links are broken, these

datasets are also available at the corresponding listed open access publications

(see below) or can be made available upon request.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis synopsis

Plants show an amazing capacity to perceive and respond to a plethora of environmental

stimuli. This is crucial for survival, given that plants are sessile organisms that are unable

to avoid fluctuating conditions in a dynamic environment. Indeed, plants have developed

complex molecular systems that convey an impressive ability for adaptive plasticity (Mick-

elbart et al., 2015; van Loon, 2016). A crucial component of these systems are signalling

pathways that originate from the perception of a stress-derived signal and culminate in

a coordinated response involving a multitude of factors (Fleta-Soriano & Munné-Bosch,

2016). This includes, but is not limited to, protein-protein interactions, for example

PYRABACTIN RESISTENCE1-LIKE (PYL) and PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE TYPE-2C

(PP2C) interaction upon perception of abscisic acid (ABA) (Komatsu et al., 2013), the

induction of intracellular signalling pathways, such as from the chloroplast to the nu-

cleus (Chan, Phua, et al., 2016), biochemical responses, such as the biosynthesis of key

hormones to regulate developmental processes, and influencing ribonucleic acid (RNA)

dynamics to fine-tune gene expression (Crisp et al., 2016). Ultimately these coordi-

nated factors allow the continual adjustment of plants’ developmental and physiological

processes to suit the surrounding environment.

Given the dynamic nature of the environment this process of perception and ad-

justment is not a single static event, rather it is a continual process where new stimuli

induce signals that continuously lead to the fine-tuning of plant responses. Furthermore,

an emerging concept is that repeated exposures to biotic and abiotic stresses can lead

to ’priming’, whereby a ’primed’ individual displays a more rapid or fine-tuned response

enabling acclimation to their local environment (Conrath et al., 2006; Bruce et al., 2007;

Crisp et al., 2016). Research into stress priming has uncovered numerous such examples

where prior stress exposure leads to altered plant behaviour, suggesting that plants have

a capacity for plant stress memory. However, the full extent to which plants can remem-

ber their environment, and the mechanisms to store and transmit this memory, are yet
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to be fully uncovered. One possibility is the involvement of rapidly reversible, yet re-

portedly stable and heritable chromatin marks, such as DNA methylation, the variations

in which could alter the expression of underlying genetic elements (Lister et al., 2008;

Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2013). As a result, there has been much speculation

for the contribution of DNA methylation to local acclimation and adaptation (Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid, 2012). However, so too is there ambiguity and uncertainty reflected

by conflicting reports (Seymour et al., 2014; Eichten & Springer, 2015; Hagmann et al.,

2015; Secco et al., 2015), necessitating a systematic investigation to confirm whether

environmentally-induced methylation variation conveys any biological functionality, such

as the transmission of plant stress memory.

1.2 Plant abiotic stress

Plant growth can be compromised by a variety of environmental stresses that ultimately

impair optimal plant reproductive potential, which is of significant agricultural impor-

tance as this diminishes crop productivity and yield (Boyer, 1982; Takahashi et al., 2004;

Verslues et al., 2006). Many environmental factors may be considered as biotic or abiotic

stresses that cause penalties to plant growth including incoming light energy, ultravio-

let irradiance, temperature, soil composition (for example, salinity, nutrient availability,

acidity, moisture) or parasitism by various possible pathogens or insects (Jakab et al.,

2005; Atkin et al., 2006; Conrath et al., 2006; Gordon et al., 2013; Müller-Xing et al.,

2014; Mickelbart et al., 2015). In response to stress, plants must make physiological

adjustments, predominantly through the action of molecular and biochemical pathways,

to minimize the damage caused by a particular stress without severely impairing growth

processes (Takahashi et al., 2004; Skirycz & Inzé, 2010). This often culminates as al-

tered metabolism and gene expression to establish a new equilibrium between growth

and resistance (Mazzucotelli et al., 2008). The fundamental impact of abiotic stress is

the impairment of plant growth and yield as resources are diverted towards response and

repair; nutrient acquisition and utilization is disrupted; photosynthesis and respiration

are impaired: ultimately culminating in an altered physiological state slowing growth but

maximising survival (Skirycz & Inzé, 2010; Cramer et al., 2011; Mickelbart et al., 2015).

In order to minimise stress-induced damage, there are three predominant models

of stress response (or resistance): escape, avoidance, and tolerance (Verslues et al.,

2006; Basu et al., 2016). Escape mechanisms entail the completion of a plants’ life

cycle before the onset of stress (Basu et al., 2016). Avoidance mechanisms, on the

other hand, involves short-term physiological adjustments to minimize the impact of

stress on plant performance, for example, stomatal closure and solute accumulation in

response to water limitation to avoid dehydration (Verslues et al., 2006; Skirycz & Inzé,

2010). Alternatively, additional mechanisms can be engaged to maintain plant function

in the presence of stress that are regarded as ”tolerance” mechanisms, for example,
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the production of osmoprotectants, antioxidants, and reactive oxygen species (ROS)

detoxifying enzymes to avoid damage caused by water limitation (Verslues et al., 2006).

Before considering the physiological importance of stress-derived signals or the pos-

sibility of plant stress memory, we must first consider the primary impacts of abiotic

stresses and the subsequent avoidance and tolerance mechanisms employed by plants,

which help identify where plant stress memory could play a functional role to promote

success during future events. Both excess-light (EL) and drought induce cellular oxidative

stress either by saturating the photosystems with light energy or by limiting the capacity

for carbon fixation through water limitation (Figure 1.1). Enhancing our understanding

of plant abiotic stress signalling pathways and short-term acclimation to dynamic condi-

tions, including the mechanisms involved, is of significant value in developing techniques

to maintain and improve agricultural productivity in the face of modern challenges, such

as reductions in arable land, and increasingly dynamic and variable climates. This thesis

focusses on two agriculturally relevant abiotic factors that induce severe cellular oxidative

stress: EL and drought.

1.2.1 Excess-light stress

Sunlight is essential for plant growth, providing the energy to drive photosynthesis that

subsequently impacts numerous plant developmental processes. This relies on the absorp-

tion of light energy by chlorophyll molecules located in a Photosystem II (PSII)-light-

harvesting complex (LHC)II super complex, and the subsequent transfer of electrons

[photosynthetic electron transport (PET)] through the reaction centres of two electron-

ically connected photosystems, PSII then Photosystem I (PSI), located on the thylakoid

membranes of chloroplasts. This electrochemical energy is ultimately used to gener-

ate nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and adenosine triphosphate

(ATP), both of which are critical for the fixation of carbon dioxide (CO2) into usable

sugars via the Calvin-Benson cycle (Minagawa, 2011; Caffarri et al., 2014). There is,

however, a fine balance between the optimum light intensity for carbon fixation (light

saturation point) and light intensities exceeding this, termed EL, which can lead to

severe oxidative stress, photodamage, and photoinhibition (sustained decrease in pho-

tosynthetic efficiency) (Demmig-Adams et al., 1989; Demmig-Adams, 1990; Barber &

Andersson, 1992; Niyogi, 1999; Z. Li et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2013).

EL causes photoinhibition by damaging PSII, specifically via light-induced degrada-

tion of D1 protein of the PSII reaction centre (Tyystjärvi, 2008). Intriguingly, this is not

wholly associated with excessive energy absorption by photosynthetic pigments, high-

lighted by the finding that the quantum yield and rate of photoinhibition is independent

of light intensity and the size of light-harvesting antenna, respectively (Tyystjärvi, 2008;

Takahashi & Badger, 2011). Instead, EL causes the release of manganese ions from

oxygen evolving clusters in PSII leading to impaired PET (Tyystjärvi, 2008). This leaves

PSII reaction centres vulnerable to damage upon absorption of light energy (Takahashi
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& Badger, 2011). Chlorophyll molecules are the key photosynthetic pigments that ab-

sorb and transfer light energy to PSII reaction centres (Niyogi, 1999). Upon absorption,

chlorophyll molecules enter the singlet excited state, which is highly reactive and, if it

cannot transfer this energy, can form triplet chlorophyll through intersystem crossing

(Niyogi, 1999). Triplet chlorophyll is capable of reacting with molecular oxygen to form

ROS, primarily singlet oxygen (1O2) that can subsequently be converted into hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2) or hydroxyl radicals, which can readily oxidize many biologically signif-

icant molecules causing widespread cellular damage and further photoinhibition (Niyogi,

1999; Triantaphylidès & Havaux, 2009). H2O2 is not only produced via 1O2, but also

through the dismutation of superoxide radicals generated at PSI (Slesak et al., 2007).

Absorption of EL also leads to an acidified thylakoid lumen, reduced components of

PET, and perturbation of chlorophyll biosynthesis (Z. Li et al., 2009).

Together, these effects can impair plant productivity and, in severe cases, lead to

plant death (Müller et al., 2001; Dietz, 2015). Furthermore, adverse environmental

conditions can decrease the light saturation point of afflicted plants, for example, sub-

optimal temperatures can impair enzyme stability and kinetics, and PET, resulting in

exacerbated photoinhibition (Ruelland et al., 2009). Thus, plants must optimize their

performance according to their exposed light levels, which can fluctuate as a result of

changes in the angling of the sun throughout the day, transient canopy openings, and

cloud movements (Gordon et al., 2013; Hirth et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2017).

Indeed, it is well-documented that sun-exposed leaves show distinct photosynthetic pro-

files compared to those developed in the shade, a process termed photoacclimation, to

optimise photosynthesis and limit photoinhibition (Murchie et al., 2009; Zivcak et al.,

2014). Additionally, fluctuations in light quantity are often accompanied by temperature

fluctuation, which is reflected in the light treatments utilized in this study and causes

greater oxidative stress (Jung et al., 2013). It is also important to acknowledge that

changes in light quality (or the wavelengths of energy a plant is exposed to) constitute

another form of light stress, such as increases in UV-B radiation due to depletion of the

ozone layer, that can also have important biological consequences and involve distinct

pathways (Müller-Xing et al., 2014; Bornman et al., 2015), however, the focus of this

thesis will be in regards to changes in light quantity.

Plants possess a suite of photoprotective mechanisms that guard against EL stress

that can result in PSI acceptor-side limitation, including state-transitions, cyclic elec-

tron flow and stoichiometric adjustments in photosynthetic complexes (Niyogi, 1999;

Munekage et al., 2002; Nilkens et al., 2010; Minagawa, 2011; Schöttler & Tóth, 2014;

Allahverdiyeva et al., 2015). It is important to note that there are both short-term and

long-term responses for light acclimation, where the former involves reversible modifi-

cations to the light harvesting machinery compared to more permanent structural and

physiological adjustments (Schöttler & Tóth, 2014; Dietz, 2015). An important example

of an immediate short-term response to EL stress are state transitions. This occurs due
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to imbalanced excitation of PSII, relative to PSI, and results in phosphorylation-induced

re-allocation of PSII antenna to PSI (Niyogi, 1999; Minagawa, 2011). State transitions

are part of a key photoprotective mechanism that results in the dissipation of over 75%

of EL as thermal energy is measured and referred to as non-photochemical quenching

(NPQ) (Demmig-Adams & Adams, 1996; Niyogi, 1999; Müller et al., 2001).

NPQ can be divided into multiple underlying components with characteristic kinet-

ics, including energy-dependent, state-transition (described above), and photoinhibitory

quenching (Niyogi, 1999; Müller et al., 2001; Jung & Niyogi, 2009). The major con-

tributor of these is the energy-dependent quench (qE) that occurs rapidly, within sec-

onds to minutes, and is tied to a low thylakoid lumen pH that induces conformational

changes in PSII antenna (Demmig-Adams, 1990; Maxwell & Johnson, 2000; Müller et

al., 2001). These are administered by the PSII subunit protein PHOTOSYSTEM II SUB-

UNIT S (PsbS) that acts as a pH sensor in the thylakoid lumen (X.-P. Li et al., 2000,

2002, 2004), and, whose activity also contributes towards Systemic acquired acclimation

(SAA) (Ciszak et al., 2015). These rapid, and reversible, adjustments to the PSII an-

tenna promote a quenched state, whereby tight packing of the light harvesting complexes

promotes thermal dissipation of excess photochemical energy (Ruban et al., 2007; Hor-

ton et al., 2008). This is accompanied by the production of accessory photoprotective

pigments, for example the conversion of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin via the xanthophyll

cycle, which, upon binding to the light harvesting complexes, allows energy transfer

away from chlorophyll pigments, preventing the production of both triplet chlorophyll

and subsequent ROS (Demmig-Adams, 1990; Demmig-Adams et al., 1995; Demmig-

Adams & Adams, 1996; Demmig-Adams et al., 1996; Horton et al., 2008). Prolonged

exposure to EL can result in the accumulation of ROS, which can be averted through

the production of ROS detoxifying enzymes and pigments (Telfer, 2002; Rossel et al.,

2007; Jahns & Holzwarth, 2012; Dietz, 2015). Additional components involved in the

optimization of photosynthetic capacity include DEGP PROTEASE 7 (DEG7), PRO-

TON GRADIENT REGULATION 5 (PGR5), and PROTEIN KINASE STN7 (STN7);

which mediate re-arrangement and repair of the photosynthetic machinery (Pesaresi et

al., 2009; Munekage et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2010).

1.2.2 Drought stress

Fluctuations in light intensity can be rapid and intense, providing a versatile system with

which to examine stress responses. On the other hand, drought (soil moisture deficit

as a result of below-average rainfall) is a slow-onset, yet, severe stress that significantly

impacts crop yields worldwide and is now occurring with greater frequency and severity,

thus having important agronomic, economic, and social consequences (Kramer & Boyer,

1995; Cramer et al., 2011; Walter et al., 2011; Spinoni et al., 2014). Water deficiency

also holds numerous physiological implications for plant development and growth either

directly or indirectly affecting almost all plant processes, in particular photosynthesis
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(Kramer & Boyer, 1995; Osakabe et al., 2014). Physiological effects include loss of

turgor, wilting, cessation of cell enlargement, stomatal closure, and impaired metabolism

and photosynthesis; ultimately preventing optimal plant productivity and in severe cases

leads to death (Kramer & Boyer, 1995). Thus, drought can be a major limiting factor

of plant productivity. The magnitude of the impact of drought depends on its duration,

severity, and timing; for example, the effects of drought are most severe during plant

reproduction (Westgate et al., 1996; Pradhan et al., 2012; Fleta-Soriano & Munné-

Bosch, 2016).

A key route for plant water efflux is due to the requirement of atmospheric CO2 for

photosynthesis, which is obtained by gas exchange through stomatal pores on the leaf

surface (Murata et al., 2015; Z. Yang et al., 2016). Opening of stomata promotes plant

growth and photosynthesis due to increased CO2 uptake allowing for maximal carbon

fixation as described previously (Murata et al., 2015). However, accompanying this is a

large efflux of water vapour that must be maintained through plant transpiration (Z. Yang

et al., 2016). In order to absorb water, plant roots must generate water potentials low

enough relative to the soil water potential (Kramer & Boyer, 1995). Thus, water uptake

by plant root systems can efficiently replace the lost water when soil moisture is high, and

plant growth can continue unimpeded (Kramer & Boyer, 1995; Z. Yang et al., 2016).

Alternatively, when water is limited, such as during periods of drought, there can be

drastic reduction in soil water potential that makes it more difficult for plants to absorb

water from the soil (Kramer & Boyer, 1995; Verslues et al., 2006).

This forces an adjustment of plant processes to more efficiently utilize the water

available for essential metabolic processes, while slowing plant growth to minimize water

loss and compromising plant productivity for survival (Boyer, 1982; Kramer & Boyer,

1995; Verslues et al., 2006; Z. Yang et al., 2016). A key short-term drought avoidance

mechanism is to minimize water loss by closing stomata, which also slows transpiration

necessitating other cellular adjustments (Verslues et al., 2006). Key signalling cascades

control the development and sensitivity of guard cells, which surround stomatal pores

on the leaf epidermis and control its aperture, enabling fine-tuned regulation of this

avoidance response (Dong & Bergmann, 2010; Chen, Hills, et al., 2012; Osakabe et al.,

2014). Thus guard cells are a key cell type controlling plant physiology during changes

in water availability, among other environmental fluctuations such as ambient CO2 levels

(Zhao et al., 2008; Osakabe et al., 2014). The signalling events involved in guard-cell

mediated stomatal control will be explored in greater detail in this thesis, in particular,

the identification of a new secondary messenger that acts as an agonist of the canonical

ABA signalling pathway.

In the case of prolonged drought, longer term avoidance mechanisms, including max-

imising root growth, increasing tissue water storage capacity and cuticle thickness (to

prevent water evaporation), are engaged to preserve plant water status (Verslues et

al., 2006). However, maintained avoidance of water limitation and optimal metabolic
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activity is not feasible during a prolonged drought and low soil water potential will even-

tually result in reduced plant water content and, consequently, impaired photosynthetic

performance. Drought tolerance mechanisms primarily involve the protection of cellu-

lar structures, such as cell membranes, through the production of osmoprotectants and

protective proteins, like dehydrins that can act as chaperones, solutes and detoxifying

enzymes (Verslues et al., 2006).

Understanding the mechanisms employed by plants to withstand such abiotic stresses

helps us appreciate the dynamic and flexible nature of plant physiology, which is required

for survival in dynamic and flexible environments (Figure 1.1). Many of the responses

are carried out through a variety of integrated transcriptional and post-transcriptional

changes that underlie, for example, the production of antioxidants for detoxification,

osmoprotectants for maintaining cellular water potential, or manipulation of the light

harvesting complexes to prevent excess photodamage (Verslues et al., 2006; Ruban et

al., 2007; Cramer et al., 2011). It is also important to note that many of the responses

described are part of an integrated response, rather than occurring independently, and,

depending on plant species, can be engaged to different extents (Verslues et al., 2006).

The ability for these responses to be carried out in an intricate and integrated manner

relies on the operation of signalling pathways that relay information between important

cellular components, such as the nucleus and chloroplast.

1.3 Plant stress signalling

Plants must respond to abiotic stresses to minimise disruption of plant growth and re-

production. Plant stress signalling pathways are paramount in activating the molecular

and biochemical mechanisms required for stress avoidance or tolerance (Figure 1.2)

(Takahashi et al., 2004; Cramer et al., 2011; Chan, Phua, et al., 2016). These path-

ways are initiated by the perception of stress, or environmental fluctuations, which relies

on the production of signals that are typically a direct biochemical consequence from

the stress itself, for example, the over-production of ROS from photoinhibition during

EL stress (Tyystjärvi, 2008). Additionally, a wide range of plant-derived chemicals and

metabolites can also act as stress signals including, but not limited to, ROS, carotenoid

oxidation products, intermediates of sulfur metabolism, calcium, and ABA (Ramakr-

ishna & Ravishankar, 2011; Ramel et al., 2012; Carmody et al., 2016; Chan, Phua, et

al., 2016; Hou et al., 2016). These signals are mobile and they themselves can be recog-

nised by secondary transducers or receptors that can propagate the signals. Ultimately,

this induces biochemical adjustments culminating into a physiological response, such as

the production of ROS paired with intracellular calcium transport and the subsequent

activation of ion channels to induce stomatal closure in response to ABA (Osakabe et

al., 2014; Murata et al., 2015). An important destination for many of these signalling

pathways is the nucleus, where changes in gene expression can be made to affect cellular
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Figure 1.1: Responses to excess-light and drought stress
Comparison of the physiological adjustments plants must make in response to EL or drought stress.
Memory formation against such stresses could facilitate stronger or more rapid responses to promote
tolerance and survival.
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adjustments, for example, many transcripts that encode ROS detoxifying enzymes, or

their regulators, are responsive to the accumulation of ROS including H2O2 and 1O2

(Gordon et al., 2013; Carmody et al., 2016). A subset of these nucleus-bound signals

can be derived from organelles, such as the chloroplast or mitochondrion, allowing for

intracellular communication. These are referred to as retrograde signals and allow for

the fine-tuning of molecular processes that adjust organelle function to promote adapta-

tion to new environmental conditions (Chan, Phua, et al., 2016). Further dissection of

the pathways, including chloroplast-to-nucleus retrograde signalling, investigated in this

thesis follows below.

1.3.1 Systemic acquired acclimation signals for whole plant pho-

toacclimation

SAA has been elucidated as a key signalling mechanism for relaying photoacclimation to

a whole plant level to guard against fluctuating light intensity. Leaves experiencing EL

stress actively signal, through a variety of metabolic and oxidative molecules (Ramel et

al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2013; Carmody et al., 2016), to unexposed

leaves to convey a ”primed” state (Conrath et al., 2006) in anticipation for incoming

EL stress (Karpinski et al., 1999; Rossel et al., 2007). Indeed, PSII has also been shown

to be primed in response to repeated EL stress (Karpinski et al., 1999), as well as

improved NPQ activation in both exposed and newly developed tissue, suggestive of the

potential for memory (Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013). Similar

experiments utilizing continuous cold treatments limited to pre-existing leaves provided

evidence for systemic signalling such that naive newly developed leaves exhibited the

induction of cold-responsive genes (Gorsuch et al., 2010). A key untested hypothesis

(Gordon et al., 2013) is whether there could be an epigenetic component (Eichten et al.,

2014) contributing to the memory and transmission of this acclimation (Figure 1.3).

Indeed, there is now evidence for stress memory against a variety of biotic and abiotic

stresses including insect herbivory and oxidative stress (Cayuela et al., 1996; Agrawal,

2002; Jakab et al., 2005; Gorsuch et al., 2010; Rasmann et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2013;

X. Wang et al., 2014). Pertinently, there is growing evidence that plants are able to form

light stress memory also (Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013; Crisp et

al., 2017). This occurs regardless of the area of tissue exposed as targeted, or partial

rosette, EL treatments still resulted in acclimation across a whole plant demonstrable

through enhanced induction of light-response transcripts, and improved photoprotective

capacity and oxidative tolerance (Karpinski et al., 1999; Rossel et al., 2007; Gordon et

al., 2013; Carmody et al., 2016). Indeed, using a partial rosette treatment revealed

an 87% overlap in transcriptional changes between exposed and distal tissues (Rossel

et al., 2007). Accompanying this reprogramming were alterations in auxin homeostasis

across the rosette, despite EL treatment of a single leaf (Gordon et al., 2013) and

many SAA induced transcripts being unresponsive to hormone treatments (Rossel et al.,
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Figure 1.2: Signalling pathways perceive environmental fluctuations
Schematic depiction of a signalling cascade responding to environmental stimuli including abiotic stress.
This is perceived by millions of cells across a plant organ leading to the biosynthesis of a signal,
often as a by-product of the stress itself. This signal binds to receptors that act as transducers to
propagate the signal to recruiters or effectors that ultimately elicit a response. This can involve physical
(e.g. protein-protein interactions), biochemical (e.g. ion gradients), or molecular changes (e.g. gene
expression) all of which can feedback on the pathway. There is an emerging notion that chromatin
variation can contribute to stress response. This thesis investigates the possibility that components
involved in maintaining chromatin state (e.g. METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1), DECREASE IN
DNA METHYLATION 1 (DDM1), CHROMOMETHYLASE (CMT)2, CMT3) are responsive to stress
signals, or to intermediate signalling components, to result in stress-induced chromatin variation that
contribute to stress tolerance by regulating expression of underlying genetic elements. Adapted from
Pastori & Foyer (2002).
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2007). Such observations suggest a capacity for the storage and transmission of these

acclimatory events, into new tissue post-stress, to form a memory.

1.3.2 ABA signalling in guard cells

Stomata are pores on the leaf epidermis that regulate gas exchange with the surround-

ing environment, which has important consequences for plant growth (Mickelbart et al.,

2015; Murata et al., 2015). Thus, stomatal closure is one of the most important re-

sponses to calibrate plant growth through environmental fluctuations, including changes

in light intensity, atmospheric CO2, and water availability (Hetherington & Woodward,

2003). This regulation is achieved through physical manipulations in aperture size of the

stoma controlled by hydraulic changes in a pair of specialized gatekeeper cells bordering

stomata (T.-H. Kim et al., 2010). These cells, termed guard cells, respond to a variety

of stress-induced signals, such as ROS, calcium (Ca2+), hormones, and metabolites; to

regulate stomatal aperture through controlling membrane ion transport causing solute

influx or efflux that ultimately changes guard cell turgor pressure (Farquhar & Sharkey,

1982; Murata et al., 2015). One of the best characterised mechanisms operating in

guard cells to regulate stomatal closure is the ABA signalling pathway (Figure 1.4).

In addition to stomatal closure, ABA signalling plays important physiological roles in

many aspects of plant development including embryogenesis, germination, reproduction,

and developmental transitions (Xiong et al., 2001; Finkelstein et al., 2002; Shinozaki et

al., 2003; Xiong & Zhu, 2003; Jakab et al., 2005; Kurahashi et al., 2009). Its mode

of action, particularly in guard cells, has been the target of much active research. The

accumulation of ABA occurs by de novo biosynthesis, primarily in shoot vascular tissue

cells under conditions of osmotic stress (Zeevaart & Boyer, 1984; Xiong & Zhu, 2003;

Endo et al., 2008). The first step of this reaction occurs in the plastids where 9-

cis-neoxanthin or 9-cis-violaxanthin are cleaved by 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenases

(NCED), to produce the C15 intermediate xanthoxin that is subsequently converted

to ABA in the cytosol by ABA DEFICIENT 2 (ABA2) (Schwartz et al., 1997; Xiong

& Zhu, 2003; Nambara & Marion-Poll, 2005; González-Guzmán et al., 2002). The

synthesized ABA can then be transported to target sites of action, via the xylem and

phloem, potentially in an inactive conjugated form that subsequently triggers further

ABA production (Zeevaart & Boyer, 1984; Sauter et al., 2001; Nambara & Marion-Poll,

2005; Boursiac et al., 2013). Additional sites of ABA biosynthesis beyond vascular tissues

have also been postulated based on the expression of key biosynthetic proteins, including

directly in guard cells (Tan et al., 2003; Koiwai et al., 2004; Nambara & Marion-Poll,

2005). This has brought suggestions that root-derived mobile compounds could be

transported through the xylem to target sites to induce ABA biosynthesis (Goodger &

Schachtman, 2010). Recent investigations on sulfate content and transport in xylem

sap under drought suggest that this could be a genuine mechanism for triggering ABA

accumulation directly at functionally relevant sites, such as at guard cells (Malcheska et
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Figure 1.3: Systemic acquired acclimation and memory
Outline of SAA signalling to facilitate whole plant acclimation for incoming EL. Furthermore, an untested
hypothesis is whether there could be an epigenetic component to convey mitotic transmission, or
memory, of this acclimation. Adapted from Gordon (2012).
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al., 2017).

ABA signalling in guard cells involves various levels of redundancy allowing for com-

pensatory feedback regulation while also adding a layer of complexity (Finkelstein et

al., 2002; Hetherington & Woodward, 2003). Once inside guard cells, ABA binds

to ABA receptors from the PYL protein family, which subsequently forms a complex

with, thus inactivating, PP2C phosphatases (Park et al., 2009). Active PP2Cs inhibit

SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 2 (SnRK2) kinase activity through dephosphory-

lation. Inactivation of PP2Cs releases this inhibition allowing activation of SnRK2 via

autophosphorylation (Boudsocq et al., 2007). Subsequently, active SnRK2 kinases phos-

phorylate various target proteins including a range of ion channels, such as SLOW AN-

ION CHANNEL-ASSOCIATED 1 (SLAC1), POTASSIUM CHANNEL IN ARABIDOPSIS

THALIANA (KAT)1, and KAT2; and transcription factors triggering an ABA response

(Johnson et al., 2002; Mustilli et al., 2002; Furihata et al., 2006; Geiger et al., 2009;

S. C. Lee et al., 2009) (Figure 1.4).

The two key outputs of ABA signalling are: (I) in the case of stomatal closure,

SnRK2-mediated regulation of ion channel activity causing depolarisation of the guard

cell plasma membrane and the efflux of cellular solutes that results in reduced guard cell

turgor that shrinks the stomatal pore (Chen & Blatt, 2010); and (II) gene expression

changes in the nucleus via ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING FACTOR (ABF)

activity modulated through SnRK2- or CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE

(CDPK)-mediated phosphorylation (Furihata et al., 2006; S.-Y. Zhu et al., 2007; Lynch

et al., 2012; Yoshida et al., 2015). ABFs comprise a family of basic-domain leucine zipper

(bZIP) transcription factors that bind to ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT (ABRE) cis-

acting elements, inducing ABA-dependent gene expression to promote stress tolerance

(Johnson et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2010; Murata et al., 2015). Examples of proteins

encoded by ABA-activated genes include enzymes involved in ROS detoxification, trans-

porters, dehydrins, and other signalling transducers such as protein kinases (Choi et al.,

2000; Shinozaki et al., 2003; T.-H. Kim et al., 2010). Many of the ABA-activated genes

are co-regulated by other stimuli, including temperature and salinity, suggesting interac-

tion with other signalling pathways (Seki et al., 2002). Although many of these signalling

pathways have been intimately mapped out (Chan, Phua, et al., 2016), how multiple

signals are integrated into a synergistic response is not well understood. Thus, this thesis

will explore the mechanism of eliciting plant acclimatory responses via stress-responsive

signalling pathways, and how multiple signals can synergistically promote stress toler-

ance. In addition to the regulation of stomatal closure, it is worthwhile noting that

the development of stomata itself is an environmentally responsive and tightly regulated

long-term process that has critical biological consequences for plant growth and develop-

ment. This is because the efficiency of gas exchange can also be affected by alterations

in stomatal number and density (Dong & Bergmann, 2010). Interestingly, this develop-

mental program has also been reported to be under epigenetic control (Tricker et al.,
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Figure 1.4: ABA signalling in guard cells
Guard cells are critical for regulating leaf gas exchange. A key mechanism involved is the ABA signalling
pathway that, upon perception of stress-induced ABA, initiates a signalling transduction cascade that
promotes the mechanical closure of stomata and ABA-induced gene expression to, collectively, promote
stress tolerance. Adapted from Chen & Blatt (2010); Cutler et al. (2010); T.-H. Kim et al. (2010);
F. Hauser et al. (2011).

2012, 2013), which will be relevant for considerations of stress signalling and memory.

1.3.3 Retrograde signalling and the SAL1-PAP Pathway

Retrograde signalling refers to communication from cell organelles, including mitochon-

dria, chloroplasts, to the nucleus, allowing for co-ordination between organellar and

nuclear-encoded gene expression according to organelle developmental and physiological

state (Fernández & Strand, 2008; Pogson et al., 2008; Chan, Phua, et al., 2016; Mart́ın

et al., 2016). There are multiple examples of changes to nuclear gene expression upon

genetic or chemical perturbation of plastid function (Bradbeer et al., 1979; Oelmüller et

al., 1986; Oelmüller & Mohr, 1986; Susek et al., 1993; Hess et al., 1994; Xiao et al.,

2012). Thus, chloroplasts can act as stress sensors for the cell, particularly in the case of

EL-induced oxidative stress, by relaying this information to influence nuclear gene expres-

sion. Intermediates of various biochemical or metabolic pathways have been identified

as having secondary roles as retrograde signals, such as intermediates of the tetrapyrrole

biosynthetic pathway Fe-protoporphyrin (heme) and Mg-protoporphyrin IX (Strand et

al., 2003; Woodson et al., 2011), the carotenoid oxidation product β-cyclocitral, the

isoprenoid precursor methylerythritol cyclodiphosphate (Ramel et al., 2012; Xiao et al.,

2012), and a by-product of sulfur metabolism 3′-phosphoadenosine 5′-phosphate (PAP)

(Klein & Papenbrock, 2004; Estavillo et al., 2011). Despite the identification of numer-

ous retrograde pathways and signals, there is still only limited mechanistic insight into

how these signals are translated into improved stress tolerance from initial perception.
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Nonetheless, the extent to which these signals are integrated with canonical stress sig-

nalling pathways, such as the ABA pathway, remain an interesting field for exploration.

Interestingly, Exposito-Rodriguez et al. (2017) demonstrated that light-induced H2O2

accumulation in chloroplasts could move directly to the nucleus to impact nuclear gene

expression in tobacco epidermal cells, bypassing the cytosol.

Using a screen for constitutive ASCORBATE PEROXIDASE 2 (APX2) up-regulation,

as an indicator of oxidative stress, a point mutation in the nuclear-encoded SAL1

PHOSPHATASE-LIKE PROTEIN (SAL1) gene was observed to convey enhanced drought

and EL stress tolerance (herein referred to as sal1 -8; Rossel et al. 2006; Wilson et al.

2009). The SAL1 gene encodes a chloroplast and mitochondria localized phosphatase

that degrades the phosphonucleotide PAP, a by-product of secondary sulfur metabolism,

that would otherwise inhibit sulfotransferase activity, consequently having feedback reg-

ulation on overall sulfur metabolism (B.-R. Lee et al., 2012; Chan et al., 2013). If

allowed to accumulate, either due to lesions in SAL1 (Estavillo et al., 2011) or inac-

tivation through altered chloroplast redox status (Chan, Mabbitt, et al., 2016), PAP

is considered to inhibit the action of the 5′-3′ exoribonuclease (XRN) family of RNA

processing enzymes, including nuclear-localized XRN2 and XRN3, and cytosol-localized

XRN4; thereby altering post-transcriptional RNA metabolism (Dichtl et al., 1997; Gy

et al., 2007; Kurihara et al., 2012). This is further evidenced by xrn2xrn3 double and

xrn2xrn3xrn4 triple mutants phenocopying sal1 mutants (Estavillo et al., 2011). How-

ever, action through the XRN enzymes does not fully explain sal1 phenotypes. For

example, while there is a substantial overlap (>50%) between the sal1 and xrn2xrn3

trancriptomes, there are still over 2000 genes uniquely differentially regulated in sal1

(Estavillo et al., 2011). This suggests alternative, or combinatorial, modes of action

for PAP. Pertinently, a subset of ABA-responsive genes are differentially regulated in

sal1 mutants, alongside decreased stomatal conductance, raising the possibility of PAP

participating in ABA-mediated processes (Figure 1.5; Rossel et al. 2007; Wilson et al.

2009; Estavillo et al. 2011).

1.4 Plant stress priming and memory

In addition to plant phenotypic plasticity, actioned by the aforementioned signalling

pathways, plants show an ability to be ’primed’ by stresses. That is, prior exposure to

a stress or priming stimulus conveys an enhanced ability to respond to future events

(Conrath et al., 2006; Bruce et al., 2007; Crisp et al., 2016). This notion has been

extended to numerous considerations of the formation of plant ‘stress memory’, in which

a state of altered stress responsivity is mitotically or meiotically transmissible (Bruce et

al., 2007; M.-T. Hauser et al., 2011; Probst & Mittelsten Scheid, 2015; Crisp et al., 2016;

van Loon, 2016). There is much interest in plant stress memory, including the underlying

molecular mechanism(s) and its potential to impact crop yields, particularly in harsh and
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Figure 1.5: The canonical SAL1-PAP retrograde signalling pathway
The secondary messenger PAP has been identified as a chloroplast to nucleus retrograde signal that
promotes stress tolerance, particularly during drought. Changes in chloroplastic redox state, induced by
oxidative stress, inactivates SAL1 resulting in PAP accumulation, which can subsequently be transported
into the cytosol and nucleus where it has the potential for multiple molecular interactions. A canonical
mode of action is inhibition of XRN enzymes, altering RNA metabolism and promoting stress-responsive
gene expression, such as through the transcription factors ZINC FINGER PROTEIN ZAT10 (ZAT10)
and DEHYDRATION-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT-BINDING PROTEIN 2A (DREB2A). Adapted from
Estavillo et al. (2011); Gigolashvili et al. (2012); Chan, Mabbitt, et al. (2016).

variable environments (Springer, 2013; Ji et al., 2015; Mickelbart et al., 2015). Such a

priming or memory response could be evolutionarily beneficial, facilitating acclimation

to local environmental conditions (Figure 1.6), albeit these must be balanced with the

costs of maladaptive memories (Crisp et al., 2016).

As discussed above, the primary modes of plant stress response can be categorised

into measures of avoidance or tolerance. It is possible that the prior stress exposure can

prime plants, altering its responsivity in engaging avoidance and/or tolerance mecha-

nisms. For example, prior stress exposure can lead to enhanced transcriptional responses

allowing for more rapid activation of stress responsive transcripts, such as observed from

β-aminobutyric acid (BABA)-induced priming (Jakab et al., 2001, 2005; Ton et al.,

2005) or through stress training experiments (Ding et al., 2012; Sani et al., 2013; Crisp

et al., 2017), which could contribute to a more rapid engagement of the related avoid-

ance or tolerance mechanisms. On the other hand, priming could have variable effects

rather than just the hyper-induction of stress responses (Ding et al., 2013; Sani et al.,

2013). More subtle changes that do not involve a stronger response, thus minimising the

growth penalties associated with stress tolerance, could lead to maximising reproductive

potential.

This investigation also seeks to delineate between stress priming (Conrath et al.,

2006) and heritable (mitotically or meiotically) memory (Eichten et al., 2014; Crisp et

al., 2016). A key concern is that the term ’memory’ is often used synonymously with

’priming’, which confounds observations, making it difficult to properly compare between

responses. Priming is typically measured as the enhanced accumulation of tolerance-
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associated transcripts, proteins, and/or by demonstrating enhanced stress tolerance in

treated tissues after a period of recovery or in naive systemic tissues with regards to SAA-

mediated priming (Rossel et al., 2007; Gorsuch et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2013; Gordon et

al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2013; Carmody et al., 2016; Crisp et al., 2017). With respect to

mitotic memory, stress-induced molecular or physiological traits should be evident in new

tissue that were absent prior to, or during, the initial stress to demonstrate transmission

across cell divisions. Transgenerational memory will rely on observations of altered

traits in not only in the direct offspring of stressed parents, but in descendants at least

one generation removed from the directly stressed maternal plant to delineate between

heritable memory and maternal effects (Gutzat & Mittelsten Scheid, 2012; Piskurewicz

et al., 2016). Regardless, such mechanisms, whether systemic signalling and priming, or

genuine forms of memory, are considered to convey an evolutionary advantage (Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid, 2012; Mittler & Blumwald, 2015). Thus, this thesis aims to validate

a capacity for plant stress priming and memory as genuinely observable plant responses,

both within a generation and across generations.

1.4.1 Mechanisms for priming and memory

Plant stress priming and memory is often associated with an enhanced response to

recurring stress, for example, the hyper-induction of stress-responses transcripts un-

derpinned by maintained stress-induced structural, biochemical, or molecules changes

(Figure 1.7A). There are now extensive examples of stress priming across a variety of

plant species, in response to a multitude of stresses across multiple times-scales, in-

cluding both somatic and transgenerational stress priming (reviewed extensively Tricker

2015; Crisp et al. 2016; Secco et al. 2017; Lämke & Bäurle 2017). Despite the numer-

ous documented examples of plant stress priming and memory (Cayuela et al., 1996;

Jakab et al., 2001; Agrawal, 2002; Jakab et al., 2005; Iqbal & Ashraf, 2007; Slaughter

et al., 2012; Rasmann et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2014), the underlying molecular

mechanisms are still being uncovered, however, various candidates have been posited

(Figure 1.7B-F). One possibility is the persistence of stress-induced changes in chro-

matin to convey altered regulation of underlying elements until resetting of the memory

occurs (Figure 1.7B). This is a pre-eminent hypothesis as a molecular memory mecha-

nism based on the canonical example of cold-induced silencing of FLOWERING LOCUS

C (FLC), allowing the transition to reproductive growth, that persists for the remainder

of the plant’s life through persistent histone methylation across the locus (Figure 1.7C;

Sheldon et al. 2000; Bastow et al. 2004; Sung & Amasino 2004). The recovery pe-

riod is a critical window for this memory as return to warmth induces spreading of

repressive histone methylation across FLC (De Lucia et al., 2008). Alterations in RNA

metabolism also provide potential memory pathways. For example, inhibiting RNA decay,

or stabilising stress-induced transcripts, provides a direct mechanism of stress memory

through persistent accumulation of transcripts until resetting occurs to pre-stress lev-
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Figure 1.6: Stress priming could facilitate acclimation to local environmental conditions
Plants are constantly sensing and responding to stresses arising from the surrounding dynamic environ-
ment. Often these are transient events that eventually dissipate allowing for recovery to optimal growth
conditions. Over a plants’ lifetime, however, these transient fluctuations may persist or occur repeat-
edly, necessitating repeated physiological adjustments. Such conditions may lead to the formation of
stress priming or memory that allows for more efficient responses to local fluctuations. While underlying
genetic variation can contribute to local adaptation, these changes occur over longer geological time-
scales whereas environments have the ability to change much more rapidly. Thus the involvement of
faster acting mechanisms, including variable chromatin modifications, have been proposed to facilitate
short term stress priming allowing for local acclimation.
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els (Figure 1.7D) as was observed upon genetic impairment of XRN-mediated decay

(Nguyen et al., 2015). Another priming mechanism may be the sustained accumulation

of key signalling metabolites, proteins, or transcription factors that can prime activity of

those pathways (Figure 1.7E), akin to components required for BABA-induced priming

that are involved in the salicylate and ABA pathways (Ton et al., 2005). Alterations of

such metabolic or biochemical activity might also be coupled to chromatin maintenance,

for example, through the unavailability of essential metabolites ATP and nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide (NAD), or the cofactors S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and acetyl

co-enzyme A required for the reactions involved (Vriet et al., 2015; Groth et al., 2016).

Structural and biochemical memory factors may also pertain to sustained changes in

photosynthetic performance, such as those mediated by PsbS and VIOLAXANTHIN

DE-EPOXIDASE (VDE) to engage NPQ under EL. These can be reset by the activity of

proteins such as ZEAXANTHIN EPOXIDASE (ZEP) or K+ EFFLUX ANTIPORTER 3

(KEA3), which promote recovery by disengaging NPQ activity (Figure 1.7F; Z. Li et al.

2009; Armbruster et al. 2014, 2016). While various mechanisms have been posited here

it is unlikely that any act alone as a single master mechanism. Stress priming and mem-

ory will inevitably rely on an integrated response involving chromatin, structural, and

biochemical changes (Fleta-Soriano & Munné-Bosch, 2016). This investigation focusses

on the potential contribution of sustained stress-induced changes in DNA methylation

towards stress priming and memory.

1.4.2 Distinguishing chromatin modifications and epigenetics

Notions of plant stress memory are commonly associated with epigenetics, a broad term

that continues to evolve and encapsulate multiple non-Mendelian phenomena. Its origin

is often attributed to Conrad Waddington’s use of the term ”epigenotype” to encapsu-

late the processes, relating to both differentiation and development, that result in the

expression of a given genotype (Goldberg et al., 2007; Waddington, 2012). The contin-

ual broad use of this term, however, interferes with the ability to properly analyse and

compare specific phenomena, such as paramutation, transposon activity, non-Mendelian

inheritance, and gene regulation by chromatin state/modifications (Eichten et al., 2014).

This thesis regards the definition of epigenetics to pertain to heritable changes in phe-

notype that are not solely attributable to genetic sources (Eichten et al., 2014). A

further distinction can be made between transgenerational epigenetic effects, pertain-

ing to phenotypes present in successive generations that show no genetic basis, and

transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, where phenotypes are the traceable result of

heritable chromatin modifications (Youngson & Whitelaw, 2008). Furthermore, an im-

portant but often overlooked component of epigenetic phenomena is the requirement for

heritability over mitotic and/or meiotic cell divisions (Eichten et al., 2014). This thesis

is focussed on whether abiotic stress can prime plants for subsequent exposure, and to

investigate whether any such priming traits might be transmitted across cell divisions,
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Figure 1.7: Molecular pathways for stress memory
A Theoretical example of memory formation where a strong transcriptional response (blue line) occurs
upon an initial stress, with a concurrent accumulation of signalling molecules and the release of repressive
chromatin (red line) facilitating future enhanced responses. Depending on the nature of stress, memory
formation and consolidation might occur or resetting can occur to avoid the growth costs of maintained
tolerance.
B-F Possible structural, biochemical, and molecular mechanisms to convey stress memory.
Adapted from Crisp et al. (2016).
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both mitotic and meiotically, as evidence for plant stress memory. Correlating a change

in chromatin state may suggest functional relevance and potentially fulfil the criteria for

truly epigenetic phenomena.

Chromatin broadly refers to the structure and packaging of DNA within cells, which

governs the accessibility of enzymes and interacting proteins to certain portions of the

genome thus allowing chromatin state to govern the expression of the underlying el-

ements and, consequently, a range of biological processes (Kouzarides, 2007; S. Feng

et al., 2014; Rodriguez-Granados et al., 2016). The nucleosome is the basic unit of

chromatin and is composed of approximately 147 base pairs of DNA wrapped around a

histone octamer core, which consists of two copies of each of the core histones (H2A,

H2B, H3 and H4) (Kouzarides, 2007; Taudt et al., 2016). Across this nucleosome

structure are the potential addition of a plethora of chemical marks and modifications

that contribute to overall chromatin state including histone tail modifications, replace-

ment of histone core variants, altered nucleosome positioning, and direct DNA chemical

modification (Kouzarides, 2007; Eichten et al., 2014). Of pertinence to this thesis is

the malleability and regulatory potential of DNA methylation through environmentally-

induced variations (Lister et al., 2008; Gutzat & Mittelsten Scheid, 2012). These may

originate from differential regulation of the components or pathways involved, either

directly or indirectly, since DNA methylation is ultimately a biochemical reaction that

requires an enzyme (for example MET1), substrate (cytosine DNA base), and co-factors

(for example SAM); all of which are influenced by other metabolic processes that can

be sensitive to environmental conditions. This is illustrated by studies reporting altered

DNA methylation profiles underpinned by abnormalities in sulfur assimilation pathways

or processes (Neuhierl et al., 1999; Rocha et al., 2005; Duan et al., 2015; Groth et al.,

2016).

1.4.3 The molecular pathways for establishing and maintaining

DNA methylation

DNA methylation is a largely evolutionarily conserved process, across many eukaryotic

organisms, that constitutes the addition of a methyl group (-CH3) to a cytosine base

and, in plants, occurs in three sequence contexts: mCG, mCHG, and mCHH (H is any

base except G) (Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Varriale, 2014). Establishment and mainte-

nance, in each sequence context, is performed by a suite of DNA methyltransferases.

In plants, methylation in the mCG context is catalysed by MET1, mCHG by CMT2

and CMT3 guided by DDM1, and asymmetric mCHH by CMT2-DDM1 or DOMAINS

REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE (DRM)1 and DRM2 targeted by the RdDM

pathway (Figure 1.8; Law & Jacobsen 2010; Zemach et al. 2013; Stroud et al. 2014;

M. A. Matzke et al. 2015). Although such distinctions between functions are suggested,

there is also overlap between the targets of different methyltransferases, such as the

capacity for DRM1 and DRM2 to also influence mCHG, and to a lesser extent mCG,
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patterns (Cao & Jacobsen, 2002; Stroud et al., 2013). This multi-targeting capacity of

the DRM enzymes are also critical as these are the predominant de novo acting methyl-

transferases that establish DNA methylation (He et al., 2011). A catalytically inactive

homologue of DRM2, DRM3, has also been identified to be required for proper methyla-

tion at a subset of RdDM targets, putatively through stabilisation of small RNA (sRNA)

transcripts (X. Zhong et al., 2015). The nucleosome remodeler DDM1 is also critical

for facilitating accessibility of methyltransferases to their target cytosine base, including

the otherwise inaccessible DNA wrapped into nucleosomes (Zemach et al., 2013; Lyons

& Zilberman, 2017). Furthermore, the CMT non-CG methyltransferases appear to be

directed by deposition of histone 3 lysine 9 mono- and di-methylation (H3K9me1/2),

thus acting as a feedback loop to reinforce silenced heterochromatic regions (Du et al.,

2012; Stroud et al., 2014).

RNA-mediated gene and chromatin silencing stems from the discovery of RNA-

mediated viral defence, whereby recognition of viral RNA by plant machinery leads to the

silencing of virus-encoded proteins by a variety of actions including enzymatic cleavage

and targeting by DNA methyltransferases (Lindbo et al., 1993; Wassenegger et al., 1994;

X.-B. Wang et al., 2010). Building on these initial observations, genome-wide analyses

revealed a capacity for non-coding RNA to direct DNA methylation based on sequence

homology, although a lack of perfect correlation suggests multiple contributing factors

(Cokus et al., 2008; Lister et al., 2008; M. Matzke et al., 2009). This so-termed RdDM

pathway has since been elucidated as a key mechanism for the de novo DNA methy-

lation, directed by a subclass of non-coding sRNA molecules (small interfering RNA

(siRNA)), that is particularly important for targeting non-CG methylation, although all

sequence contexts can be methylated, to establish heterochromatic regions and silence

otherwise active transposable element (TE)s (Pélissier et al., 1999; Stroud et al., 2013,

2014; M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014; M. A. Matzke et al., 2015; Panda et al., 2016).

The RdDM pathway predominantly targets younger and shorter TEs, the edges of larger

TEs, and repetitive elements in euchromatic regions; whereas the action of DDM1 fa-

cilitates methylation in an RdDM-independent manner, involving MET1, CMT2, and

CMT3, at already established heterochromatin (Tran et al., 2005; X. Zhong et al., 2012;

Zemach et al., 2013; Ito & Kakutani, 2014). Thus DDM1 and RdDM collaboratively

mediate DNA methylation of transposons where RdDM acts as genome surveillance to

establish silencing at relatively recent TE insertions or mobilizations whereas DDM1 acts

to maintain heterochromatic areas (X. Zhong et al., 2012; Zemach et al., 2013; Panda

et al., 2016).

The mechanism for RdDM has been divided into the canonical (RNA Polymerase

(RNA Pol) IV-RDR2) and non-canonical (RNA Pol II-RDR6) pathways (Figure 1.8;

M. A. Matzke et al. 2015). Both of these rely on the generation of siRNA molecules

that direct the activity of DRM methyltransferases towards targets through sequence

homology (Cokus et al., 2008; Lister et al., 2008; M. Matzke et al., 2009). However,
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differences lie in the machinery involved in the generation, and nature, of the siRNA

molecules, which also influences the regions targeted for methylation.

The canonical RdDM pathway relies on the activity of two plant-specific RNA Pol II

paralogs, RNA Pol IV and RNA Pol V (Haag & Pikaard, 2011). Canonical RdDM initiates

with RNA Pol IV transcription, preferentially recruited towards heterochromatic regions

by SAWADEE HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOG 1 (SHH1) (Law et al., 2013; Blevins et

al., 2014), followed by RNA-DIREECTED RNA POLYMERASE (RDR)2 action on this

primary transcript to produce double-stranded RNA (Haag et al., 2012; Blevins et al.,

2015). The putative chromatin remodeler CLASSY 1 (CLSY1) is also required for correct

RNA Pol IV and RDR2 recruitment and generation of corresponding transcripts (Smith

et al., 2007; S. Li et al., 2015). These double-stranded molecules are subsequently con-

verted to 24nt-siRNA through the activity of DICER-LIKE (DCL)3, which are stabilised

by the RNA methyltransferase HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) (Xie et al., 2004; J. Li et

al., 2005; Haag et al., 2012; Blevins et al., 2015). The guide strand from the stabilised

siRNA duplex is incorporated into ARGONAUTE (AGO)4 allowing target recognition via

sequence homology (Qi et al., 2006; Havecker et al., 2010). In the nucleus, the siRNA-

loaded AGO4 is recruited to target regions through binding with nascent RNA Pol V

transcribed scaffold RNAs (Wierzbicki et al., 2009; Q. Zheng et al., 2013). AGO4 also

associates with, thus recruiting the activity of, DRM1 and DRM2 to its site of binding

(Zilberman et al., 2003; X. Zhong et al., 2014). Through this action, the canonical

RdDM machinery acts to maintain methylation levels, predominantly mCHH, through

de novo methylation at heterochromatic regions for continued silencing (S. Li et al.,

2015; Q. Li, Gent, et al., 2015).

Conversely, the non-canonical pathway could be considered to act as a surveillance

mechanism identifying and targeting actively transcribed regions for silencing, such as

at active TE elements potentially due to loss of silencing factors or recent transposition

(Nuthikattu et al., 2013; McCue et al., 2015; Panda et al., 2016). This mechanism

utilizes transcripts produced by RNA Pol II to de novo initiate new regions for silenc-

ing independently of RNA Pol IV (Stroud et al., 2013). These RNA Pol II-mediated

transcripts are converted into double-stranded RNA molecules by RDR6 that are subse-

quently processed by DCL2 and DCL4 to produce 21-22nt siRNA (McCue et al., 2012;

Nuthikattu et al., 2013). These 21-22nt siRNA can then be loaded into either AGO4

or AGO6 to direct mCHH in a RNA Pol V- and DRM-dependent manner as described

above (Havecker et al., 2010; Stroud et al., 2013; McCue et al., 2015).

RdDM not only represses transposon activity but can also affect gene expression

levels, due to the presence of RdDM targeted transposons in regions adjacent to genes

including at upstream of transcription start sites (X. Zhong et al., 2012; Zemach et al.,

2013; Q. Zheng et al., 2013; Groth et al., 2014; R. Yang et al., 2017). It has also been

reported that only a small portion of RdDM-mediated regulation of gene expression acts

in cis, instead RdDM can affect the interaction of promoter regions with distal regulatory
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Figure 1.8: DNA methylation pathways
Diagram of the predominant pathways responsible for the establishment and maintenance of genome
wide DNA methylation patterns, and the action of siRNA-based targeting of DRM activity via the RdDM
pathway for de novo DNA methylation. Adapted from M. A. Matzke & Mosher (2014); M. A. Matzke
et al. (2015).

elements by preventing chromosomal interactions (Rowley et al., 2017).

Because there is positive feedback between methylation and further RdDM activity,

there must be a regulatory mechanism to prevent aberrant hyper-methylation. Indeed,

the activity of RdDM is antagonised, and thus moderated, by that of REPRESSOR

OF SILENCING 1 (ROS1) (Lei et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015). ROS1 is a DNA

glycosylase, involved in the base-excision repair pathway, which preferentially excises

methylated cytosines and, thus, is crucial for the removal of methyl groups that prevents

hyper-methylation of, and the spreading of methylation from methylated TEs into, genes

(Gong et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2016). Regulation of proper ROS1 expression and

activity has been linked to the methylation status of a 5′ proximal helitron TE (AtREP5,

AT2TE68230), controlled by an antagonistic relationship between the activity of ROS1

and the RdDM pathway, which negatively controls ROS1 expression (Lei et al., 2015;

Williams et al., 2015). Thus, ROS1 is considered to serve as a ’Rheostat’ for RdDM-

mediated methylation.

1.4.4 DNA methylation as a mechanism for stress memory

DNA methylation is largely considered a repressive mark that contributes to TE silenc-

ing, maintaining genome stability and integrity, and potentially regulating gene expres-

sion (Reinders et al., 2009; Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Jones, 2012; Mirouze et al., 2012;

Yelina et al., 2012; Eichten et al., 2014; Niederhuth & Schmitz, 2017). Regardless of

its precise role, appropriate maintenance of genome-wide patterns in DNA methylation

(methylome) is critical for proper plant development and long-term viability (Finnegan

et al., 1996; Saze et al., 2003; Stroud et al., 2014; Yamamuro et al., 2014).
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Stable propagation of DNA methylation states has been suggested as a possible

mechanism for the formation of plant stress memory (Boyko et al., 2010; Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid, 2012; Probst & Mittelsten Scheid, 2015). The potential for regulating

gene expression has raised the proposition that DNA methylation could complement

genetic variation, as a mode for transferring heritable information, to contribute to

phenotypic variation (Molinier et al., 2006; Heard & Martienssen, 2014; Quadrana &

Colot, 2016). Indeed, DNA methylation states can be faithfully maintained over both

mitotic and meiotic cell divisions by a suite of pathways and enzymes as described above

(Probst et al., 2009; Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Stroud et al., 2013). It is unclear the

extent to which the methylome, in plants, are reset. Rather, it appears that the parental

methylome is re-established and propagated during gametogenesis and spermatogenesis

(Slotkin et al., 2009; Calarco et al., 2012). Since these processes occur within post-

embryonic growth in plants (Boavida et al., 2005), any variations in the methylome

(epi-allele), either environmentally-induced or spontaneous, have the potential to be

carried over generations. DNA methylation state has shown stable heritability (Dubin et

al., 2015; Hagmann et al., 2015; Q. Li et al., 2014) with the documented appearance

of epi-alleles (in the form of differentially methylated region (DMR)s) to occur at a

frequency comparable to genetic polymorphisms (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al.,

2011, 2013), potentially at an elevated rate under abiotic stress (Jiang et al., 2014).

Furthermore, the development and use of epigenetic recombinant inbred lines (epiRILs),

near isogenic lines that segregate for DNA methylation patterns, have also provided

empirical evidence for the contribution of DNA methylation variance towards plant traits

(Johannes et al., 2009; Reinders et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013).

Increased responsiveness, or a constitutive alteration, of stress-responsive transcripts

is a common memory trait (Ding et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2013;

Virlouvet et al., 2014; Firtzlaff et al., 2016; Lämke et al., 2016; Crisp et al., 2017) and

the persistent activity of transcription factors are likely important contributors (Rossel

et al., 2007; Lämke et al., 2016). A pre-eminent hypothesis is that these changes can

be underpinned by relatively rapid, yet reversible, chromatin variations that have the

potential to be maintained stably through cell divisions thus acting as a mechanism for

plant stress regulation as well as memory (Figure 1.7; Probst et al. 2009; Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid 2012; Crisp et al. 2016; Lämke & Bäurle 2017). Indeed, numerous

priming responses, including transcriptional memory, have been associated with altered

chromatin marks, however, these largely pertain to histone modifications and RNA sta-

bility (Ding et al., 2012; Sani et al., 2013; Crisp et al., 2017; J.-M. Kim et al., 2017;

Lämke & Bäurle, 2017).

Pertinent to this thesis is the popular, yet enigmatic, association between DNA

methylation and gene expression that has been fuelled by conflicting reports on stress-

induced variation in DNA methylation and its contribution towards stress responses and

memory (S. Zhong et al., 2013; Dubin et al., 2015; Le et al., 2014; Seymour et al.,
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2014; Eichten & Springer, 2015; Yong-Villalobos et al., 2015; Al-Lawati et al., 2016;

Wibowo et al., 2016). Furthermore, there is limited empirical evidence of the regulatory

effects of DNA methylation on gene expression (Secco et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016).

This is complicated by the context-dependent (location and sequence context) nature

of methylation-mediated gene regulation, such as the potential expression promoting

role of gene body methylation compared to the expected repressive effects of promoter

methylation (Bewick et al., 2016, 2017).

There have been many investigations for both stress priming and memory that are

mediated by environmentally induced epi-alleles, which could open exciting possibilities

for crop (epi)genomics (M.-T. Hauser et al., 2011; Springer, 2013; Ji et al., 2015).

However, bona fide examples of transgenerational methylation changes leading to altered

plant behaviour remain a rare observation (Pecinka et al., 2009; Schmitz et al., 2011;

Becker et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2014; Seymour et al., 2014) with the majority of

methylome variation attributable to underlying genetic differences rather than being

truly epigenetic (Eichten et al., 2013; Schmitz et al., 2013; Q. Li et al., 2014; Seymour

et al., 2014; Dubin et al., 2015; Hagmann et al., 2015; Q. Li, Song, et al., 2015).

Additional studies, across multiple species and stresses, have also documented a lack of

stress-induced variation in the methylome (Pecinka et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 2014;

Eichten & Springer, 2015; Hagmann et al., 2015; Secco et al., 2015). Despite this,

there are numerous reports demonstrating the ability for plants to be primed against

short-term abiotic stress, including EL and drought, in a DNA methylation-independent

manner (Cayuela et al., 1996; Jakab et al., 2005; Rossel et al., 2007; Dyer et al., 2010;

Ding et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2013; Sani et al., 2013; J.-M. Kim et al., 2017).

On the other hand, support for DNA methylation-mediated stress priming is growing

in both mitotic and meiotic time-scales (Tricker et al., 2013; Le et al., 2014; Yong-

Villalobos et al., 2015; Al-Lawati et al., 2016; Herman & Sultan, 2016; Nosalewicz et

al., 2016; Wibowo et al., 2016; X. Zheng et al., 2017). Furthermore, there are numerous

reports of the importance of DNA methylation changes towards developmental processes,

including fruit development (Luo et al., 1996; Manning et al., 2006; S. Zhong et al.,

2013; Liu et al., 2015; Ong-Abdullah et al., 2015; Daccord et al., 2017). However,

empirical evidence for ”proactive” DNA methylation changes to support its role in stress

response, rather than as a passive by-product of transcriptional changes, are lacking

(Secco et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016).

This thesis seeks to clarify these conflicts in the literature, which represent the com-

plex nature of plant stress responses. Indeed, an important underlying consideration

is that observations are being made of an integrated response across millions of non-

uniform cells comprising multiple cell types, even within a single leaf, that can be further

confounded by the heterogeneous effects of abiotic stress across a whole plant (Mus-

troph et al., 2009; Cramer et al., 2011). Therefore, it is critical to use rigorous methods

for quantifying responses to make appropriate biological conclusions, while also being
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mindful that observations on a model species may not be broadly applicable.

1.5 Thesis aims

The overall goal of this thesis is to: (I) improve our understanding of the molecular

basis of light and drought responses, particularly in regards to retrograde signalling, and,

(II) investigate the contribution of DNA methylation towards stress responses, in the

context of priming and memory, in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis).

This investigation can be divided into sections with corresponding aims:

1. Investigate the potential for cross-talk between stress signalling pathways and the

machinery involved in maintaining the methylome to lead to signalling-induced

changes in DNA methylation by:

(a) Exploring the mechanism of the SAL1-PAP-XRN chloroplast-to-nucleus ret-

rograde signalling pathway to complement ABA signalling to promote stress

tolerance and,

(b) Explore the down-stream nuclear effects of PAP accumulation to observe how

a signalling pathway could impact on the methylome.

2. Systematically investigate the potential for stress-induced DNA methylation vari-

ation and its contribution towards stress responses, in the context of priming and

memory:

(a) Test the potential for rapid priming by observing whether a recurring EL

stress, within a generation, can influence future responses and how such

transient stresses might impact DNA methylation to form memory (mitotic

stress memory).

(b) Test whether parental experience can influence offspring performance by

comparing descendants of plants propagated under recurring drought to un-

stressed counterparts, and whether this correlates with altered DNA methy-

lation patterns (transgenerational stress memory).

(c) Systematically test for stress-induces changes in the Arabidopsis methylome

against recurring EL and drought stress.

(d) Quantify any contribution of stress-induced epi-alleles towards any observed

stress priming or memory.
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Chapter 2

Materials and methods

This section provides information on the materials and methods used to make the con-

clusions in this thesis.

2.1 Plant germplasm, growth conditions, and stress

treatments

2.1.1 Plant germplasm

For most experiments, Arabidopsis plants used were in the Columbia (Col-0) background

and were derived from a common inbred parent to minimise genetic variation and stochas-

tic DNA methylation variation (Schmitz et al., 2013; Crisp et al., 2017). The exceptions

were the use of abi1 -1 (abi1 ; Koornneef et al. 1984) and ost1 -2 (Mustilli et al., 2002)

that were generated in the Landsberg erecta (Ler) background. The sal1 -8 mutant was

crossed to both of the aforementioned lines to generate double homozygous mutants,

and were validated and maintained using derived cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence

(dCAPS) markers (Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011). Where germplasm were

derived from multiple backgrounds, comparisons were made to a Col-0 x Ler F1 hybrid

(ColLer) . As the original sal1 -8 mutant was derived from a mutagenesis screen, an in-

dependent SALK T-DNA mutant in the Col-0 background was also used (SALK 020882;

sal1 -6). The xrn2 -1 x xrn3 -3 double mutant (xrn2xrn3) was maintained and provided by

P.A. Crisp (formerly, The Australian National University)1. The ost1 -2 line was crossed

with xrn2xrn3 to generate a triple mutant (ost1xrn2xrn3), generated and maintained by

P.A. Crisp. An ost1 SALK T-DNA mutant, in the Col-0 background, was also obtained

from TAIR (SALK 008068 and maintained by K.X. Chan (The Australian National Uni-

versity). This was crossed to the sal1 -6 mutant to create another ost1sal1 line derived

from the Col-0 background, which was generated and maintained by N. Nisar (formerly,

1Current: University of Minnesota
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The Australian University2).

2.1.2 Control growth conditions

Prior to light, seed were sown onto moist soil and kept at 4°C for three nights to allow for

seed stratification. Plants were cultivated on soil (seedling raising mix, Debco, Australia)

supplemented with Osmocote Exact Mini slow release fertilizer (Scotts Australia) at 3g/L

dry soil using 1mg/L. Plants were grown under a 12-hour photoperiod (8:00am – 8:00pm)

of 100 – 150 µmol photons m-2 s-1, 20°(±0.5°) C, and 55 (±5)% relative humidity. The

desired light intensity was achieved using 250W metal halide lamps (Venture Lighting,

MH 250W/U). For epidermal peels, plants were grown under higher (≈ 80%) relative

humidity (Eisenach et al., 2012; Chen, Eisenach, et al., 2012).

2.1.3 Excess-light stress treatment

For EL treatments, exposure to approximately 10X growth irradiance (1000 µmol photons

m-2 s-1) was applied, across the adaxial side of whole rosettes, using a mixture of 250W

metal halide lamps (Venture Lighting, MH 250W/U) and high pressure sodium lamps

(Phillips, SON-T 250W E E40 SL/12) providing a source of ‘warm’ light (simulating

sunlight) that effectively induces oxidative stress (Jung et al., 2013). For Week Long

Recurring Stress (WLRS) this was applied for one hour and repeated thrice daily at

9:30am, 1:30pm, and 5:30pm. Plant PSII performance under EL was monitored using

chlorophyll fluorescence measurements (see below). Whole rosettes were harvested and

flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen at the appropriate time-points (Figure 5.1).

2.1.4 Within generation drought stress

A slow onset water deprivation treatment (‘drought stress’) was imposed, after saturating

soil moisture, by withholding watering for the desired length of time optimized using

non-destructive means by observing the extent of leaf wilting paired with chlorophyll

fluorescence measurements, in particular Fv/Fm and Rfd. For a within generation drought

stress, watering was withheld for nine days causing a drop in relative water content

(RWC) to approximately 60%.

2.1.5 Propagating transgenerational drought lineages

Growth conditions for propagation of lineages by single seed descent, used in the trans-

generational drought experiment, were identical to control growth conditions described

above, with the exception of a 16-hour photoperiod (8:00am – 12:00am) to promote

rapid cycling. All lineages were initiated from a common inbred G0 progenitor to min-

imise genetic difference and stochastic DNA methylome variations. An extended version

2Current: Australian Government Department of Agriculture and Water Resources
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of the water deprivation treatment, described above, was applied twice every generation

to lineages propagated under drought stress (Figure 4.4). The first treatment was

applied at one week of age, which involved saturating soil moisture and subsequently

withholding water for two weeks. Plants were then watered and allowed to recover for

five days. The second treatment was repeated following recovery, however, this time

for only 12 days to minimise plant death. Plants were then watered until rosette leaf

senescence and the appearance of dried, mature siliques for seed harvesting following

the guidelines set by the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Centre.

2.2 High-throughput phenotyping

PlantScreenTM (Photon Systems Instruments; Brno, Czech Republic), a platform for

high throughput phenotyping, was used to measure plants traits (plant area and com-

pactness) and monitor plant photosynthetic performance (chlorophyll fluorescence, see

below) (Humpĺık et al., 2015; Rungrat et al., 2016). An analysis of variance (ANOVA)

with subsequent Tukey’s honest significant difference test (Tukey’s HSD) post-hoc anal-

ysis was utilized to test for statistically significant (p < 0.05) differences at single time-

points. Additionally, a second order mixed effect polynomial model was constructed to

statistically compare differences in growth rate.

2.3 Whole rosette ABA treatments

For in vivo ABA treatments on whole intact rosettes, 20 µM ABA (Sigma-Aldrich) was

dissolved in a modified infiltration buffer (1 mM PIPES KOH pH 6, 1 mM Sodium

citrate, 1 mM KCl, 15 mM Sucrose; Seeley et al. 1992). Either mock buffer or 20µM

ABA was sprayed directly onto leaves using a Studio Series IS-875 airbrush with a 0.5mm

nozzle opening (Iwata). Leaf temperature was subsequently monitored over time with

an infra-red camera FLIR A600-Series, IR lens f=13.1 mm (FLIR Systems AB, Sweden).

Single leaves were harvested for total RNA extractions to quantify gene expression.

2.4 Stomatal bio-assays

Stomatal apertures in response to individual and combinatorial chemical treatments

[ABA, 3′-ethylsulfanyl-ABA (AS2), PAP, ATP, 3′-deoxyadenosine (cordycepin), AS2]

were measured in epidermal peels of newly expanded leaves of three to four-week old

plants (Chen, Hills, et al., 2012). Stomatal images were taken using a bright field

microscope capable of 400X magnification for 10 min in opening buffer (OB: 50 mM

KCl, 5 mM MES titrated to pH 6.1 with NaOH) as a pre-treatment to ensure the

stomata stay open and responsive before subsequent assays on the signal of interest

dissolved in a physiological measuring buffer (MB: 10 mM KCl, 5 mM MES titrated to
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pH 6.1 with Ca(OH)2; [Ca2+]final ≈ 1 mM) (Blatt et al., 1990; Armstrong et al., 1995;

Chen, Eisenach, et al., 2012). The epidermal peels were under the same light intensity

(150 mmol m-2 s-1) as in the growth chamber to avoid dark-induced stomatal closure.

Stomata aperture width and length were measured using ImageJ (NIH, USA). The

stomatal pore area was calculated using these values under the assumption that the area

of a stomatal pore was that of an ellipse. Data are expressed as percentage compared

to time = 0 min. A linear mixed-effect model was produced on log-transformed data

between 10-30 minutes (predominant period of closure), taking into account random

variation within and between leaf peels, to statistically compare rates of closure between

treatments. Steady state stomatal closure was statistically compared (p<0.05) using an

ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis across the final 20 minutes of each time-

course. This method was also employed for single time-points measures when comparing

multiple genotypes.

2.5 RNA isolation using TRIzol and quality assess-

ment

For gene expression analysis by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR), RNA was extracted

using the TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies Australia Pty Ltd) using a procedure adapted

from Allen et al. (2010). Briefly, up to 100 mg of snap frozen tissue was ground then

lysed in 1 ml of TRIzol with gentle agitation. Following 5 min incubation at room

temperature, the organic phase was extracted twice with 200 µl of chloroform. The

RNA was precipitated by addition of an equal volume of 100% isopropanol and incubated

overnight at -20°C. RNA was recovered by centrifugation and washed with 70% ethanol,

air dried at room temperature, re-suspended in H2O and stored at -80°C. RNA quality

was assessed by separation of semi-denatured RNA (approximately 500 ng; incubate

5 min at 65°C), subsequently mixed with a loading buffer [approximately 98% (v/v)

deionized formamide, 2% (v/v) EDTA (0.5M, pH 8), 0.01% (w/v) xylene cyanol, 0.01%

(w/v) bromophenol blue], on an agarose gel via electrophoresis. RNA quantification was

performed by spectrophotometric analysis using either the ND-1000 Spectrophotometer

(NanoDrop Technologies; Wilmington, USA) or the DropletQuant/LabChip DS (Perkin

Elmer, MA, USA), including determination of sample concentration, A260 to A280 ratio,

and spectral discrimination between single-stranded nucleic acids, double-stranded DNA

and RNA, and protein (performed with DropletQuant).
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2.6 Gene expression analysis by semi-quantitative RT-

PCR

Total RNA was extracted from leaf tissue as described above, and reverse-transcribed

into cDNA using the Invitrogen Superscript III cDNA Synthesis Kit (LifeTechnologies,

USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Exactly 1 mg total RNA was incubated

with 50 pmol oligoDT (dT18VN) primer (65°C, 10 min). Complementary DNA was then

synthesised in a 20 mL reaction containing 1 mM dNTPs, 1X first strand reaction buffer

[250 mM Tris-HCl pH 3.8, 375 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2], RNase inhibitor, and 100 units

of Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase. The reaction was incubated at 50°C for 60

min, then stopped by heating (70°C, 15 min) and placing on ice. cDNA samples were

stored at -20°C. Gene expression was monitored on the Roche LightCycler480 (Roche

Diagnostics, Germany) based on fluorescence obtained from a PCR reaction incorporat-

ing SybrGreen fluorescent intercalating dye (Sybr Green I; Roche Diagnostics, Germany),

performed in 384-well plates. Raw fluorescence data was exported and analysed using

LinRegPCR (Ramakers et al., 2003; Ruijter et al., 2009) to perform background sub-

traction, determine PCR efficiency, and calculate starting concentration (N0; in arbitrary

fluorescence units). Samples were then normalized against PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE

2A SUBUNIT A3 (PP2AA3) (AT1G13320); and expressed as fold changes against the

appropriate WT control. Melt curve analyses were also utilized to test for single products

using the Melt Curve and Tm Calling analysis modules from the LightCycler480 software

(v1.5). At least three biological replicates (individual plants) per treatment per genotype

per experiment were sampled, and each reaction was performed in technical triplicate.

Gene-specific primer sequences and cycling conditions are provided in appendix B.

2.7 Gene expression localisation

Visualising tissue localized gene expression was performed using in situ RT-PCR on epi-

dermal cells (Athman et al., 2014). Epidermal peels were performed as described above,

however, they were not fixed to a glass bottom chamber with the silicon adhesive. In-

stead, they were incubated in a fixation solution (2% formaldehyde, 63% ethanol, 5%

acetic acid) on a microscope slide (Sigma Aldrich, USA). After fixation, the formalde-

hyde was removed by rinsing with two wash solutions (A: 63% (v/v) ethanol, 5% (v/v)

acetic acid; B: 0.01 M Na2HPO4, 0.13 M NaCl). Subsequently, the epidermal peels

were DNAse treated using Ambion TURBO DNAse (LifeTechnologies, USA) as per the

manufacturer’s instructions. For first strand synthesis, SuperScript III (ThermoFisher

Scientific, USA) was used with polyT/oligodT primers, as per the manufacturer’s in-

structions. On these products a PCR reaction, incorporating DIG-11-dUTP, was per-

formed using gene-specific primers and cycling conditions as outlined in appendix B.

To detect PCR products, peels were incubated with an anti-DIG antibody with a conju-
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gated alkaline phosphatase (Roche, Switzerland), which binds to the DIG-labelled PCR

products. Staining was achieved through incubation with a substrate of alkaline phos-

phatase, BM purple (Roche, Switzerland), for 1 hr. Epidermal peels were then washed

and mounted in 40% glycerol and viewed under a Leica DM5500B Bright Field Micro-

scope, with attached camera, at 40X magnification. For in situ qRT-PCR, expression of

nuclear-encoded 18S rRNA was used as a positive control.

2.8 Monitoring PSII performance using chlorophyll

fluorescence measurements

Measures of chlorophyll fluorescence were used to monitor PSII performance using a

PSI FluorCam (Photon System Instruments; Brno, Czech Republic). Images were anal-

ysed using the accompanying FluorCam7 (Photon System Instruments; Brno, Czech

Republic) imaging software, which also allowed analysing fluorescence traces from spe-

cific regions of the intact rosette. Measurements were taken from across the adaxial

side of dark-adapted (30 minutes) plants for seven minutes under actinic light (approx.

800 µmol photons m-2 s-1) followed by three minutes in the dark (select measurements

were adjusted to ten minutes under actinic light and four minutes dark for measurements

after WLRS treatment), with regular measures of chlorophyll fluorescence induced by a

saturating pulse (approx. 3000 µmol photons m-2 s-1), as well as minimal fluorescence

in the presence of measuring light only (Humpĺık et al., 2015; Rungrat et al., 2016).

Measurements on 30 minute dark adapted plants allowed measures of base fluorescence

(F0), the fluorescence immediately prior to a saturating pulse (Ft), maximal fluores-

cence after a saturating pulse (Fm), and the variable fluorescence (Fv). Subsequently,

the Kautsky effect is induced with the initial signal giving peak fluorescence (Fp) as

PSII activity engages. Regular saturating pulses occur under actinic light allowing mea-

surement of the light-adapted counterparts: F0
′, Fm

′, Fv
′, and Ft

′. These values were

used to calculate the parameters shown in Table 2.1 with the corresponding equa-

tions (Haitz & Lichtenthaler, 1988; Lichtenthaler & Miehé, 1997; Maxwell & Johnson,

2000; Lichtenthaler et al., 2005; Baker, 2008; Brestic & Zivcak, 2013; Murchie & Law-

son, 2013). An ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc analysis was used to determine

significant differences (p<0.05) for single time-point measures. A linear mixed-effects

model was fitted, to account for variance from random effects (e.g. blocking design),

across time-course data (treating time as a factor) for each PSII parameter measured.

Statistical significance between plants exposed to differing conditions was determined

using pairwise comparisons at each time-point with a Bonferroni post hoc correction for

multiple hypothesis testing.
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Table 2.1: PSII parameters, and corresponding equations, used to non-destructively assay impacts of
stress

Parameter Equation Interpretation

Fv Fm-F0
Variable fluorescence, the ability for PSII to per-
form photochemistry, in dark adapted plants

Fv
′ Fm

′-F0
′ Variable fluorescence, the ability for PSII to per-

form photochemistry, under actinic light

Fq
′ Fm

′-Ft
′ Photochemical quenching of fluorescence by open

PSII centres

Fv/Fm (Fm-F0)/Fm Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII

Fv
′/Fm

′ (Fm
′-F0

′)/Fm
′ Estimate of maximum quantum efficiency of PSII

under actinic light

φPSII Fq
′/Fm

′ PSII quantum efficiency: proportion of light ab-
sorbed by chlorophyll used for photochemistry

qP Fq
′/Fv

′
Coefficient of photochemical quenching: relates
PSII maximum efficiency to PSII operating effi-
ciency

qL (Fq
′/Fv

′)/(F0
′/Ft

′) Estimates fraction of open PSII centres

NPQ (Fm/Fm
′)-1 Estimates rate constant for heat loss from PSII

Rfd (Fp/Ft
′)-1

Fluorescence decline ratio calculated using steady
state fluorescence: correlates with CO2 fixation
rate with values > 3 indicative of highly efficient
PSII and < 1 reflecting negligible net CO2 gain

2.9 Plant biomass and rosette dehydration assay

Rosette dehydration assay was performed as previously reported (Wilson et al., 2009).

Briefly, rosettes of approximately four week old plants, grown under control growth

conditions as described above, were excised at the base and weighed on a five-digit fine

balance (Mettler Toledo; Melbourne, Australia). This was used as the measurement

of fresh biomass. An ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test was used to determine

significant differences (p < 0.05) in fresh rosette biomass. The mass of excised rosettes

was then monitored at regular intervals for one hour. A mixed effect second order

polynomial model was constructed to test for significant differences in rate of water loss

(p < 0.05).
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2.10 Seed dormancy assay

Seed dormancy was tested on fresh seed from mature, dried siliques from senescing

plants using the recommended methods (McNair et al., 2012). Each silique was taken

from an individual plant and considered as a single biological replicate. At least 20 seeds

per individual silique was released onto a 0.8% agar plate and kept immediately under

control growth conditions. For the first five days, photos of the plates were taken twice

daily, thereafter only once daily. At each time-point, all seeds per plate were scored

as either germinated or ungerminated. To statistically compare seed dormancy, a Cox-

proportional hazards model was produced. From this model, calculation of the hazard

ratio (HR) provides a comparative value between treatment groups. For the transgenera-

tional drought experiment, the hazards ratio was calculated for drought lineages relative

to unstressed lineages (HRD).

2.11 Survival under terminal drought

Length of survival under drought was tested by performing a terminal drought experi-

ment. Plants were grown under control growth conditions to approximately three weeks

of age. Subsequently, soil was watered to saturation and excess water was drained. Wa-

tering was thereafter withheld and plant vitality was monitored non-destructively with

chlorophyll fluorescence measurements (Woo et al., 2008). The parameter Rfd was uti-

lized as a vitality index where plants demonstrating values < 1 were considered dead

(Table 2.1, Haitz & Lichtenthaler 1988).

2.12 Quantification of chlorophylls and xanthophylls

Quantification of chlorophylls and xanthophyll was performed based on an established

method utilising high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with some modifica-

tions (Pogson et al., 1998). Harvested, flash-frozen whole rosettes were ground into

a powder using a 1/8′′ steel ball bearing in a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube, with shaking at

25Hz for one minute in the Tissue Lyser II (Qiagen, Germany). Pigments were extracted

by mixing ground tissue with 400 µl acetone-ethyl acetate (3:2 [v/v]). Water (320 µl)

was added, the mixture was centrifuged (5 minutes; 20,000 rcf), and the upper phase

was recovered (repeated twice, approximately 150 µl final supernatant recovered) into

a glass HPLC vial for analysis on the Agilent 1200 Series HPLC System (Agilent Tech-

nologies, Germany). A total 20 µl of extract was injected and separated by reverse

phase HPLC on a GraceSmart RP18, 4 micron, 4.6x250mm column (W.R. Grace &

Company, USA) using an ethyl acetate gradient in acetonitrile: water: triethylamine

(9:1:0.01 [v/v]) at 1 mL min-1 using the following timetable (optimised for separating

xanthophylls): 0–3 min, 0% ethyl acetate; 3–31 min 0–66.7%, 31–31.2 min 66.7–100%,
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31.2–34 min 100%. Carotenoids were identified based on their retention time and UV

absorption spectra compared to known standards, with detection at λmax 440 nm using

an inline photodiode-array detector. Quantifications are based on integrated peak areas

(via Agilent Chemstation software). β-carotene and xanthophyll levels are presented as a

fraction of the total carotenoid pool. Chlorophyll a and b levels are presented as percent

of total chlorophylls (chl a + chl b). An ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis

was used to determine significant differences (p < 0.05).

2.13 Re-analysis of mRNA sequencing datasets

Next-generation sequencing datasets were obtained from either the NCBI or EBI data

repositories (SRA Toolkit; see Appendix A).

Quality control was performed with FastQC (v0.11.2). Adapters were removed using

scythe (v.0.991) and reads were quality trimmed with sickle (v.1.33). The resulting

trimmed reads were aligned to the Arabidopsis genome (TAIR10) using either (I) subjunc

aligner with the flags -u -H for mRNA sequencing reads or the subread aligner with

flags -t 1 -u -H for ChIP sequencing reads (v.1.5.1; Liao et al. 2013). Aligned reads

were sorted, indexed, and compressed using samtools (v1.5; H. Li et al. 2009). Raw

expression levels were assigned to annotated gene and transposable element features of

the TAIR10 assembly using Bedtools (v2.25.0; Quinlan & Hall 2010) and the Araport11

genome re-annotation (Cheng et al., 2017), which could subsequently be converted into

reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM) or fragments per kilobase per million reads

(FPKM) for single- or paired-end sequencing, respectively. BigWig files were generated

using bedGraphToBigWig for visualizing mRNA expression in the Integrated Genomics

Viewer (IGV ; Robinson et al. 2011).

Re-analysis and comparisons to differentially expressed gene (DEG)s were based on

previous analyses and published differentially expressed gene lists (Crisp, 2015; Pornsiri-

wong et al., 2017; Crisp et al., 2017). In short, read counts were assigned to ”gene”

and ”transposable element” features in the TAIR10 GFF3 or Araport11 GFF references

using featureCounts with flags -p -c for uniquely mapping reads only (v.1.4.6; Liao et

al. 2014). Statistical testing for relative gene expression was performed in using edgeR

(v.3.4.2; McCarthy et al. 2012. Reads mapping to rRNA were removed (contamination

rate < 1% for all samples); organelle transcripts were removed, and only loci with an

abundance of at least 1 counts per million (CPM) in at least three samples (≈ 10–20

reads for each replicate in one sample group) were retained.
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2.14 Whole genome bisulfite sequencing

2.14.1 Library preparation

Whole genome bisulfite sequencing was performed from snap-frozen leaf tissue of har-

vested whole rosettes. Genomic DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini

Kit (Limburg, Netherlands), as per the manufacturer’s instructions, and quantified using

the ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies; Wilmington, USA). 100-200

ng of fragmented (Covaris) and purified gDNA was bisulfite converted using the Zymo

DNA-Gold bisulfite conversion kit (Zymo Research; CA, USA). Whole genome bisulfite

sequencing libraries were constructing using the Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq DNA Library Kit

(Swift Biosciences; MI, USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. All purification

steps were performed using Sera-mag SpeedBeads (GE Healthcare; Buckinghamshire,

UK). The concentration and size distribution of bead-purified libraries were quantified

on the Perkin Elmer GXII using a DNA High Sensitivity kit (MA, USA). Libraries were

subsequently pooled equal-molar, in six-sample pools, and sequenced across a HiSeq2500

(100bp single end; Illumina; CA, USA), with a 5-10% spike in of PhiX DNA, depending

on sample complexity, at the ACRF Biomolecular Research Facility (Australian National

University, Canberra, Australia).

2.14.2 Sequencing analysis

Raw sequencing reads were quality controlled and trimmed using Trim Galore! (v0.3.7),

Cutadapt (v1.9), and FastQC (v0.11.2). Trimmed reads were aligned to the TAIR10 ref-

erence genome using Bismark (v0.14.5; Krueger & Andrews 2011) and Bowtie2 (v2.3.3;

Langmead & Salzberg 2012). Methylated cytosines were extracted from aligned reads

using Bismark methylation extractor with default parameters. Bisulfite conversion effi-

ciency was calculated from the proportion of unconverted cytosines in the mCHH context

from the chloroplast genome. The proportion of mCG, mCHG, and mCHH was deter-

mined as weighted methylation (Schultz et al., 2012) across reads at single cytosine

resolution and across 100bp tiles for genome-wide comparisons. Pearson’s correlation

coefficient (r) of methylation levels, between samples, was performed on mean methyla-

tion levels across 100bp tiles in all sequence contexts. Methylation levels were assigned

to annotated gene and transposable element features of the TAIR10 assembly using Bed-

tools (v2.25.0; Quinlan & Hall 2010) and the Araport11 genome re-annotation (Cheng et

al., 2017). Details for all samples generated in this thesis, including summary sequencing

statistics, are provided in the online supplemental datasets.

2.14.3 Identifying differentially methylated regions

Two unbiased methods were utilized in a combinatorial approach, based on established

work (Eichten et al., 2016), to explore differential methylation between samples.
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First, to look at stochastic variation in the DNA methylome, regardless of treatment,

DMRs were identified using pairwise comparisons employing a method based on average

methylation binned to 100bp tiles across the genome (Eichten & Springer, 2015). In

brief, pairwise comparisons were performed between corresponding 100bp tiles in all

samples. For each pairwise sample comparison, all 100bp tiles were called differentially

methylated if the absolute difference in methylation levels met a given threshold (mCG:

70%; mCHG 50%; mCHH 40%) alongside a minimum coverage and number of cytosines

(10X coverage, 3 cytosines). Adjacent tiles identified DMRs were collapsed into a single

tile. All results were compared and the largest region was kept for any overlapping

DMRs between pairwise comparisons. A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was performed to

identify significant differences between sample groups with a Bonferroni post-hoc p-value

adjustment for multiple comparisons.

Second, a more conservative approach was used to identify statistically significant

treatment or genotype associated DMRs utilizing Bayesian hierarchical modelling, in-

corporating technical and biological variation at the individual cytosine level, with the

R package DSS (v2.10.0; H. Feng et al. 2014). This was performed using the rec-

ommended default settings (with smoothing to allow for imputation of missing data)

except for a reduced smoothing tile size (smoothing.span = 100). The threshold methy-

lation difference for DMRs in each sequence context (delta) was defined as 40% for

mCG, 20% for mCHG and 20% for mCHH based on published thresholds with the ex-

ception that mCHH DMRs were called with greater stringency (Stroud et al., 2013).

DSS calculates an adjusted p-value (q-value) based on the posterior probability that

the differential methylation is greater than the specified thresholds (delta); DMRs were

considered significant at q-value < 0.05.

2.15 Data visualisation and statistical analyses

Data visualisation and statistical analyses were conducted in R (v3.3.2) using the appro-

priate packages (Wickham, 2007, 2009, 2011; Bache & Wickham, 2014; R Core Team,

2016; Warnes et al., 2016). To test for statistically significant fixed-effects, ANOVAs

were fitted using the aov function with post-hoc computation of Tukey’s HSD, between

factors, performed using the function TukeyHSD. The lme4 package (v1.1 Bates et al.

2015) was used for producing linear mixed effects models measuring both fixed (e.g.

condition) and random effects (e.g. blocking design). Model fit was assessed using

the conditional R2 value (R2
C), calculated using the piecewiseSEM package (Lefcheck,

2016). Relative model fit was also assessed, for model selection, using Akaike’s informa-

tion criterion, Bayesian information criterion, and the log-likelihoods from the computed

analysis of variance tables using the anova function. The anova function was also used

to compute analysis of variance tables from fitted models to test whether the fixed ef-

fects were significant. The lsmeans package (v2.26 Lenth 2016) was used to compute
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least squares means, derived from the aforementioned mixed effects models, with 95%

confidence intervals and conduct post-hoc contrasts between factors with appropriate

p-value correction (Tukey or Bonferroni methods). Hypergeometric tests were computed

using the phyper function. Expression-based clustering of drought-responsive transcripts

was achieved using the kmeans function (centers = 10). For non-parametric ANOVAs,

Kruskal-Wallis rank sum tests were performed to determine statistically significant fixed-

effects using the kruskal.test function. The p.adjust function (method=“bonferroni”)

allowed for post-hoc Bonferroni p-value adjustment to account for multiple pairwise com-

parisons. Alternatively, a Dunn’s test of multiple comparisons with Benjamini–Hochberg

p-value adjustment was performed using the dunnTest function (method=’bh’) from

the FSA package (Ogle, 2017). Survival analyses to compare seed dormancy between

lineages, using a Cox proportional hazards model, were performed using the survival

package (v2.41 Therneau 2015). Pearson’s r was calculated using the cor function

(method=“pearson”). All statistical analyses, including modelling, were produced on

single raw data points. Biological replication, unless otherwise stated, was considered to

be independent whole plants. The DiGGer package (v0.2.31 Coombes 2011) was used to

produce spatially optimised complete randomised experimental designs. Next-generation

sequencing data, such as DMRs, were viewed using (IGV Robinson et al. 2011).

2.16 Dataset repositories

The next-generation sequencing datasets utilized herein are available at the following

NCBI data repositories: PRJNA368978 and PRJNA391262. All bioinformatic pipelines

are freely available on GitHub. All information, including summary alignment metrics and

repository ID, regarding utilized publicly accessible next-generation sequencing datasets

are available in Appendix A. For all publicly accessed datasets, raw data was down-

loaded and re-analysed using the same pipelines as for the samples generated in this

study. Unless specifically stated, WT methylation patterns are based on the Col-0 sam-

ples generated herein. Independent Col-0 methylome data were used for DMR calling

with corresponding mutant samples, or for producing normalized methylation levels to

allow for appropriate comparisons.
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Chapter 3

Mechanistic insight into SAL1-PAP-

XRN signalling and cross-talk with RNA

directed DNA methylation

This chapter, in part, comprises my component of the complete results, which are pub-

lished and presented in full in Pornsiriwong et al. (2017) available online at eLife.

3.1 Synopsis

Intracellular communication between different organelles and compartments is consid-

ered vital, regulating appropriate plant growth and development. Indeed, a variety of

signals and pathways, collectively referred to as retrograde signalling, have now been

identified that relay information between the energy producing organelles, such as the

chloroplast and mitochondria, and the overarching control hub, the nucleus (Pogson

et al., 2008; Chan, Mabbitt, et al., 2016). The SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway has recently

been identified as a chloroplast-to-nucleus retrograde signalling pathway that promotes

drought tolerance (Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011). However, the exact down-

stream mechanism and effects of PAP, including its co-operation with other bona fide

signalling pathways, remain enigmatic. The pre-eminent hypothesis is that accumulated

PAP can be transported between the chloroplast and cytosol (Gigolashvili et al., 2012)

and diffuse into the nucleus where it induces stress-responsive gene expression, through

inhibition of XRN function (Dichtl et al., 1997; Gy et al., 2007; Kurihara et al., 2012),

to promote abiotic stress tolerance (Rossel et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et

al., 2011). However, multiple clues suggest that PAP may also be interacting with other

pathways. Firstly, whilst sal1 -8 displays a striking transcriptional overlap with xrn2xrn3

double mutants, there are still a large number of genes uniquely differentially regulated

in sal1 -8 (Estavillo et al., 2011), a distinct subset of which are ABA-responsive (Wilson

et al., 2009). Additionally, introducing the sal1 -8 lesion into ABA insensitive mutants,
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Figure 3.1: Genetic restoration of ABA sensitivity
A Representative photos of two plants per genotype exposed to 10 days of drought. Statistically
significant differences in survival between genotypes are indicated (n = 4).
B Effect of 20µM ABA, root fed to hydroponically grown plants, on stomatal conductance (gs) after 2
h feeding through the roots of hydroponically-grown plants. Bars denote means from two independent
experiments (n = 3); errors bars denote standard error of the mean.
Experiments performed by Wannarat Pornsiriwong and Gonzalo Estavillo, and full results are presented
in Pornsiriwong et al. (2017).

such as abi1 -1 and ost1 -2 (two key regulators of ABA signalling Figure 1.4), rescues

ABA sensitivity and restores drought tolerance (Figure 3.11). Lastly, using an affinity

chromatography approach involving PAP-agarose beads, a number of diverse cellular

components, including those involved in ABA signalling, ROS production, and RNA

regulation, were found to be bound by, and potentially interact with, PAP (collectively

referred to as the PAP-interactome, Crisp 2015). Thus, it was clear that PAP might

have diverse cellular interactions that could be contributing to the phenotypes observed

in sal1 -8. Thus, this chapter extends on previous work to provide mechanistic insight on

SAL1-PAP-XRN signalling, in particular, how accumulated PAP improves drought toler-

ance. Subsequently, evidence for cross-talk of the SAL1-PAP-XRN and RdDM pathways

are examined, extending the direct or indirect effects of PAP within the nucleus.

1Experiments performed by Wannarat Pornsiriwong and Gonzalo Estavillo, and is presented in Porn-
siriwong et al. (2017)
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Exogenous PAP treatment induces stomatal closure

A key short-term response to drought is stomatal closure to minimize water loss (Verslues

et al., 2006). One hypothesis for PAP-mediated improvement of drought tolerance was

through altered stomatal control, however, genetic evidence showed no constitutive effect

as sal1 mutants displayed stomatal morphologies that were comparable to wild-type

under well watered conditions (Wilson et al., 2009). On the other hand, sal1 mutants

were found to have reduced stomatal conductance (Rossel et al., 2006) and genetic

evidence suggested that PAP may be involved in ABA-mediated processes (Figure 3.1),

such as stomatal closure (Cutler et al., 2010). Thus, there was potential for PAP to act

as a signalling molecule that, in and of itself, could induce stomatal closure.

If PAP is a bona fide signalling molecule that can induce stomatal closure, then

exogenous PAP application should elicit responses akin to known guard cell regulators,

such as ABA. Thus, a significant undertaking was to establish and validate protocols for

observing the effects of direct PAP application to leaves either via petioles or directly

onto epidermal leaf peels. An initial method to evaluate the physiological effects of

PAP on stomata was via petiole feeding. Here, detached leaves are placed, petiole first,

into a solution allowing uptake into the leaf. This allows physiological responses to be

observed in response to chemical treatments. Pertinent to ABA and PAP treatment was

to monitor leaf temperature, as an increase is indicative of stomatal closure (Rossel et

al., 2006). However, to effectively induce PAP accumulation using this method requires

the co-feeding of ATP and/or LiCl, which may confound the exact effects of PAP itself

(Figure 3.22).

An alternative method was the direct application of PAP onto guard cells, by per-

forming epidermal leaf peels and pairing it with light microscopy. This circumvents

the necessity of chemical co-treatments to facilitate PAP uptake and allows for direct

observations of stomatal dynamics (Chen, Eisenach, et al., 2012). Indeed, this tech-

nique is routinely utilized to measure stomatal responsiveness to bona fide signalling

molecules, including ABA, Ca2+, and ROS (Kinoshita et al., 1995; Hosy et al., 2003;

Sierla et al., 2016). First, different concentrations of PAP were tested (10, 50, and

100µM exogenous PAP) and stomatal closure was monitored. All tested concentrations

of PAP led comparable extents of closure (Figure 3.3A). This demonstrated that the

stomata were responsive from the shift from the opening buffer (OB) pre-treatment to

the physiological measuring buffer (MB) containing PAP.

Next, PAP- and ABA-mediated stomatal closure were compared. In order to make

direct comparisons between ABA and PAP, both chemicals were applied at a standardized

concentration of 100µM in all subsequent experiments utilizing epidermal peels. A time-

2Experiments performed by Kai Xun Chan and presented in Pornsiriwong et al. (2017)
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Figure 3.2: Accumulation of PAP in leaves via petiole feeding
Petiole feeding of PAP for 1h results in some accumulation of PAP in leaves. Levels can be enhanced
by co-application with LiCl, an inhibitor of SAL1, or with ATP, which outcompetes PAP for transport
into plastids where PAP is degraded. Bars denote means (n=3); error bars denote standard deviation.
Letters denote statistically significant groups (p < 0.05).
Experiment performed by Kai Xun Chan.

course of ABA, PAP, and MB (buffer only control) measurements showed that both ABA

and PAP stimulated stomatal closure to an extent greater than MB only, which contains

some Ca2+ (Ca2+ itself induces some stomatal closure; Blatt et al. 1990). Under this

system, both ABA and PAP treatments induced stomatal closure within 10 minutes of

application. The rate of closure during this period post-treatment was statistically similar

for both treatments, however, PAP showed a greater final extent of closure as compared

to ABA (Figure 3.3B). Next, it was investigated if the kinetics of stomatal closure could

be improved through biochemical manipulation of PAP transport, using co-treatments

on epidermal peels, based on previous petiole-feeding experiments (Figure 3.2). A

known co-substrate for the PAP transporter is ATP that is predicted to out compete

PAP for import into chloroplasts, thus preventing its degradation by SAL1 (Estavillo et

al., 2011; Gigolashvili et al., 2012). To see if this lead to enhanced stomatal closure

ATP co-feeding was repeated on epidermal peels and, as expected, co-treatment with

PAP and ATP showed enhanced closure, with respect to a faster rate and a greater final

extent of closure, compared to PAP alone (Figure 3.3C). Taken together, these results

demonstrate that PAP is a signal that, in and of itself, induces stomatal closure to a

similar extent as ABA.

3.2.2 PAP complements ABA signalling and restores ABA sen-

sitivity in ABA signalling mutants

Since PAP was established to induce stomatal closure and its effects could be directly

monitored, the mechanism for this PAP-induced closure was investigated. Genetic anal-

yses show that lesions in SAL1 lead to elevated levels of PAP (Estavillo et al., 2011), and
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Figure 3.3: Exogenous PAP induces stomatal closure
A Stomatal aperture after 60 mins incubation in 10, 50, or 100 µM PAP, dissolved in MB, relative to
0 min. Standard box plots are presented (n = 9-13 stomata): upper and lower hinges denote the first
and third quartiles, mid-band denotes the median, upper and lower whiskers denotes 1.5x interquartile
range, respectively. No statistical significance was determined.
B Stomatal aperture, relative to 0 min, in epidermal peels of wild type (ColLer) plants treated with
either MB only (control), 100µM PAP, or 100µM ABA over a period of 1 h. Points denote means (n
> 20 stomata), error bars denote standard error of the mean. Rates of closure were compared by linear
mixed-effect modelling of closure between 10 – 30 min (log-transformed data), significant difference
groups (p < 0.05) are denoted by #, *. Final level of closure was also considered by ANOVA across
the final 20 min; significant difference (p < 0.05) denoted a, b, c.
C Stomatal aperture as in A but treated with either MB only (control), 100 µM PAP, or 1 mM ATP
alone or in combination. Points denote means (n > 8 stomata), error bars denote standard error of the
mean. Letters denote significance groups (p < 0.05) based on an ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc
analysis across the final 30 min.
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restore drought tolerance and stomatal conductance in the ABA insensitive, and drought

intolerant, mutants abi1 and ost1 (Figure 3.1). To investigate an interaction between

the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway and ABA signalling, the epidermal treatment system was

used to confirm that genetically elevated PAP levels restored ABA-mediated stomatal

closure in ost1 (Figure 3.4). Whereas the stomates on WT epidermal peels were re-

sponsive to ABA, counterparts from ost1 mutants, of both Col-0 and Ler backgrounds,

showed ABA insensitivity (Figure 3.4A). The ost1 -2 (Ler) appeared to have increased

closure to MB only compared to WT or ost1 (Col-0), possibly due to enhanced sensi-

tivity to the low concentration of Ca2+ used in the physiological buffer, which was also

observed in the ost1 -2sal1 -8 double mutant. Importantly, ost1 -2sal1 -8 demonstrated

ABA responsiveness with greater stomatal closure after ABA incubation confirming that

ABA responsivity has been restored.

To dissect whether PAP mediated restoration of ABA sensitivity required the PYL

cascade of ABA receptors, the functionality of specific PYLs in ost1sal1 double mu-

tants was tested using ABA analogues. The ABA analogue AS2 is a limited-spectrum

ABA agonist that largely activates dimeric PYL receptors (PYR1, PYL1, PYL2, PYL3),

weakly activates the monomeric receptors PYL4, PYL5, and PYL11; but cannot activate

PYL6, PYL9, and PYL10 (Takeuchi et al., 2014). Thus, to test whether the reversion

of ABA sensitivity was occurring through specific PYL receptors, 50µM AS2 was applied

to each of the genotypes, with the addition of the ost1sal1 double mutant in the Col-0

background (Figure 3.4B). Application of AS2 induced stomatal closure in a compara-

ble manner as ABA in WT, whereas ost1 mutants maintained open stomata indicative

of insensitivity. The key test was whether closure was attenuated in the ost1sal1 double

mutants that, if observed, would implicate PYL6, PYL9, or PYL10 as being important

for the reversion in ABA sensitivity. However, both of the double mutants showed typi-

cal stomatal closure, comparable to ABA treatments, ruling out this hypothesis but also

suggesting that PYL1/2/3 may be important. Whether specific receptors are required

for the restoration of ABA signalling in ost1sal1 double mutants observed requires fur-

ther systematic testing. Next, we tested if PAP could function independently of ABA,

that is, whether PAP induced stomatal closure in the absence of the ABA signalling

machinery. Interestingly, exogenous PAP applied to guard cells, of the ABA insensitive

ost1 -2 single mutant, was able to induce stomatal closure. This suggests that PAP can

either circumvent, or directly activate downstream components of, the canonical ABA

pathway (Figure 3.4C).

3.2.3 Rapid PAP-induced stomatal closure does not rely on tran-

scriptional changes

The canonical model of PAP-mediated signalling is through transcriptional reprogram-

ming via XRN inhibition (Dichtl et al., 1997; Estavillo et al., 2011; Crisp, 2015). Whilst

this interaction may, in part, contribute towards the constitutive restoration of ABA
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signalling in the ost1 -2sal1 -8 double mutant, it remains unclear whether this might con-

tribute towards the direct, rapid closure induced by PAP. Indeed, nuclear transcription

can be altered within minutes or even seconds of EL stress (Suzuki et al., 2015; Crisp

et al., 2017) and eukaryotic translation rates are also sufficiently rapid as only three

minutes are required for the de novo synthesis of a typical protein (Milo & Phillips,

2015). Therefore, to test whether transcriptional changes contributed to PAP-induced

stomatal closure, the transcriptional inhibitor, cordycepin, was co-treated alongside PAP

(Gutierrez et al., 2002). Stomatal closure was still induced from this co-treatment and

occurred in a very similar manner as the PAP only treatment, which could suggest a

non-transcriptional mechanism for PAP-mediated closure (Figure 3.4D). However, the

cordycepin only treatment also induced closure in a very similar manner, and there was

no additive effect in the co-treatment leading to faster closure.

As an alternative approach, changes in ABA-responsive guard cell-localized tran-

scripts were measured within 10 minutes of treatment to test for transcriptional changes

that might contribute towards stomatal closure. This was not performed using PAP due

to its lack of penetrance in whole plant treatments; and the epidermal peel system lend-

ing itself poorly for observing short-term molecular changes. Specifically, the process of

sampling epidermal peels can be tedious, time-intensive, particularly to harvest sufficient

tissue, and the resulting nucleic material is of low yield and quality. Given such issues with

PAP application, ABA treatments were performed on whole intact rosettes. Treatment

of 20µM ABA was paired with thermal imaging to ensure appropriate ABA responses

were being observed. Rosette temperatures were measured, independently, for both 10

and 60 minutes post ABA treatment. Both time-points showed expected increases in

rosette temperature, indicative of ABA-induced stomatal closure in all genotypes except

for ost1 -2 (Figure 3.5A). Interestingly, the ost1 -2 mutant showed a minor response 10

minutes post-ABA treatment, however, this did not reach statistical significance. This

suggests that there may be an initial attenuated response that cannot be maintained.

A selection of ABA-induced, guard cell localized, and ABA signalling component

encoding transcripts, particularly those with increased expression with elevated PAP (i.e.

in the sal1 background) that may explain the rapid stomatal closure, were selected as

markers for a transcriptional response within 10 minutes of 20µM ABA treatment3.

Largely, there were no strong changes in expression in any of the transcripts tested,

although some variability was observed and KAT2 was determined to be statistically

down-regulated post 10 minutes of ABA treatment. Whether or not such changes are

biologically meaningful and could contribute towards the stomatal closure observed is

unclear, however, is largely unlikely.

3see Supplementary File 1 presented in Pornsiriwong et al. 2017
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Figure 3.4: Lesions in SAL1 restores response to exogenous ABA
A Stomatal aperture, relative to 0 min, in epidermal peels of wild type (ColLer), ost1 (Col-0), ost1 -2
(Ler), and ost1 -2sal1 -8 plants after 30 minutes incubation with either MB only (control) or 100µM
ABA. Bars denote means (n > 10 stomata), error bars denote standard error of the mean. * denotes
statistical significance (p < 0.05) between treatments within each genotype.
B Stomatal aperture, relative to 0 min, in epidermal peels of WT (ColLer), ost1 (Col-0), ost1 -2 (Ler),
and ost1 -2sal1 -8 plants after 30 minutes incubation with either MB only (control) or 50µM AS2, a
limited spectrum ABA analogue. Bars denote means (n>10 stomata), error bars denote standard error
of the mean. * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) between treatments within each genotype.
C Stomatal aperture, relative to 0 min, in epidermal peels of ost1 -2 (Ler) after 30 minutes incubation
with either MB only (control) or 100µM PAP. Bars denote means (n = 41-75 stomata), error bars
denote standard error of the mean. * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05).
D Stomatal aperture, relative to 0 min, in epidermal peels of wild type (ColLer) plants treated with
either MB only (control), 10µM cordycepin, 100µM PAP, or 100µM PAP + 10µM cordycepin over
a period of 1 h. Points denote means (n=34-43 stomata), error bars denote standard error of the
mean. Rates of closure were compared by linear mixed-effect modelling of closure between 10–30 min
(log-transformed data), significant difference groups (p < 0.05) are denoted by #, *. Final level of
closure was also considered by ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis across the final 20 minutes;
letters denote significance groups (p < 0.05).
Experiments performed and analysed with assistance from Estee Tee, Chenchen Zhao, and Kai Xun
Chan.
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Figure 3.5: Transcriptional changes mediated by sal1-8 contribute towards constitutive restora-
tion in ABA sensitivity
A Rosette temperature post-treatment of 20µM ABA. Independent experiments were performed to
measure rosette temperature 10 and 60 minutes post ABA treatment. Bars denote computed least-
squares means based off linear mixed-effects modelling (R2

C = 0.78); error bars denote 95% confidence
intervals; * denotes statistically significant differences (Tukey adjusted p < 0.01, n = 5-10) between
treatments within each genotype.
B Normalized fold-changes in ABA-responsive guard cell localized transcripts that are highly up-
regulated in ost1 -2sal1 -8 post 10 minutes of 20µM ABA treatment. Bars denote mean; error bars
denote standard error of the mean (n=3); * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) as determined
by a Student’s t-test per transcript. WT = ColLer.
Experiments were performed with assistance from Kai Xun Chan.
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3.2.4 Transcriptome analysis reveals constitutive PAP-mediated

up-regulation of select CDPKs

Alongside the restoration of ABA sensitivity, global transcriptome reprogramming was

also documented whereby ost1 -2sal1 -8 double mutants showed WT-like transcriptional

response to ABA in comparison to the insensitive mutant ost1 -2 (Pornsiriwong et al.,

2017). This restoration of ABA-dependent gene expression is likely a consequence of

the complementation by sal1 -8, rather than the cause. If there is a transcriptional

contribution towards PAP complementation of ABA sensitivity, then candidate gene(s)

would need to collectively restore ABA responsiveness, and be either ABA-inducible in

WT but constitutively up-regulated in ost1 -2sal1 -8 or be transcriptionally ABA-inducible

in ost1 -2sal1 -8 but not in WT.

Mining of the sal1 -8 and ost1 -2sal1 -8 transcriptomes identified a set of up-regulated

loci encoding both characterized and putative ABA signalling components that match

either of the previously described criteria4. Among the candidates were transcription

factors and multiple kinases, including numerous CDPKs, which have the potential to

restore ABA sensitivity as many are documented as key ABA signalling components

(Boudsocq & Sheen, 2013). Significantly, many of the CDPKs in this list are related

to group II CDPKs known to regulate the SLAC1 ion channel, a key target of SnRK2.6

(OST1), but their function remains unverified (Boudsocq & Sheen, 2013).

Thus, four largely uncharacterised CDPKs [CDPK32, CDPK34, CDPK-RELATED

KINASE (CRK)2 and CRK8], which were also constitutively up-regulated in ost1 -2sal1 -

8, were investigated to verify their ability to activate SLAC1. Towards this, qRT-PCR

was performed to validate the original transcriptome profiling and confirm CDPK up-

regulation in ost1 -2sal1 -8 and ost1 -2xrn2xrn3. Indeed, all investigated CDPKs were

constitutively up-regulated, irrespective of ABA treatment, in both ost1 -2sal1 -8 and

ost1 -2xrn2xrn3 but did not show ABA induction in WT (Table 3.1). Consistent

up-regulation in ost1 -2xrn2xrn3 aligns with the notion of transcriptional control via

PAP-XRN signalling (Estavillo et al., 2011). Of the four CDPKs, CDPK34 showed the

strongest up-regulation.

While guard cell expression of CDPK32, CRK2, and CRK8 has been documented

(Y. Yang et al., 2008; R.-S. Wang et al., 2011), it was unknown whether CDPK34 was

also expressed in guard cells. To confirm this, in situ RT-PCR (Athman et al., 2014)

was performed in leaf peels of ost1 -2sal1 -8 (Figure 3.6A). Staining of CDPK34 and

18S rRNA transcripts showed a diffuse blue pattern across both pavement and guard

cells, whereas the negative control (-RT) showed only large precipitates or no staining

as expected. Importantly, staining of CDPK34 transcript was evenly blue or punctate

in guard cells consistent with guard cell localized CDPK34 expression. When coupled

to the observation that CDPK34 can activate SLAC1, to a greater extent that OST1,

4see Supplementary file 2 in Pornsiriwong et al. 2017
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Table 3.1: Transcriptional up-regulation of select CDPK encoding genes in ost1 -2sal1 -8 and
ost1xrn2xrn3

Gene

Fold-change vs WT

ost1 -2sal1 -8 ost1xrn2xrn3 ost1 -2sal1 -8 ost1xrn2xrn3 WT

+ ABA + ABA + ABA

CDPK34 5.6±0.30 19.2±0.02 4.4±1.20 11.4±0.10 1.2±0.08

CDPK32 1.8±0.10 1.5±0.02 1.7±0.10 1.4±0.03 1.1±0.20

CRK2 2.0±0.40 1.8±0.10 3.1±0.70 3.7±0.08 1.0±0.10

CRK8 1.5±0.30 1.8±0.30 1.3±0.10 1.6±0.40 0.9±0.20

in Xenopus laevis oocytes (Pornsiriwong et al., 2017); constitutive up-regulation of

CDPK34 in guard cells provides a mechanism for PAP-mediated restoration of stomatal

closure.

3.2.5 mCHH hypo-methylation at short TEs in the sal1-8 methy-

lome

The canonical mechanism for PAP-mediated gene expression changes is via the inhibition

XRN enzymes based on in vitro evidence in yeast and in planta genetic evidence (Dichtl et

al., 1997; Estavillo et al., 2011). The XRNs are a family of 5′-3′ exoribonucleases that are

responsible for suppressing post-transcriptional gene silencing through 5′ processing of

aberrant RNA species, including those arising from messenger RNA (mRNA) precursors

(Gy et al., 2007; Kurihara et al., 2012; Nagarajan et al., 2013). Inhibition of these

enzymes by PAP leads to the proliferation of sRNAs that, through a currently unidentified

mechanism, regulates gene expression based on genetic evidence (Estavillo et al., 2011;

Nguyen et al., 2015; Basbouss-Serhal et al., 2017). One potential is that the proliferation

of such RNA molecules could also provide potential substrates for RDR enzymes, such

as RDR2 and RDR6, which could lead to DCL-mediated siRNA molecules (Gazzani,

2004; Mart́ınez de Alba et al., 2015; Tsuzuki et al., 2017). These could regulate gene

expression either by inducing post-transcriptional gene silencing or act in the RdDM

pathway to affect the methylome.

Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) was performed on Col-0, sal -8, and

xrn2xrn3 5 (Appendix A-Dataset 1 Table 1). Summary plots of mean methylation across

the genome revealed prolific non-CG hypo-methylation in sal1 -8, particularly across the

body of TEs (Figure 3.7A). Surprisingly, this was not observed in xrn2xrn3 that had

a methylome more consistent to that of WT suggesting a mechanism independent of

XRN2 and XRN3. Subsequently, sal1 -8 mRNA-sequencing based transcriptome data

(Crisp, 2015) was utilized to search for potential candidates causing the mCHH hypo-

5Data generated in conjunction with Peter Crisp
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Figure 3.6: CDPK34 expression in guard cells
Representative images for guard cell expression of CDPK34 and 18S rRNA (housekeeper) in ost1 -
2sal1 -8, as detected by in situ RT-PCR on leaf peels. -RT denotes negative controls in which the
reverse transcriptase was omitted, thus any staining in these slides occur from non-specific binding or
precipitation of the stain. Similar results were observed in at least two biological replicates per gene.

methylation observed. A range of epigenomic factors including those involved in DNA

(de)methylation, histone (de)methylation, chromatin remodelling, and sRNA biogenesis

were collated to investigate if any such components were differentially expressed in sal1 -

8 and xrn2xrn3 (M. Matzke et al., 2009; Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Kurihara et al., 2012;

Stroud et al., 2013, 2014; M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014; Ye et al., 2016). Indeed,

several epigenomic machinery were differentially expressed including ROS1, which was

strongly down-regulated, and a range of factors involved in RdDM, including the largest

RNA Pol IV subunit NUCLEAR RNA POLYMERASE D2B (NRPD2B), which were pre-

dominantly up-regulated (Figure 3.7B). Contrastingly, only a handful of components

were differentially expressed in xrn2xrn3 including both XRN2 and XRN3 themselves

(Figure 3.7C). In both germplasm, expression of SAL1 remained unperturbed. Interest-

ingly, some factors were commonly differentially regulated between sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3,

such as ROS1, AGO9, or NRPD2B, albeit the extent of altered expression was not com-

parable. For example, although ROS1 was strongly down-regulated in sal1 -8 it exhib-

ited relatively attenuated down-regulation in xrn2xrn3 ; whereas stronger up-regulation

of AGO9 is observed in xrn2xrn3 relative to sal-8. Regardless, the greater number of

loci differentially expressed in sal1 -8 may reflect the altered methylome evident in this

mutant. Furthermore, the differential regulation of ROS1 alongside numerous RdDM

factors indicates potential molecular abnormalities potentially causing the mCHH hypo-

methylation.
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The regulatory antagonism between ROS1 and RdDM was investigated, in sal1 -8

and xrn2xrn3, to test whether a decoupling of this relationship could explain the hypo-

methylation observed. The methylomes of ros1 -4 (Qian et al., 2012), and RNA Pol

IV and V mutants (nrpd1 and nrpe1 respectively; R. Yang et al. 2017), important for

the maintenance of methylation at AT2TE68230, were compared to that of sal1 -8 and

xrn2xrn3. Transcriptomes of nrpd1 and nrpe1 were also generated in the same study

and thus was available for comparison (R. Yang et al., 2017). Both mRNA-sequencing

and WGBS reads, from both datasets, were aligned to the TAIR10 genome and their

profiles across ROS1 were visualized in IGV (Figure 3.7D). ROS1 down-regulation

in sal1 -8 is comparable to what is observed in nrpd1 and nrpe1, where expression is

almost negligible. Interestingly, xrn2xrn3 shows attenuated ROS1 down-regulation com-

pared to what is observed in sal1 -8. Comparable to both nrpd1 and nrpe1, sal1 -8 also

shows mCHH hypo-methylation in the 5′ upstream region of ROS1, although the for-

mer mutants show almost complete depletion of mCHH, whereas xrn2xrn3 methylation

patterns remain intact. Although no mRNA-sequencing data was available for ros1 -4,

WGBS data revealed hyper-methylation, in all three methylation contexts, in the region

5′ of ROS1. Such observations are consistent with a relationship between ROS1 expres-

sion and methylation levels in the adjacent TE, whereby reduced ROS1 correlates with

AT2TE68230 hypo-methylation (Williams et al., 2015).

3.2.6 The sal1-8 methylome exhibits aberrant RdDM potentially

involving factors beyond XRN2 and XRN3

The RdDM pathway has been described to target shorter euchromatic TEs as opposed to

longer heterochromatic TEs that are methylated by a DDM1-CMT2 dependant pathway

(Zemach et al., 2013; Stroud et al., 2014). Therefore, to test for a broader impairment

in RdDM, methylation levels were measured across TE defined as short (length < 1kb) or

long (length > 1kb) (Figure 3.8A). Indeed, mCHH levels were almost eliminated across

short TEs in sal1 -8 consistent with abnormal RdDM activity. Interestingly, this was not

observed in xrn2xrn3, which displayed only minute differences suggesting that this ob-

servation is independent from altered XRN2 or XRN3 activity. A broad range of methy-

lome datasets were analysed to further investigate a mechanism for hypo-methylation in

sal1 -8 (see Appendix A-Dataset 1 Table 1). From these datasets, genome-wide non-

CG methylation patterns were compared across a range of mutants with lesions in key

methylation machinery, such as MET1, CMT2, CMT3, and an array of RdDM factors

with varying severity on mCHH levels (Figure 3.8B; Groth et al. 2014; M. A. Matzke

& Mosher 2014; M. A. Matzke et al. 2015). From this broad exploratory analysis, the

methylome of sal1 -8 was found to correlate closely with that of moderate RdDM mu-

tants, in particular the dcl2dcl3dcl4 triple mutant. This is most evident in the mCHH

context, where sal1 -8, dcl2dcl3dcl4, dcl1dcl2dcl3dcl4, idn2, and ago6 form a tight sub-

cluster, which was part of a broader cluster with more severe RdDM impairments, such
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Figure 3.7: Lesions in SAL1 cause hypo-methylation in the methylome
A Meta plots of average methylation levels, in each sequence context, across all genes (top) and TEs
(bottom) in the genome for Col-0, sal1 -8, and xrn2xrn3. Lines denote mean proportion methylation,
shaded region denotes standard error of the mean (n=3).
B-C fold-change (FC) in expression of epigenomic loci in sal1 -8 (B) and xrn2xrn3 (C) (vs Col-0) based
on a previous mRNA sequencing dataset (Crisp, 2015). Bars denote mean log2FC, * denotes statistical
significance, colour denotes direction of expression change (blue=down, red=up).
D Strand specific mRNA abundance (read depth) and DNA methylation levels (blue: mCG, orange:
mCHG, green: mCHH; proportion methylation at single cytosines) across ROS1 and a 5′ proximal TE
(AT2TE68230), the methylation status of which has been linked to regulation of ROS1 expression
(denoted by horizontal red bar). Supplementary sequencing data was obtained from the corresponding
references.
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as nrpd1 or drm1drm2. Conversely, the xrn2xrn3 methylome correlated closer to that

Col-0, particularly in mCHG. However, when observing mCHH levels, xrn2xrn3 appeared

to cluster most closely with the subtle drm3 and frg1frg2 RdDM mutants, which is

consistent with an attenuated mCHH hypo-methylation compared to sal1 -8. Genes en-

coding components of the RdDM are often co-expressed (Groth et al., 2014). Thus,

the sal1 -8 methylome correlates well with mutants containing lesions in known RdDM

factors consistent with aberrant RdDM function, and potentially linked to the observed

ROS1 down-regulation.

To further investigate whether the correlation of methylome patterns may reflect

aberrant functioning of the corresponding factors (e.g. DCL2/3/4), a co-expression

analysis was performed between components of the RdDM and SAL1-PAP-XRN path-

ways; available in a collated mRNA-sequencing dataset through the ATTED-II database

(Obayashi et al., 2017). Interestingly, SAL1 expression (down-regulation leads to in-

creased PAP) was strongly anti-correlated with numerous key RdDM components, in-

cluding DCL2/3/4 and FRG2 ; whereas XRN2/3/4 showed only a modest positive corre-

lation with these factors (measured by mutual rank index), suggesting that XRN function

may contribute towards sal1 -8 mCHH hypo-methylation. This observation also corre-

sponds with the methylome correlations of sal1 -8 with dcl2dcl3dcl4 and xrn2xrn3 with

frg1frg2, however, whether this is indicative of a functional interaction requires further

elucidation.

Methylation levels in sub-contexts, of canonical sequence contexts, have been re-

ported to be informative about the mechanisms involved (Gouil & Baulcombe, 2016).

Pertinently, contextual biases in mCHH methylation was found between the various

CMTs and components of the RdDM pathway. To explore whether particular sub-

contexts of mCHH methylation are depleted across TEs in sal1 -8, thus potentially pro-

viding information about components impaired in sal1 -8, re-analysis of tri-nucleotide

sub-contexts of mCHH was performed. As a form of quality control, methylation bias

in CAA and CTA tri-nucleotide sequences was re-established across TE subsets in the

Col-0 methylomes generated here (Figure 3.8C). Subsequently, a focussed subset of

the analysed methylomes were re-analysed based on the two-dimensional clustering of

methylome patterns in Figure 3.8B, including frg1frg2, dcl2dcl3dcl4, nrpd1, drm1drm2,

and cmt2 (Figure 3.9). A comparison of the RdDM mutants revealed a depletion of

all sub-contexts of mCHH that is particularly pronounced across the short TE subset, as

expected, with varying severity from weaker (e.g. frg1frg2) to more severe RdDM le-

sions (e.g. drm1drm2). These patterns were mimicked in sal1 -8 albeit to an attenuated

extent compared to drm1drm2. The patterns between each of the RdDM components

is difficult to distinguish with the exception of the severity of methylation loss, of which

sal1 -8 most closely resembles that of dcl2dcl3dcl4 across short TEs corroborating the

similarity observed in Figure 3.8B. However, there is also an attenuated, yet variable,

depletion in CAA and CTA methylation that is comparable to levels in frg1frg2 across
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Figure 3.8: mCHH hypo-methylation in sal1-8 correlates with impaired RdDM
A Meta plots of average methylation levels, in each sequence context, across TEs shorter than 1 kb
(top) and longer than 1kb (bottom) in the genome for Col-0, sal1 -8, and xrn2xrn3. Lines denote mean
proportion methylation, shaded region denotes standard error of the mean (n=3).
B Heat maps representing two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of correlations (Pearson’s r) in
genome-wide mCHG and mCHH levels, averaged across 100 bp bins, of a range of mutants with
lesions effecting the methylome machinery alongside Col-0, sal1 -8, and xrn2xrn3.
C Meta plots of average mCHH sub-context methylation levels, in Col-0, across TE subsets: all, short,
(length < 1kb), and long (length > 1kb). Lines denote mean proportion methylation, shaded region
denotes standard error of the mean (n=3).
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short TEs. Despite a clustering of xrn2xrn3 alongside frg1frg2 previously, here xrn2xrn3

shows WT levels of all sub-contexts of mCHH. Collectively, sal1 -8 clearly demonstrates

an impairment in RdDM that cannot be linked, as yet, with any single component. In-

stead, there may be an impairment in upstream processes, independent of XRN2 and

XRN3, that is more broadly affecting downstream components. This would be consistent

with the similarities observed between sal1 -8 and the other RdDM mutants investigated

here.

To determine the nature of TE mCHH hypo-methylation in sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3,

heatmaps of average mCHH methylation per TE were produced. This allowed visualisa-

tion of whether the mCHH hypo-methylation observed was affecting all methylated TEs

or a specific subset, as well as further exploring for any attenuated hypo-methylation

in xrn2xrn3. A total of 3,599 TEs were identified as methylated, defined as exhibiting

at least 5% mCHH (averaged across TE body) in all Col-0 samples. It is likely that

many more TEs are methylated to this extent but were not captured due to a relative

lack of sequencing depth, particularly crucial for accurately assaying mCHH (Eichten et

al., 2016), which could be improved through re-sequencing. The assayable TEs were

clustered into groups based on their length using the k-means method, allowing for dis-

crimination of short and long TEs. The vast majority of the TEs captured were shorter in

length, likely reflecting a lack of mapping to larger elements as opposed to fewer longer

TEs meeting the mCHH cut-off. From this, the distinct targeting of the drm1drm2

and cmt2 pathways is reinforced (Figure 3.10). The sal1 -8 methylome shows striking

similarity to that of dcl2dcl3dcl4, where hypo-methylation can be observed to be broadly

affecting TEs, not just at a specific subset. However, the severity of hypo-methylation

appears to be intermediate between that of dcl2dcl3dcl4 and drm1drm2, where mCHH

is completely lost at short TEs. The methylome of xrn2xrn3 and frg1frg2 also show a

striking similarity, reflective of a WT methylome thus conflicting with previous observa-

tions. This disparity likely the reflects differences between datasets as raw methylation

levels are presented here as opposed to normalized values relative to the corresponding

WT methylome, which has much higher levels of methylation (Appendix A-Dataset 1

Table 1). Regardless, the notion of impaired RdDM in sal1 -8 is further reinforced here,

effecting all methylated short TEs in a comparable manner as dcl2dcl3dcl4.

To further characterise the sites of mCHH hypo-methylation, DMR calling was per-

formed using the R package DSS (see Methods, H. Feng et al. 2014). As expected,

the drm1drm2 and cmt2 mutants showed an extensive number of mCHH DMRs, almost

exclusively hypo-DMRs, despite the use of relatively stringent DMR criteria reflected in

the reduced number of DMRs compared to previous studies (Figure 3.11A, Appendix

A - Dataset 1 Table 4; Stroud et al. 2013, 2014). The sal1 -8 mutant also exhibited

prolific mCHH hypo-DMRs that were not evident in xrn2xrn3, which had far fewer DMRs

(sal1 -8: 4,038; xrn2xrn3 : 104). Of the DMRs in xrn2xrn3, 67/104 (64%) sites were

in common with sal1 -8. Given a lack of detection of hypo-DMR in xrn2xrn3, further
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Figure 3.9: TE methylation levels in tri-nucleotide sub-contexts of mCHH in sal1-8
Meta plots of mean relative methylation (mut/WT), in tri-nucleotide sub-contexts of mCHH, in sal1 -8
(n=3), xrn2xrn3 (n=3), and comparable RdDM mutants (frg1frg2, n=1; dcl2dcl3dcl4, n=4; nrpd1,
n=3; drm1drm2, n=3) based on two-dimensional clustering in Figure 3.8. Lines denote mean relative
methylation (normalized to corresponding WT samples per experiment), shaded regions denote standard
error of the mean.
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Figure 3.10: mCHH levels across methylated TEs
Mean mCHH levels at methylated TEs (minimum mCHH > 5% in all Col-0 samples), grouped by
length using k-means clustering (centers=4, method=”MacQueen”); in Col-0 (n=4), xrn2xrn3 (n=3),
frg1frg2 (n=1), sal1 -8 (n=3), dcl2dcl3dcl4 (n=4), drm1drm2 (n=3), cmt2 (n=2).
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analyses focussed on hypo-methylated mCHH sites in sal1 -8.

When mapped to all genomic elements, sal1 -8 mCHH hypo-DMR were located pre-

dominantly within the body of short TEs (TE: 3,587; short TE: 2,428; long TE: 1,159;

Figure 3.11B). However, there were still a substantial number (1,163) of DMRs within,

or adjacent to, annotated protein coding genes potentiating the possibility of influenc-

ing gene expression. Furthermore, many of the DMRs mapping to TEs are also likely

surrounding protein coding genes (explored further below).

Hypo-methylation mCHH regions in cmt2 and drm1drm2 were overlapped with sal1 -

8, and methylation levels across regions in each category of DMR (sal1 -8 only, over-

lapping, or drm1drm2/cmt2 only) were visualized. There is a strong overlap in regions

hypo-methylated in sal1 -8 and drm1drm2, which are distinct from the regions hypo-

methylated in cmt2. Furthermore, mCHH hypo-methylation in sal1 -8 is most evident at

sites where drm1drm2 is also hypo-methylated, albeit to a differing magnitude, though

it is not restricted to only these regions. Indeed, sal1 -8 mCHH hypo-methylation is also

evident at cmt2 hypo-methylated regions. Interestingly, xrn2xrn3 also exhibits reduced

mCHH at sal1 -8 hypo-methylated sites, consistent with having an attenuated mCHH

hypo-methylation observed in sal1 -8. Collectively, these results support the notion that

sal1 -8 is a moderate RdDM mutant.

3.2.7 Effects of aberrant RdDM on gene and TE expression

Given the nature of RdDM targeting to short TEs adjacent to protein-coding genes

(X. Zhong et al., 2012; Zemach et al., 2013; Q. Zheng et al., 2013), aberrant functioning

has the potential to effect gene expression. To test if loss of mCHH in sal1 -8 was associ-

ated with gene expression changes, mRNA-sequencing data was re-analyzed to measure

mRNA abundance at sites in sal1 -8 and drm1drm2 exhibiting mCHH hypo-methylation

(Figure 3.12A). When a random set of 5,000 genes were observed, there was only

minor deviation in mRNA abundance (measured as FPKM) that did not meet statis-

tical significance. However, when mRNA abundance at sal1 -8 and drm1drm2 mCHH

hypo-DMRs were observed, sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3 both showed a statistically significant

increase in mRNA abundance, across these sites, as compared to Col-0, but not in com-

parison with each other. These results suggest that mRNA abundance is effected at

mCHH hypo-methylated sites in sal1 -8. However, that xrn2xrn3 also showed altered

mRNA abundance, despite having attenuated mCHH hypo-methylation, may not fit this

hypothesis.

Changes in DNA methylation are considered to convey regulatory effects on adjacent

genes, such as by defining local chromatin state that could either facilitate or inhibit tran-

scription (euchromatin vs heterochromatin) or by stabilizing transcription factor binding

sites (Maurano et al., 2015; O’Malley et al., 2016; Niederhuth & Schmitz, 2017). To fur-

ther investigate whether the mCHH hypo-methylation could contribute to altered gene

expression, sal1 -8 hypo-DMRs were overlapped with DEGs identified from previously
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Figure 3.11: sal1-8 mCHH hypo-DMRs overlap with drm1drm2
A Number of hyper- and hypo-mCHH DMRs in sal1 -8, xrn2xrn3, drm1drm2, cmt2.
B Detailed mapping of sal1 -8 mCHH hypo-DMRs to the nearest genomic element, including annotated
protein coding genes and TE. Body refers to DMRs occurring within an element. Upstream and
downstream refers to DMRs within 1kb, at either 5′ or 3′ end respectively, of a genomic element.
Intergenic DMRs are those further than 1kb away from the nearest element. Inset shows the counts of
each size class of TEs (short, < 1kb; long, > 1kb) to which mCHH hypo-DMRs mapped.
C Overlap between sal1 -8 and drm1drm2 or cmt2 mCHH hypo-DMRs. Box plots of mean mCHH
methylation levels across regions in each DMR category for all mutants. * denotes a significant difference
in distribution of mean methylation levels compared to Col-0 (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted P < 10-10)
as determined by Dunn’s test of multiple comparisons.
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analysed mRNA-sequencing data (Appendix A - Dataset 1 Table 56, Crisp 2015). The

4,038 mCHH hypo-DMRs in sal1 -8 were mapped to 3,148 annotated protein coding

genes (where multiple DMRs might map to the same nearest gene), of which 2,010 were

measurable in the mRNA-sequencing dataset (Appendix A - Dataset 1 Table 6). From

the 2,010 measurable genes, to which a mCHH hypo-DMR was mapped, 819 (≈ 41%)

were significantly differentially expressed in sal1 -8. To test whether there was an associ-

ation between the presence of a hypo-DMR and gene expression, the position of DMRs

relative to all genes and significant DEGs, in sal1 -8, were compared. One hypothesis

could be that hypo-methylation in the promoter regions could lead to up-regulated gene

expression, which might be reflected in an enrichment of hypo-DMRs in the promoter

regions of DEG in sal1 -8. However, a comparison of DMR positions revealed a similar

distribution for all genes and DEGs (Figure 3.12B).

While no overall enrichment of DMRs in promoter regions of DEGs was observed,

this does not rule out the potential for individual associations with gene expression

changes. Indeed, there are multiple characteristics of DMRs that might effect such

an association, including their position, distance to transcriptional start site, and the

magnitude of change observed. Thus, the difference in mRNA abundance (log2 absolute

change in FPKM; sal1 -8 - Col-0), for all significant DEGs in sal1 -8 to which a DMR was

mapped within 1kb distance, was plotted by DMR position relative to the transcriptional

start site and magnitude of methylation difference (Figure 3.12C). The majority of

DMRs were found to map to non-DEG with a slight bias towards the promoter region

(as defined here), which is unsurprising given the targeting of RdDM towards such

regions (X. Zhong et al., 2012; Q. Zheng et al., 2013). As the differential methylation

observed is exclusively hypo-methylation, it was expected that it should correlate with

up-regulated gene expression. However, there were equal numbers of up- and down-

DEGs observed. Indeed, the strongest DEGs were found to be down-regulated, opposite

to what might be expected. This does not preclude changes in transcription factor

binding, as a consequence of differential methylation, leading to altered gene expression

(Maurano et al., 2015). Indeed, an analysis to see if there are cis-elements, upstream

of DEGs, that are targeted by methylation sensitive transcription factors, using the epi-

cistrome dataset (O’Malley et al., 2016), may reveal a novel form of gene regulation

in sal1 -8. In the case of up-regulated DEGs, an obvious hypothesis is that there is a

release of repressive DNA methylation leading to increased transcription. In both cases,

further investigation is required validate any true interactions, as well as delineate other

regulatory mechanisms. Regardless, of the prolific hypo-methylation observed in sal1 -8,

there is clearly the potential for some of these changes to be effecting gene expression.

A key site of hypo-methylation in sal1 -8 is at short TEs, reflective of the role of RdDM

to survey the genome and silence such elements by establishing repressive non-CG methy-

lation (Stroud et al., 2014). In the case of sal1 -8, this seemed unlikely given that only one

6DEG analysis performed by Peter Crisp
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context of methylation had been effected (whereas ddcc has almost eliminated nonCG

methylation), and, to an attenuated extent compared to many canonical RdDM mu-

tants, that can also show hypo-methylation in multiple contexts of methylation (Stroud

et al., 2013, 2014). Nonetheless, to investigate for aberrant TE transcription, mRNA

abundance across the three investigated TE subsets was measured (Figure 3.12C). The

canonical RdDM mutants nrdp1 and nrpe1 as well as the drm1drm2cmt2cmt3 quadruple

mutant (ddcc), which demonstrates prominent TE de-repression (Stroud et al., 2014),

were included as points for comparison. As expected, xrn2xrn3 showed no expression

of TEs. On the other hand, sal1 -8 showed TE expression to a comparable extent as

the ddcc quadruple mutant. Not only did this contradict the initial expectation, but the

expression seemed to largely originate from longer TEs. Whether or not these are truly

active and mobile TEs, however, remains to be validated but are an interesting point for

further investigation, such as the identification of those TEs contributing to the signal

observed here.

3.3 Discussion

The SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway has long been identified as promoting oxidative stress tol-

erance in Arabidopsis, particularly in response to drought (Xiong et al., 2001; Rossel et

al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011), however, the exact mechanism for

this remained enigmatic. Some evidence suggested that transcriptional changes may be

facilitated through the PAP-mediated inhibition of its targets, the XRN enzymes. Indeed,

various studies report altered RNA metabolism in sal1 mutants, where PAP can no longer

be catabolized and thus accumulates, leading to altered expression of stress-inducible

genes that is phenocopied in the xrn2xrn3 mutant (Rossel et al., 2006; Gy et al., 2007;

Estavillo et al., 2011; Kurihara et al., 2012; Kurihara, 2017). A hitherto unknown was

whether the proliferation of aberrant RNA molecules might also trigger altered RdDM,

although preliminary evidence suggested otherwise (Kurihara et al., 2012). Here, data is

presented confirming PAP as a signalling molecule that is capable of inducing stomatal

closure in and of itself. Furthermore, PAP shows the ability to cross-activate downstream

components of the ABA pathway transcriptionally, however, the mode of action for this

requires further investigation. It was also observed that genetically elevated PAP led

to an impairment of RdDM, likely involving factors beyond the XRN2/3, potentiating

the existence of novel PAP targets or effects that require elucidation. A new model

of the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway is proposed with the added insight of its contribution

towards guard cell closure and potential point of interaction with the RdDM pathway

(Figure 3.13).

PAP perception induces rapid stomatal closure

The PAP signalling pathway has been characterised over the previous decade (Xiong et
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Figure 3.12: Overlapping mCHH hypo-DMRs with gene expression in sal1-8
A mRNA abundance (log2FPKM) at sal1 -8 (left) and drm1drm2 (middle) mCHH hypo-DMRs, and at
5,000 random genes (right). Letters denote significance groups (adjusted P < 10-10) as determined by
Dunn’s test of multiple comparisons.
B Mapping of sal1 -8 mCHH hypo-DMRs to all annotated protein coding genes and DEGs in sal1 -8.
Body refers to DMRs occurring within a gene. Promoter and downstream refers to DMRs < 1kb away
from the 5′ or 3′ end of the gene, respectively. Intergenic DMRs are those further than 1kb away from
the nearest gene.
C Scatter plot of change in mRNA abundance (log2 absolute difference in FPKM; sal1 -8 - Col-0) by
DMR position relative to the transcriptional start site (start). Separate plotting was performed for
non-DEG, up-regulated, and down-regulated genes, in sal1 -8. Colour denotes mCHH change at the
DMR. Red dashed line denotes 2x FC in FPKM.
D Meta plots of mean FC in mRNA abundance (read depth) across TE categories (all, short, long
TEs) in sal1 -8 (n=3), xrn2xrn3 (n=3), nrpd1 (n=1), nrpe1 (n=1), and ddcc (n=2) normalized to
corresponding WT samples (mut/WT). Lines denote means, shaded region denotes standard error of
the mean.
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al., 2001; Rossel et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011; Gigolashvili et

al., 2012; Chan, Mabbitt, et al., 2016). However, whilst its accumulation and transport

are well elucidated, its exact cellular effects remain enigmatic despite physiological ob-

servations on genetic mutants showing developmental abnormalities, enhanced drought

stress tolerance, and the differential regulation of >2000 genes that were enriched as

stress-responsive or involved in ABA signalling (Xiong et al., 2001; Rossel et al., 2006;

Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011). One hypothesis was that PAP affects guard

cell responsivity as the stomatal index in sal1 mutants was unchanged under well-watered

conditions, however, could maintain viable tissue for longer periods of time under drought

(Wilson et al., 2009). Indeed, a key finding here was the direct observation that PAP

induced guard cell closure to a similar extent as ABA. In both cases, closure was ob-

served to be relatively rapid, occurring within 10 minutes, matching observations of rapid

ABA-induced anion currents in intact guard cells (Y. Wang et al., 2013). Whether PAP

signalling is functional beyond Arabidopsis, and the nature of PAP-mediated guard-cell

closure in other species, warrants further investigation. ABA signalling is an ancient

conserved pathway that is prolific across land plant species, including multiple terrestrial

ferns (Cai et al., 2017). Emerging evidence suggests that PAP signalling could also

be conserved as SAL1 homologs, with the inclusion of key cysteine residues for SAL1

redox regulation and PAP accumulation, can be found in multiple plant species beyond

Arabidopsis, including grasses and rice, and is even present in yeast and humans (Chan,

Mabbitt, et al., 2016). However, this might reflect the conservation of the components

utilized for sulfur metabolism, thus whether there is a conserved response, including both

molecular and physiological responses, to PAP requires further investigation.

PAP-mediated closure was expedited in WT plants when co-treated with ATP, which

prevents PAP transport into the chloroplast where it is degraded by SAL1 (Estavillo et

al., 2011; Gigolashvili et al., 2012), consistent with the notion that PAP is a signal whose

efficacy can be altered through biochemical manipulation of its transport. Additionally,

this result is also consistent with the notion that PAP is being sensed outside of, although

its catabolism occurs within, the chloroplast (Estavillo et al., 2011). Alongside the

observations of altered guard cell dynamics, the enrichment of differentially regulated

ABA signalling genes in sal1 mutants raised the possibility for cross-talk between these

pathways (Wilson et al., 2009). Indeed, using the epidermal peel system, it was confirmed

that lesions in SAL1 restored ABA sensitivity in the otherwise ABA insensitive ost1

mutants giving credence to the possibility that PAP might be activating components

down-stream of SnRK2.6 to promote stomatal closure. Further evidence of this came

from exogenous application of PAP directly onto guard cells of ost1 -2, which also induced

guard cell closure whereas application of ABA did not.

In order to mediate such cellular responses, PAP must first be perceived. Whereas the

highly conserved PYL family of ABA receptors have now been extensively researched and

elucidated (Cutler et al., 2010; M.-T. Hauser et al., 2011; Murata et al., 2015), there is
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less information regarding bone fide receptors of PAP. The selective PYL activator AS2

(Takeuchi et al., 2014) was used to test whether PAP was effecting the functionality of

the PYL-mediated ABA signaling cascade in ost1 -2sal1 -8 and ost1 -2sal1 -6. However,

exogenous application of AS2 still induced stomatal closure in both double mutants,

suggesting that the specific PYL receptors that are not activating by AS2 (PYR1, PYL1,

PYL2 and PYL3) are not involved in the restoration of ABA responsiveness. It is also

unclear how the activation of select PYL proteins induces stomatal closure in the absence

of functional SnRK2.6 but presents an intriguing possibility for SnRK2.6-independent

PYL induction of guard cell channels to induce stomatal closure, potentially through the

stimulation of ROS or Ca2+ channels (Y. Wang et al., 2013).

Hitherto, the exact mechanism for PAP perception has largely been considered to

be through interaction with their canonical targets, the XRN enzymes (Dichtl et al.,

1997; Gy et al., 2007; Estavillo et al., 2011; Kurihara et al., 2012; Kurihara, 2017).

However, primary evidence for this interaction was identified in yeast and analogous

in planta evidence is lacking. A recent attempt failed to identify such an interaction

also, although it did reveal the potential for PAP to be bound by a range of other

enzymes (Crisp, 2015). Furthermore, an xrn2xrn3xrn4 triple mutant is morphologically

distinct from sal1, for example, showing relatively WT-like growth patterns compared

to the stunting observed in sal1 (Kurihara, 2017), further potentiating the possibility of

PAP targets beyond the canonical XRN enzymes. Nonetheless, there are still significant

molecular commonalities between xrn2xrn3 and sal1 mutants in favour of a SAL1-PAP-

XRN pathway, and an intermediate factor(s) acting between PAP and XRNs, in plants,

cannot be discounted but requires identification.

While the transcriptome changes induced by lesions in sal1 may be reflective of con-

stitutive PAP-mediated inhibition of the nuclear XRNs, given the high degree of tran-

scriptional overlap previously observed (Estavillo et al., 2011), it is questionable whether

such a mechanism is responsible for the rapid closure observed within 10 minutes of

exogenous PAP application. In support of a transcriptionally-independent mechanism,

co-treatments with cordycepin did not attenuate PAP-mediated stomatal closure; nor

were there appreciable changes in transcript levels for genes that might readily explain

the induction of stomatal closure, after 10 minutes of ABA treatment, despite an ap-

propriate physiological response (stomatal closure indirectly assayed through increased

leave temperature upon ABA treatment). The transcriptional inhibition via cordycepin

co-treatment was not the ideal experiment, however, due to the closure induced by cordy-

cepin alone, thus it would be worthwhile to repeat this and find an optimal concentration

of cordycepin that has no effect alone. An alternative transcriptional inhibitor, actino-

mycin D, might also prove more suitable if it does not induce closure itself (Bensaude,

2011). Regardless, it is possible that PAP is binding a yet to be identified protein(s),

from a range of putative candidates (Crisp, 2015), that is responsible for PAP perception

resulting in stomatal closure, akin to PYL receptors for ABA allowing for the activation
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of SnRK2 kinases (Boudsocq et al., 2007; Park et al., 2009; Cutler et al., 2010). Thus,

it is likely that the broad transcriptome reprogramming observed in sal1 -8ost1 -2, com-

pared to ost1 -2, might be a consequence of restored stomatal closure. However, this

does not preclude a PAP-XRN-mediated activation of specific components to restore

ABA sensitivity.

PAP recovers ABA signalling by transcriptionally priming down-stream components of

the pathway

Similar to ABA, perception of PAP could also be considered to have multiple effects.

While the primary impact is to induce mechanical closure of stomates, there is also

the potential for down-stream PAP-XRN mediated changes in gene expression, akin to

those induced ABA-ABF in addition to the transcriptional reprogramming evident in

sal1 mutants. While the majority of this reflects restoration of gene expression to wild

type7, there are a category of genes constitutively up-regulated in ost1 -2sal1 -8 by PAP.

In particular, CDPK34 was constitutively up-regulated, to comparable extents, in both

the ost1 -2sal-8 and ost1 -2xrn2xrn3 double mutants. CDPK34 was also shown to be

expressed in guard cells, to have the capacity to activate the SLAC1 anion channel,

and is known to be expressed on the plasma membrane consistent with SLAC1 local-

ization (Boudsocq et al., 2007; Negi et al., 2008). Thus, increased activity of CDPK34

could circumvent the loss of SnRK2.6 (in the ost1-2), the predominant SnRK2 kinase

controlling guard cell turgor (Virlouvet & Fromm, 2015), especially as CDPK34 itself

has greater propensity to be activated through Ca2+ sensing rather than by SnRK2.6

phosphorylation (Boudsocq & Sheen, 2013; Simeunovic et al., 2016).

While CDPK34 was the strongest up-regulated CDPK tested, this does not rule out

involvement from other CDPKs. Indeed, the restoration of SLAC1 activation could in-

volve combinatorial action, between multiple CDPKs, to compensate for loss of SnRK2.6.

It remains unclear if up-regulation of CDPK34 is sufficient to restore SLAC1 activity or

whether any of the other up-regulated CDPKs may also be contributing towards SLAC1

activation. Indeed, there is now a growing list of CDPKs that are capable of activating

the SLAC1 channel (Geiger et al., 2010). One hypothesis might be a direct interac-

tion with PAP, enabling post-transcriptional control, however, a previous study found

no CDPKs being bound by PAP (Crisp, 2015). To test whether CDPK34 is key for

the restoration of ABA sensitivity, anost1sal1cdpk34 triple mutant could be generated

in which ABA sensitivity , or over-express CDPK34 in ost1 -2, and characterise ABA

sensitivity. Furthermore, CDPKs are also capable of activating additional transporters

on the guard cell plasma membrane, including various potassium transporters, as well

as numerous ABF transcription factors (Boudsocq & Sheen, 2013; Simeunovic et al.,

2016). Whether these are additional functional mechanisms that contribute towards re-

stored ABA sensitivity and stomatal closure in ost1 -2sal1 -8 requires further validation.

7see Pornsiriwong et al. 2017
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SAL1 stress signalling interacts with the RdDM pathway

While SAL1 was originally identified as a regulator of stress signalling and tolerance

(Xiong et al., 2001; Rossel et al., 2006); it has also been identified from screens impli-

cating it as a suppressor of RNA silencing (also referred to as FIERY1/FRY1), through

its inhibition of the XRNs (Gy et al., 2007). While the proliferation of XRN-dependent

non-coding RNAs has been characterised in an independent sal1 mutant (Gy et al., 2007;

Kurihara et al., 2012), it has also been hypothesized that such molecules could be sub-

strates for RDRs resulting in the proliferation of siRNAs that could have further regula-

tory effects, namely transcriptional gene silencing via RdDM (Gregory et al., 2008; Crisp,

2015). Indeed, methylome profiling of sal1 -8 revealed prolific hypo-methylation, con-

trary to the expected hyper-methylation, specifically in the mCHH context at RdDM sites

(defined by regions targeted by DRM1/2). The severity of this hypo-methylation was

not as severe as that found in canonical RdDM mutants, including nrpd1 or drm1drm2,

and shows characteristics similar to other moderate RdDM mutants, such as frg1frg2

(Groth et al., 2014), drm3 (X. Zhong et al., 2015), and, in particular, dcl2dcl3dcl4

(Stroud et al., 2013). Each of these factors contribute towards proper RdDM, however,

are not as essential as other core components, thus exhibiting attenuated, but not elim-

inated, methylation levels at RdDM sites. The observations of the sal1 -8 methylome

here are similar to those documented for PICKLE (PKL), an annotated chromatin re-

modeler involved in regulating plant development that is also required for proper RdDM

through stabilization of nucleosomes to facilitate RNA Pol V function (R. Yang et al.,

2017). However, in this case, SAL1 itself does not directly associate with chromatin,

but is, instead, an established component of the SAL1-PAP-XRN retrograde stress sig-

nalling pathway that is localized to the chloroplast, a completely different sub-cellular

compartment (Estavillo et al., 2011). Thus, this is the first report of a stress signalling

component that shows cross-talk with the RdDM pathway providing a potential point

of interaction between abiotic stress and the methylome.

While the mechanism for the interaction between PKL and RdDM has been eluci-

dated, through its nucleosome positioning activity leading to RNA Pol V stabilization

(R. Yang et al., 2017), that between the chloroplast-localized SAL1 and RdDM has

proved elusive. Indeed, previous investigations failed to identify an altered methylome in

an independent sal1 allele (sal1 -6; Kurihara et al. 2012). This raises concerns regarding

whether PAP is truly responsible for the impaired RdDM observed here. Re-sequencing of

the sal1 -6 methylome using recent library preparation techniques would establish whether

the previous report was affected as a result of early WGBS methods. Additionally, se-

quencing a Col-0 methylome after long-term PAP treatment may also provide evidence

towards confirming an affect of PAP on RdDM. Given that PAP levels are known to be

strongly elevated in sal1 -8 (Estavillo et al., 2011; Pornsiriwong et al., 2017), the results

presented here will be discussed in the context of presenting evidence towards the poten-
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tial for the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway to influence the Arabidopsis methylome, without

the aim of diminishing the importance for further validation using one of aforementioned

strategies.

Based on the canonical SAL1-PAP-XRN retrograde pathway, an initial hypothesis was

that PAP-mediated inhibition of XRN activity could lead to the proliferation of aberrant

RNA molecules providing substrates for siRNA biogenesis that could then be recruited by

AGO1 or 4 for post-transcriptional gene silencing or RdDM, respectively (M. A. Matzke

et al., 2015). However, in such a scenario, one might expect to observe mCHH hyper-

methylation due to a proliferation of siRNA guide molecules given the expected strong

positive correlation between siRNA abundance and methylation (Cokus et al., 2008;

Lister et al., 2008). However, in light of the complex nature of siRNA biogenesis and

RdDM, there may yet be more complex interactions leading to hypo-methylation despite

a hypothetical proliferation of siRNA. Whether or not RNA metabolism, specifically

siRNA biogenesis, has been perturbed in a manner consistent with aberrant RdDM

remains unclear. Previous attempts to characterise sRNAs in sal1 mutants did not show

an accumulation of 24nt siRNA clusters but, instead, suggested an increase in mRNA

cleavage products and non-coding 3′ extensions of transcripts that was phenocopied by

xrn mutants (Gy et al., 2007; Kurihara et al., 2012; Crisp, 2015). Performing sRNA-

sequencing in sal1 -8, xrn2xrn3, and additional RdDM mutants, with closely correlative

methylomes, to correlate 24nt siRNA clusters with mCHH hypo-DMRs would verify this

hypothesis.

From the analysis performed here, there is still some evidence for the involvement

of XRN2/3. Indeed, xrn2xrn3 still demonstrated attenuated mCHH hypo-methylation

at RdDM targets, especially at mCHH hypo-methylated sites in sal1 -8. However, it

was seemingly attenuated to an extent where these sites did not meet the DMR signif-

icance thresholds nor was the decrease observable in genome-wide meta-plots, despite

the xrn2xrn3 methylome still correlating closely with attenuated RdDM mutants. One

possible explanation for this is that the xrn3 allele is a knock-down, as opposed to a

knock-out, and leaky expression of XRN3 may be sufficient to restore a WT-like methy-

lome (Gy et al., 2007; Kurihara et al., 2012). Notwithstanding, current evidence suggests

that, while there may be some contribution, there is the potential for factors beyond

XRN2 and XRN3 to be responsible for the mCHH hypo-methylation observed in sal1 -8.

SAL1 interaction with RdDM involves factors beyond XRN2 and XRN3

Multiple lines of evidence suggest that the interaction between SAL1-PAP involves ad-

ditional factors besides XRN2/3. Indeed, the sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3 methylome did not

cluster together, with the latter showing correlation with weaker RdDM mutants. A

caveat here is that PAP-mediated inhibition of XRNs has largely been characterized with

respect to the nuclear XRNs (XRN2/3), which is also true with respect to stress tol-

erance and guard cell signalling in sal1 -8. However, the importance of XRN4 cannot
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be marginalized and warrants further investigation as a putative PAP target based on

both biochemical and genetic evidence (Dichtl et al., 1997; Gy et al., 2007; Estavillo

et al., 2011; Hirsch et al., 2011; Kurihara et al., 2012; Kurihara, 2017). Although it

is largely considered to contribute towards co-translation mRNA decay in cytosolic P-

bodies (Chantarachot & Bailey-Serres, 2017; Tsuzuki et al., 2017), its function has also

been reported to contribute to plant stress responses (Merret et al., 2013; Nguyen et al.,

2015), seed germination (Basbouss-Serhal et al., 2017), and to suppress transcriptional

gene silencing via 5′-3′ exonucleolysis of uncapped RNA (Gazzani, 2004). Thus, inhibi-

tion of XRN4 is likely to contribute towards sal1 -8 phenotypes, including enhanced stress

tolerance and aberrant RdDM. Indeed, the sRNA-ome and methylome of xrn4, or ide-

ally the xrn2xrn3xrn4 triple mutant, may uncover the difference between the xrn2xrn3

and sal1 -8 methylome, as well as the contribution of XRN inhibition towards siRNA

proliferation and mCHH hypo-methylation.

Clues towards an interaction with RdDM can also be searched for in the sal1 -8

transcriptome, which revealed differential expression of various loci encoding epigenomic

factors. The most striking change was the down-regulation of ROS1, a DNA glycosy-

lase involved in the active removal of methylated cytosines that interacts, antagonis-

tically, with the RdDM pathway both across the genome and at an upstream region

(AT2TE68230) that regulates ROS1 expression (Huettel et al., 2006; Penterman et al.,

2007; X. Zheng et al., 2007; Otagaki et al., 2013; Lei et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015;

Tang et al., 2016). Indeed, sal1 -8 exhibited mCHH hypo-methylation at this region,

albeit to a lesser extent than other RdDM mutants. Accompanying this was negligi-

ble expression of ROS1 in sal1 -8 that was more comparable to RdDM mutants. Thus,

one potential mechanism for mCHH hypo-methylation was through an uncoupling of

ROS1 regulation with RdDM. However, given these observations, ROS1 activity might

be expected to be decreased in sal1 -8 leading to a hyper-methylation as observed in the

ros1 -4 mutant, predominantly in the mCG context of methylation (Qian et al., 2012).

This does not align with the changes observed in the sal1 -8 methylome. Thus, whether

mCHH hypo-methylation in sal-8 is a consequence of reduced ROS1 activity, or whether

reduced ROS1 expression is a consequence of impaired RdDM at AT2TE68230 remains

unclear. The latter hypothesis is favoured here given the contrasting phenotype and

methylomes between sal1 -8 and ros1 -4 (Gong et al., 2002; Qian et al., 2012). Indeed,

ROS1 down-regulation is likely a secondary effect, potentially a result of feedback reg-

ulation in response to hypo-methylation, in sal1 -8, rather than a primary driver for the

methylome differences observed. A potential strategy to confirm this is to restore ROS1

expression, such as using conventional over-expression of ROS1 using the CaMV 35S pro-

moter, in the sal1 -8 mutant. Alternative strategies include using CRISPR-Cas9 promoter

mutagenesis to fine-tune ROS1 expression (Rodŕıguez-Leal et al., 2017) or to artificially

restore methylation levels in the ROS1 promoter region adjacent to AT2TE68230 (Ford

et al., 2017), in sal1 -8, and subsequently test for restored ROS1 expression and mCHH
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levels. However, such a result seems counter-intuitive and a similar strategy, used in

an rdr2 mutant, lead to a exacerbated morphological defects and methylation losses

(Williams & Gehring, 2017).

Consistent with the role of SAL1 as a suppressor of RNA silencing, there is an up-

regulation of various factors involved in post-transcriptional gene silencing, including

AGO1/7/9 and DCL1/2. However, these components are not considered to be involved

in the canonical RdDM pathway (M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014; M. A. Matzke et al.,

2015). Interestingly, sal1 -8 also shows a minor, yet significant, up-regulation of DRM2,

the predominant functioning DRM (Cao & Jacobsen, 2002), potentially as a form of

feedback regulation to counter the mCHH hypo-methylation in its methylome. Strong

up-regulation of the RNA Pol IV subunit NRPD2B might also reflect an attempt to pro-

duce the required transcripts to induce RdDM mediated methylation at DRM targets.

Both CMT2 and 3 also showed a minor up-regulation, again likely as a counter to the

minor hypo-methylation observed at larger repetitive elements. Given the modest differ-

ential expression of epigenomic loci, it appears unlikely that the mCHH hypo-methylation

is a consequence of altered transcriptional regulation but, instead, likely reflects a re-

sponse to a release of RNA silencing and aberrant RdDM.

There is some evidence that the inhibition of XRNs can lead to RNA Pol II read-

through, in sal1 -8, leading to 3′ transcript extensions and intergenic transcription (Kuri-

hara et al., 2012; Crisp, 2015). Additionally, a relationship has been identified between

RNA Pol II, IV, and V, whereby the function of RNA Pol II effects RNA Pol IV and V

targeting and vice versa (B. Zheng et al., 2009; McKinlay et al., 2017). In particular,

intergenic RNA Pol II transcription can induce siRNA biogenesis, and the recruitment of

AGO4, resulting in transcriptional gene silencing (B. Zheng et al., 2009). An inhibition

of this process may lead to aberrant distributions of the three key polymerases, leading

to the aberrant RdDM observed. Although this mechanism cannot be completely ac-

counted for by the xrn2xrn3 double mutant, further analyses of xrn4 would be required

to test this hypothesis.

Correlations of broad mCHH patterns across the methylome, alongside sub mCHH

tri-nucleotide biases, reinforce the similarity of sal1 -8 to RdDM mutants, in particular

dcl2dcl3dcl4, and xrn2xrn3 to those with reduced severity, such as frg1frg2 or drm3.

Co-expression analyses showed patterns consistent with the notion that these might be

of functional consequence. As expected, SAL1 showed a strong negative correlation with

almost all the RdDM loci tested, consistent with its role as a suppressor of RNA silencing.

Interestingly, XRN2, XRN3, and XRN4 all showed modest co-regulation alongside RdDM

factors, corresponding to mutants that correlated with the sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3 methy-

lomes, including dcl2dcl3dcl4 and frg1frg2. In particular, XRN4 showed the strongest

co-regulation, further pointing to an interaction requiring XRN4. Collectively, these

further promote the possibility of altered siRNA metabolism in sal1 -8 promoting the

importance of performing sRNA-sequencing. Alternatively, an approach utilizing PAP
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or XRN affinity chromatography, paired with mass spectrometry, may identify novel in-

teracting partners in this pathway. Indeed, PAP affinity chromatography has also been

performed to identify new potential targets, although none of which could readily explain

the mCHH hypo-methylation observed here (Crisp, 2015). A caveat here, however, is

that the chromatography was performed on extracts from healthy plant tissue where

PAP, and its potential interactors, might be in low abundance. Therefore, repeating this

strategy in the context of elevated PAP (sal1 -8 or drought treated tissue Estavillo et al.

2011) may improve the detection of biologically relevant candidates.

The short TEs targeted by RdDM are predominantly located in euchromatic regions

of the Arabidopsis genome and are, therefore, often adjacent to protein coding genes

(Zemach et al., 2013). Furthermore, AGO4 and RNA Pol V binding, on which functioning

RdDM is dependent, is enriched at promoter regions of genes adjacent to, or overlapping,

these short euchromatic TEs (X. Zhong et al., 2012; Q. Zheng et al., 2013). Thus, it

is unsurprising that aberrant RdDM can effect gene expression and plant development

(Groth et al., 2014; Stroud et al., 2014; Rowley et al., 2017; R. Yang et al., 2017). Indeed,

it was also reported that DRM2 and CMT3, but not CMT2, were key to maintaining

methylation, and proper expression, of protein-coding genes (Stroud et al., 2014). Thus,

irrespective of the interaction between the SAL1-PAP-XRN and RdDM pathways, there

is the potential for a release of both gene and TE silencing. Indeed, there is prolific

differential gene expression in sal1 -8, a large extent of which can be explained through

inhibition of the XRNs (Estavillo et al., 2011; Crisp, 2015). However, there is still a

large portion of DEGs that are unique to sal1 -8 that might potentially be explained by

mCHH hypo-methylation.

Many of the mCHH hypo-DMRs in sal1 -8 occurred adjacent to protein coding genes,

particularly in the promoter containing upstream region of genes. Despite this, only a

small proportion of the genes adjacent to detected hypo-DMRs showed differential ex-

pression. Furthermore, among these changes, there were approximately equal numbers of

up- and down-regulated genes, contradictory to the initial expectation of increased gene

expression as a result of lost methylation (Lister et al., 2008). Despite a lack of correla-

tion between the hypo-methylation and up-regulation of adjacent genes, there is still the

potential for individual cases of association. Certainly, given the complex nature of gene

regulatory networks, including the effects of enhancer elements and post-transcriptional

control, the contribution of differential methylation on gene expression is likely more nu-

anced and possibly lost in a complicated signal. Indeed, a handful of hypo-DMRs occur

in the promoter region of strongly differentially expressed genes that may warrant fur-

ther investigation. For instance, in the case of down-regulated genes, an exciting notion

might be the loss of transcription factor occupancy as a result of differential methylation.

Indeed, multiple reports suggest that DNA methylation may stabilize transcription factor

occupancy, with up to 76% of all transcription factors showing methylation sensitivity

(Maurano et al., 2015; O’Malley et al., 2016). Therefore, an initial strategy might be
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to identify common transcription factor binding motifs, particularly at DEGs, including

those heavily down-regulated; and overlap any enriched transcription factors with the

epi-cistrome dataset (O’Malley et al., 2016) to test for methylation sensitivity. More in-

tensively, the use of DNA affinity purification sequencing, using the identified candidates

as baits, on sal1 -8 and xrn2xrn3 would validate any changes in transcription factor bind-

ing. This might reveal novel modes of gene regulation incorporating differential promoter

methylation dictating altered transcription factor occupancy, although further validation

may be required. The emerging prospect for artificially modifying methylation states

also provides an exciting new tool to test for the contribution differential methylation on

regulating the expression of the genome (Ford et al., 2017). Furthermore, the release of

TE repression was also observed in a manner that appeared to mimic the ddcc quadruple

mutant, which exhibits completely eliminated nonCG methylation resulting in prominent

TE de-repression (Stroud et al., 2014). Interestingly, this was most prominent at longer

TEs in sal1 -8, rather than the more severely hypo-methylated shorter TEs. Regardless,

identifying those TEs that are being actively transcribed and testing for TE activation

or mobilization would implicate the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway in the maintenance of

genome stability, in additional to its canonical roles as a negative regulator of stress

tolerance and RNA silencing (Gy et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2009; Estavillo et al., 2011).

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates the restoration of ABA signalling, in otherwise ABA insensi-

tive mutants, through the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway. Evidence suggests that this restora-

tion occurs through a PAP-XRN mediated transcriptional up-regulation of CDPKs, which

can activate the SLAC1 anion channel, thus, controlling guard cell turgor. However, PAP

was also demonstrated to be, in and of itself, a signalling molecule that directly induces

stomatal closure within 10 minutes. The nature of this mechanism is unlikely to be

transcriptional, and the identification of this mechanism remains to be identified. Fur-

thermore, cross-talk between the SAL1-PAP-XRN and RdDM pathways was presented,

as sal1 -8 exhibits the characteristics of a moderate RdDM mutant. The exact nature of

the interaction requires further elucidation and likely involves factors beyond XRN2/3,

which only accounts for a small proportion of the mCHH hypo-methylation.
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Figure 3.13: Model for the restoration of stomatal closure and interaction with the RdDM by
the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway
A Proposed model for the interaction of PAP and ABA signalling, in the context of inactive
SnRK2.6/OST1. Inactivation of SAL1, either through genetic manipulation or redox regulation via
oxidative stress, results in the accumulation of PAP in the chloroplast. Subsequently, PAP can be
transported back into the cytosol and move into the nucleus, where it interacts with, and inhibits, the
XRN enzymes. This leads to transcriptional reprogramming, including the up-regulation of CDPK34.
CDPK34 can compensate for the lack of OST1/SnRK2.6 by phosphorylating the SLAC1 anion channel,
inducing guard cell closure. It remains to be investigated whether up-regulation of additional CDPKs
contributes towards this, or if this might feed back on the transcriptome by activating additional ABFs
that could, in turn, up-regulate other components. PAP might also inhibit with the cytosolic XRN4,
an interaction that also requires elucidation.
B PAP may play additional regulatory roles in the nucleus via an interaction with the RdDM path-
way (red dashed boxes denote potential points of interaction) to affect transcriptional gene silencing.
Genetic evidence suggests that sal1 -8 is a moderate RdDM mutant, demonstrating prolific mCHH
hypo-methylation predominantly at short TEs that was comparable to the methylome of dcl2dcl3dcl4.
A canonical hypothesis is that PAP mediated inhibition of the XRNs might contribute towards aberrant
siRNA biogenesis, however, xrn2xrn3 showed an attenuated mCHH hypo-methylation that suggests
there are additional factors that may facilitate this interaction. The contribution of PAP mediated
XRN4 inhibition towards mCHH hypo-methylation also warrants further investigation, particularly due
to the contribution of XRN4 towards suppressing transcriptional gene silencing and its sub-cellular
localization alongside the factors required for siRNA biogenesis.
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Chapter 4

The Arabidopsis DNA methylome is

stable under transgenerational drought

stress

This chapter presents, in full, results that have been published in Ganguly et al. 2017

and is available online at Plant Physiology.

4.1 Synopsis

Improving the responsiveness, acclimation, and memory of plants to abiotic stress holds

substantive potential for improving agriculture. An unresolved question is the involve-

ment of chromatin marks in the memory of agriculturally-relevant stresses. Such poten-

tial has spurred numerous investigations yielding both promising and conflicting results.

Consequently, it remains unclear to what extent robust stress-induced DNA methylation

variation can underpin stress memory. This chapter explores the potential for drought

to induce potentially heritable epi-alleles and for examples of transgenerational memory.

Using a slow onset water deprivation treatment (drought) in Arabidopsis, the malleability

of the methylome was investigated in response to drought both within a generation; and

under recurring drought over five successive generations along with evidence for memory

in the descendants of drought-exposed lineages.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Stress-associated variation in DNA methylation observed

under a slow onset mild drought stress within a generation

A slow onset water deprivation treatment (‘drought stress’) was imposed on soil-grown

plants by with-holding watering for nine days to assess the potential for drought stress to

induce epi-alleles in the methylome. This caused a drop in RWC to around 60% (mea-

sured in representative plants) and visible leaf wilting (Figure 4.1). Whole rosettes were

harvested from unstressed (U, n=3) and drought-treated plants (D, n=3). WGBS was

performed on these samples to investigate the methylome at single base-pair resolution

(Lister et al. 2008; Cokus et al. 2008; Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 1).

To explore variations in the methylome between samples, pairwise comparisons of

mean methylation levels, binned across 100bp tiles, was performed to capture the full

extent of variation between all samples (Eichten & Springer, 2015). This revealed 2,141

mCG, 1,039 mCHG, and 718 mCHH DMRs across all samples; however, hierarchical

clustering, based on methylation levels at these regions, did not cluster samples by

treatment (Figure 4.2). Instead, clustering revealed the existence of two to three

putative pre-existing methylome states, herein referred to as epi-types. This suggests

that the predominant source of variation in the methylome between these samples arises

from pre-existing differences. As the seed stock for this experiment was derived from bulk

seed harvesting, as opposed to single seed descent, these differences are likely caused by

distant relatedness between plants (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011, 2013).

Notwithstanding the presence of epi-type DMRs, it was hypothesised that if the

Arabidopsis methylome is truly malleable to abiotic stress then drought should induce

conserved variations, between control and treated plants, amongst any epi-type variation.

Despite the hierarchical clustering of 100bp tile-based DMRs showing negligible conser-

vation of DMRs between treatments, any evidence for statistically significant treatment-

conserved changes was tested through rank sum testing. However, upon correction for

multiple testing, all of the observed changes were deemed to be insignificant. Whilst

tile-based DMRs are a powerful tool for exploring broad-scale methylome variation, it is

limited in its ability to appropriately attribute biological and technical information at sin-

gle cytosines residues, thus losing statistical power. Therefore, an alternative approach

to evaluate differential methylation was performed using DSS (H. Feng et al., 2014).

This method employs Bayesian hierarchical modelling to incorporate the variation that

exists both within and between biological replicates, at single cytosine resolution, to

identify bona fide treatment-associated DMRs with greater statistical rigour, including

post-hoc p-value adjustments.

To identify stress-associated differential methylation, DMR calling was performed in

two stages. First, to account for the contribution of pre-existing methylome variation,
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Figure 4.1: A mild drought stress is associated with variations in DNA methylation
A Representative plants that were either unstressed (U) or underwent a drought stress (D) involving
nine days of withheld watering.
B Representative drought stress associated DMR identified by DSS. Rows represent individual samples.
DNA methylation is shown at single cytosine resolution for mCG, mCHG, and mCHH as blue, orange,
and green bars respectively. Underlying genomic elements are presented at the bottom and the exact
region identified as a DMR is shown on top (red bar).
C Numbers of filtered stress-associated DMRs occurring near annotated protein coding genes and TEs
for each methylation context.
D Detailed mapping of filtered stress-associated DMRs within, or near, annotated protein coding genes
(upper panel) and TEs (lower panel) for each context of methylation. Body refers to DMRs within the
genomic feature, upstream refers to DMRs within 1kb near the 5′ end of the feature, downstream refers
to DMRs within 1kb of the 3′ end of the feature, and intergenic refers to DMRs that are further than
1kb away from the nearest genomic feature.
E Drought stress-associated DMR located upstream of NAC DOMAIN CONTAINING PROTEIN 89
(NAC089), previously identified as a locus exhibiting transcriptional memory to repeated dehydration
stress. Presented as in A.
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Table 4.1: Numbers of DMRs between epi-type groups and treatments identified by DSS. The numbers
of drought stress DMRs exclude those that were also identified between epi-type groups

DMR Class Contrast
Sequence context

mCG mCHG mCHH

Epi-type U-1,U-3,D-2 vs U-2,D-1,D-3 144 41 33

Drought stress U-1,U-2,U-3 vs D-1,D-2,D-3 8 9 23

Table 4.2: Numbers of drought stress DMRs mapping to protein-coding genes either directly (gene
body), within than 1kb (upstream/downstream) or greater than 1kb from the nearest gene (intergenic)

Location
Sequence context

mCG mCHG mCHH

Gene body 4 4 5

Upstream region (< 1kb from nearest gene) 0 1 5

Downstream region (< 1kb from nearest gene) 0 1 4

Intergenic (> 1kb from nearest gene) 0 0 1

DMRs were identified between epi-type groups (epi-type DMRs) using DSS (Table 4.1,

Figure 4.2B). The locations of epi-type DMRs were mapped relative to genomic features

(Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 2) based on the Araport11 genome re-annotation (Cheng

et al., 2017). Epi-type associated DMRs had comparable numbers mapping to annotated

protein-coding genes and TEs; however, they were predominantly in the mCG context

within gene and TE bodies (Figure 4.2C-D).

Second, 49 stress-associated DMRs were identified using DSS, nine of which over-

lapped with pre-existing epi-type DMRs that were filtered from further analyses to pro-

duce a final list of 40 drought-associated DMRs (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1B, Appendix

A-Dataset 2 Table 3). Positional mapping of drought and epi-type associated DMRs

relative to protein coding genes and TEs were compared to explore whether they ex-

hibited similar characteristics. Drought DMRs were more likely to be found within 1kb

of genes (24/40; 60%) compared to epi-type associated DMRs (91/218; 42%). Inter-

estingly, there were proportionally fewer mCG stress associated DMRs (8 of 40 DMRs,

20%), than epi-type associated (144/218, 66%), with the majority in the mCHH con-

text (Figure 4.1C). Stress associated DMRs located near genes were predominantly

non-mCG (20 of 24, 83%; Figure 4.1D,Table 4.2). These results potentiate the in-

volvement of the RdDM pathway as a source of stress-induced methylome variation near

genes (M. Matzke et al., 2009; Schmitz et al., 2013). The exact mechanism underpin-

ning mCG-DMRs remains elusive, however, they have been suggested to act in a truly

epigenetic (independent of underlying genetic variation) (Schmitz et al., 2013).
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Figure 4.2: Pre-existing differences in the methylome define multiple epi-types
A Heatmap representing two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of methylation levels across all 100bp
tile-based DMRs in all samples.
B Browser shot of DNA methylation levels, in each sample, surrounding a representative DSS identified
epi-type DMR (red bar). Blue, orange, and green bars represent mean methylation in mCG, mCHG and
mCHH contexts, respectively, at single cytosine resolution.
C Numbers of epi-type DMRs occurring near annotated protein coding genes and TEs for each context
of methylation.
D Detailed mapping of epi-type DMRs within, or near, annotated protein coding genes (upper panel)
and TEs (lower panel) for each context of methylation. Body refers to DMRs occurring within the
genomic feature, upstream refers to DMRs within 1kb near the 5′ end of the feature, downstream refers
to DMRs within 1kb near the 3′ end of the feature, and intergenic refers to DMRs that are further than
1kb away from the nearest genomic feature.
E Standard boxplots of log2 CPM of transcripts in each mRNA expression group defined using k-means
clustering.
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Table 4.3: Lineage-associated and spontaneous DSS-based DMRs identified in the transgenerational
drought experiment

DMR Class Contrast
Sequence context

mCG mCHG mCHH Total

Lineage G5P1 Unstressed vs G5P1 Drought 1 2 1 4

Spontaneous
G0P1 vs G5P1 Unstressed 1 10 12 23

G0P1 vs G5P1 Drought 1 6 8 15

4.2.2 mRNA Sequencing and Promoter Methylation Profiling of

Single Drought

Next, the 24 stress associated DMRs mapping near protein coding genes were further

investigated for effects on the expression of neighbouring genes. There were 4,369 differ-

entially expressed genes under this drought treatment compared to unstressed controls

(Crisp et al., 2017). This comparison to this mRNA sequencing dataset revealed only

four significant differentially regulated genes correlating with drought-associated DMRs

(Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 4). Not only is there a negligible relationship of drought

DMRs to drought-responsive genes (hypergeometric test; PX≥4=0.54) but three of the

correlating genes (ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM RETENTION DEFECTIVE 2 (ERD2),

AT2G20920, AT2G34060) exhibited only weak gene expression changes. Interestingly,

NAC089, which showed the strongest transcriptional response under these conditions

(approximately 7-fold up-regulated), has been reported to demonstrate transcriptional

memory in response to repeated dehydration stress (Ding et al., 2013). While there is

an observable increase in mCHH, the hyper-methylated state is not conserved across

drought stressed samples and similar levels of methylation remain in the adjacent down-

stream region from the identified DMR (Figure 4.1E). Therefore, while this methylation

difference may have biological significance it is unclear whether this is truly associated

with drought stress.

This profiling of the methylome suggests that it is relatively unresponsive to drought

stress. Yet this does not rule out an association, it is possible that the methylation

profile of drought responsive genes could distinguish them from other non-responsive

genes. For instance, given that most up-regulated genes do not display a change in

DNA methylation, their promoters may be un-methylated allowing for enhanced respon-

siveness. To investigate this possibility, the methylation state, in all contexts, across

the promoter region (considered as 1kb upstream from gene annotation) of drought

responsive genes was profiled in unstressed and drought treated plants. Methylation

levels were averaged across genes clustered, using a k-means method, based on their

log2 FC in mRNA expression (Figure 4.3A). There was no clear relationship between

promoter methylation levels and the fold-change in mRNA observed, although either
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strongly up- or down-regulated genes appeared to show lower levels of DNA methylation

compared to other groups (Figure 4.3B). There also appeared to be a slight, yet gen-

eral, increase in promoter mCHG and mCHH levels in drought treated samples. To test

whether this increase reflected any characteristic of the promoters of drought-responsive

loci, promoter methylation levels were averaged across 437 (mean group size from Fig-

ure 4.3A) randomly selected loci that did not respond to drought stress (Figure 4.3C).

These loci, whilst generally having higher promoter methylation levels, also showed an

increase in non-CG methylation providing further evidence that this methylation differ-

ence was not reflective of gene expression changes. It was also apparent that some

expression groups, with transcripts showing relatively small changes in expression, had

higher levels of promoter methylation possibly reflecting mRNA abundance under un-

stressed conditions. However, further inspection of transcripts in each expression group

suggested that promoter methylation levels were not reflective of mRNA abundance

under unstressed conditions (Figure 4.2E). Promoter non-CG methylation levels were

explored further to test whether there were a subset of drought responsive genes driving

this difference. However, these regions were found to be largely devoid of methylation

with the exception of a subset of loci (Figure 4.3D). Despite the lack of association

with drought-responsive mRNA expression, these findings implicate altered RdDM func-

tion under drought stress leading to elevated non-CG methylation upstream at a subset

of genes (M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014).

4.2.3 Transgenerational recurring drought stress

The experiment above highlights that DMRs do appear after the onset of a drought

within a single generation. Although DMRs are present, the experimental design limits

the ability to examine their biological relevance in a number of ways. First, the seed

stock used contained existing epi-types that may interfere with stress-responsive changes

to DNA methylation and/or prohibit detailed analyses by diluting any signal from stress-

induced variation. Second, a single generation experiment does not provide any insight

into the heritable nature of methylation changes (M.-T. Hauser et al., 2011; Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid, 2012). Third, biologically relevant DMRs may increase in number and

persist over time if the stress is experienced repeatedly at different developmental stages

both within a generation and across generations. Therefore, a single-seed descent,

recurring, and transgenerational drought stress experiment was performed to directly

address these experimental challenges.

Multiple independent lineages originating from a single inbred progenitor were prop-

agated by single seed descent, akin to previous mutant accumulation line experiments

(Shaw et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011). Plant lineages were

subjected to either control conditions (unstressed lineages) or repeated drought stress

(drought stress lineages) comprised of a 14 day drought, 5 day recovery, followed by

a second 12 day drought (Figure 4.4A, Figure 4.5A). The first stress occurred dur-
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Figure 4.3: Promoter methylation levels at drought responsive genes
A Stripchart depicting log2 FC in mRNA expression of all drought responsive genes grouped based on
k-means clustering. Dots represent individual drought-responsive loci. Numbers of genes in each cluster
presented in brackets.
B Summarised methylation levels in the 1kb region directly upstream of drought-responsive loci averaged
across all genes in each expression group as defined in A. Bars denote mean, error bars denote standard
error of the mean (n=3), * denotes significant differences (p < 0.05) between treatments as determined
by a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test.
C Summarised methylation levels in the 1kb region directly upstream of 437 randomly selected non-
drought responsive loci. Bars denote mean, error bars denote standard error of the mean (n=3), *
denotes significant differences (p < 0.05) between treatments as determined by a Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test.
D Heatmaps of mCHG and mCHH levels summarised 1kb directly upstream of drought-responsive loci
for individual transcripts ordered by expression group (as defined in A), and subsequently by log2FC
(top = highest; bottom = lowest).
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ing vegetative growth (“D1”) and the second during flowering (“D2”). This repeated

drought treatment was performed through successive generations starting from founding

plants (G0) through to 5th generation plants (G5) (Figure 4.4B). Direct progeny (P1)

and progeny one generation removed (P2) of G4 and G5 plants, from independent lin-

eages per treatment, were compared for altered growth and resilience. The methylomes

of six G5 P1 progeny per lineage condition, each from an independently propagated lin-

eage, were assayed using WGBS. G0 P1 progeny were also assayed for a representation

of initial methylome patterns prior to generations of experimental treatment.

PSII performance was monitored using measures of chlorophyll fluorescence, allowing

for non-destructive assaying of plant stress and vitality under drought, to maximise

survival rate (Haitz & Lichtenthaler, 1988; Woo et al., 2008). Representative traces of

various PSII parameters (see Table 2.1) are shown for plants under control conditions, at

the end of D1, and at the end of D2 (Figure 4.5B-F). D1 and D2 plants demonstrated

a corresponding reduction in both PSII quantum efficiency (φPSII) and photochemical

quenching capacity (qP), a reduction in the estimated fraction of ‘open’ PSII centres (qL)

and some reduction in the maximal potential efficiency of PSII (Fv
′/Fm

′). For all these

measures, D1 and D2 plants largely demonstrated similar trends though the severity

appeared greater after D2. For example, D2 plants showed a severely impaired NPQ

profile suggesting plants post-D2 were severely stressed to the point that they could

not sufficiently activate photoprotective mechanisms. This suggests greater impact of

drought in mature plants undergoing the transition to reproduction.

4.2.4 Drought exposed lineages exhibit enhanced seed dormancy

Progeny of G4 and G5 plants from unstressed and drought treated lineages were compared

to test whether sustained and repeated drought exposure over successive generations

could lead to the formation of drought stress memory that might be evidenced as altered

plant behaviour or enhanced drought tolerance in drought treated lineages.

Growth of three week old descendants, from unstressed and drought exposed lin-

eages, were compared under control growth conditions for G5 P1 and P2 progeny. There

were no intra-generational differences in plant size, using either green pixel count or fresh

biomass, between descendants of watered and drought-treated parents (Figure 4.7A-

B). Growth rate in G5 P1 progeny, using green pixel counts of plant area over three weeks,

showed that progenies from unstressed and drought lineages had equivalent growth rates

(Figure 4.7C) and flowering times (Figure 4.7D). Thus, gross plant growth and de-

velopment appears unaltered after experiencing repeated drought stress over previous

generations.

Seed provisioning is considered to be a significant mechanism for the transmission

of adaptive transgenerational effects. For instance, seeds developed during periods of

stress often have altered nutrient or hormone profiles, which holds important biological

consequences such as propensity to germinate (Herman & Sultan, 2011). Indeed, pre-
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Figure 4.4: Transgenerational repeated drought stress experiment
A Scheme of repeated drought stress treatment performed every generation. Initial water deprivation
(”D1”) began on one week old seedlings and lasted for 14 days. After a recovery period of five days,
a second treatment was performed (”D2”) that lasted for 12 days.
B Multiple independent lineages were propagated by single seed descent for five generations, from a
founding inbred progenitor, with half of the lines being exposed to the repeated drought stress treatment
every generation. Testing for transgenerational stress memory was performed on the P1 and P2 progeny
of G4 and G5 plants with plants from each independent lineage. WGBS was performed on P1 progeny,
each from an independent lineage, of G0 and G5 plants (red circle).
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Figure 4.5: Representative plants and chlorophyll fluorescence profiles characterizing the im-
pacts of D1 and D2
A Additional representative plants at the end of D1 and D2 treatments showing stunted growth and
wilting.
B-F Representative traces for parameters monitoring PSII performance in unstressed (n=41), D1
(n=13), and D2 (n=14) plants: PSII quantum efficiency (φPSII), photochemical quenching (qP), frac-
tion of open PSII centres (qL), NPQ non-photochemical quenching, and maximum quantum efficiency
(Fv

′/Fm
′). Points denote mean, shaded regions denote standard error of the mean.
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vious transgenerational studies have reported phenotypes reliant on maternal exposure

to stress (Murgia et al., 2015; Nosalewicz et al., 2016). Therefore, altered seed pro-

visioning was tested by comparing dormancy in seed from P0 and P1 progeny from G4

plants of both lineages (Figure 4.6A). Seed dormancy was compared by constructing

a Cox proportional hazards model producing a comparative hazards ratio (HR) (McNair

et al., 2012). Seed from G5 P0 drought were 72% less likely to germinate (HRD=0.28,

p < 0.001) than seeds from unstressed lineages. It is possible that this was conveyed

through maternal effects, such as increased ABA synthesis under drought stress, particu-

larly since D2 occurred during early reproductive stages (Cutler et al., 2010). When seed

dormancy was further tested in P1 seed, one generation removed from stress, the size of

this effect was reduced but still statistically significant (HRD=0.69, p < 0.001). While

these observations are consistent with observations of maternal effects, in the form of

altered seed provisioning, some dormancy is still retained in the seed of P1 progeny a

generation removed from experimental drought.

It is possible that any form of transgenerational memory might only be observable in

conditions of water limitation. One of the key responses to drought stress is stomatal

closure (Verslues et al., 2006) and recent investigations have found that environmentally-

induced variation in stomatal development and index is, at least in part, regulated by DNA

methylation with some evidence for transgenerational transmission (Tricker et al., 2012,

2013). Greater stomatal control to prevent dehydration would be beneficial under water

limitation therefore stomatal responsiveness was compared between lineages. A detached

rosette dehydration experiment was performed on G4 and G5 P1 progeny. Independent

experiments revealed that progeny from each lineage had very comparable rates of water

loss with lineage holding a very weak effect (α2 = 1.30-1.71, p > 0.05, Figure 4.6B).

Ultimately, if any form of drought stress memory was conveyed to the progeny of drought-

stressed plants, then these progeny would be expected to exhibit improved survivability

under drought. However, G5 P1 progeny from both lineages demonstrated near identical

survivability under a longer term drought measured using the fluorescence decline ratio

(Rfd) as a vitality index (Figure 4.6C; Haitz & Lichtenthaler 1988). In total, phenotypic

assessment of transgenerational drought lineages revealed enhanced seed dormancy to

be the only form of drought stress memory, which was partially retained in seeds one

generation removed from stress.

4.2.5 Negligible epi-alleles in the methylome associated with

transgenerational drought stress

Beyond phenotypic measures of memory, the extent of DNA methylation variation be-

tween these lineages associated with the transgenerational repeated drought stress was

also investigated. Methylomes were produced from whole rosettes of approximately

three week old G0 progeny (G0 P1) and G5 progeny from six independent lineages per

condition (G5 P1 unstressed, G5 P1 drought), grown under control growth conditions
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Figure 4.6: Progeny from drought exposed lineages show enhanced seed dormancy
A Independent dormancy assays performed on seed from P0 (n=6; >25 seeds per plate) and P1 (n=9,
>25 seeds per plate) progeny of G4 plants (P0 and P1 seed, respectively). Points denote mean proportion
of seeds germinated; error bars denote standard error of the mean. HR denotes the calculated hazard
ratio from a fitted Cox proportional hazards model, representing the likelihood of germination between
groups (HRD = drought vs unstressed lineage).
B Dehydration assay performed on detached rosettes of P1 progeny of G4 (n=12) and G5 (n=11) plants
(independent experiments). A second order polynomial regression, with a 95% confidence interval
(shading), was performed to determine the coefficient for the lineage predictor term (α2). R2

C denotes
the conditional R2 calculated to assess model fit.
C Survival under terminal drought experiment on transgenerational descendants (unstressed, n=44;
drought, n=51). Bars denote means and error bars denote standard error of the mean across two
independent experiments.
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Figure 4.7: Characterising growth of G4 and G5 progeny from unstressed and drought exposed
lineages
A Standard boxplots of plant area of three week old progeny of G5 unstressed (n=65 P1; 12 P2) and
drought (n=67 P1; 14 P2) descendants from independent experiments.
B Standard boxplots of fresh rosette mass of three week old P1 progeny of both G4 and G5 plants
(n=12).
C Growth rate of G5 P1 progeny was estimated using a second order polynomial regression on measures
of plant area measured over time. Points denote means, error bars denote standard error of the mean,
and the fitted polynomial is shown for each lineage (n=28) with a 95% confidence interval (shading).
R2

C denotes the conditional R2 calculated to assess model fit.
D Flowering time of G5 P1 progeny, from unstressed and drought lineages (n=28), expressed as days
since emergence and rosette leaf number at floral bud emergence. Bars denote means, error bars denote
standard error of the mean.
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(Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 1). Each progeny plant that was sequenced came from

an independently propagated lineage. Hierarchical clustering of all G5 P1 samples by

genome-wide methylation levels, binned into 100bp regions, confirmed that broad methy-

lome patterns were highly similar amongst all progeny excluding the possibility of genetic

contamination, such as seed stock contamination or outcrossing, which could affect the

methylome patterns observed (Figure 4.8A). In contrast to the previous experiment

(Figure 4.2A), no clear epi-types were detected in the profiled G5 P1 progeny despite

being derived from independent lineages, confirming the importance of comparing rel-

atively closely related plants. To identify conserved drought-induced heritable changes

in the methylome, DSS was utilized to call DMRs between progeny of G5 control and

G5 drought lineages. This yielded just four transgenerational drought stress-associated

DMRs (Table 4.3, Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 5). None of these overlapped with the

epi-type or stress associated DMRs that were identified in the previous within-generation

drought stress experiment. This lack of variation was unexpected since 40 DMRs were

observed within a generation from a single drought stress; however, this reinforces the

notion that heritable stress-induced variations in the methylome are rare. Despite this

conservative approach, none of the identified DMRs demonstrated complete conserva-

tion within treatment groups, and three of the DMRs mapped to repetitive regions of

the genome (Figure 4.8B). The fourth DMR was in intergenic space, 800bp upstream

of CHOLINE/ETHANOLAMINE KINASE (CEK)3 (AT4G09760), and was only present

in four of the six drought lineage progenies that were profiled.

4.2.6 Core ABA signalling and documented memory loci remain

stable under transgenerational recurring drought stress

Given the negligible detection of transgenerational drought-associated DMRs using un-

biased approaches, a targeted analyses was undertaken. The rationale for this strategy

relates to the hypothesized biological relevance of methylation as a regulatory mechanism

near, or within, annotated genes related to drought response and tolerance (Gutzat &

Mittelsten Scheid, 2012). The directed approaches were used to examine DNA methy-

lation levels at loci encoding the core components in the ABA signalling pathway crucial

for drought response and previously characterised loci described to have stress-induced,

transgenerational methylome variation.

ABA induces a signalling cascade, involving both transcriptional and post-transcriptional

changes, which activates drought-tolerance mechanisms (Verslues et al., 2006; Cutler et

al., 2010). Given its importance it was postulated that loci encoding key components of

the ABA signalling pathway (F. Hauser et al., 2011) could be targets for memory forma-

tion. However, when differences in DNA methylation levels were assayed at these loci

in G5 P1 progeny, between unstressed and drought-treated lineages, they were found to

be near identical with the largest difference being a 4.45% decrease in mCG (Appendix

A-Dataset 2 Table 6).
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Figure 4.8: Limited methylome variation associated with transgenerational drought stress
A Heatmaps representing two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of correlations (Pearson’s r) in
genome-wide DNA methylation levels, in all sequence contexts, averaged across 100bp bins confirms
similar broad methylome patterns between all G5 descendants.
B IGV visualization of lineage-associated DMRs identified by DSS (red bar). Vertical blue, yellow, and
green bars denote mean mCG, mCHG, and mCHH, respectively, at single cytosine resolution.
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Figure 4.9: Labile regions in the methylome identified in transgenerational drought stress
experiment
A IGV visualization of DNA methylation across the putative DNA methylation-labile locus AT4G19270.
Blue, yellow, and green bars denote mean mCG, mCHG, and mCHH levels, respectively, at single cytosine
resolution. Note the mCHH hypo-methylation that occurs in all G5 P1 descendants. Red horizontal bar
denotes DSS identified DMR.
B IGV visualization of DNA methylation across AT4TE32815, the site of a drought-associated DMR
in G5 P1 progeny that overlaps with the site of a previously published spontaneous DMR. Blue, yellow,
and green bars denote mean mCG, mCHG, and mCHH levels, respectively, at single cytosine resolution.
Red horizontal bar denotes DSS identified DMR.

Low humidity-induced hyper-methylation at the FAMA (FAMA) and SPEECHLESS

(SPCH) loci was described to be transmitted to progeny in Ler (Tricker et al., 2012,

2013). These loci were profiled across P1 progeny of G0 and G5 plants to look for evidence

of hyper-methylation (Figure 4.10A-B). Interestingly, both loci were found to be largely

devoid of DNA methylation across all experimental samples, comparable to the un-

methylated non-stressed plants previously reported (Tricker et al., 2012). However, there

was no evidence of any transmissible hyper-methylation at these loci, neither lineage-

dependent nor drought-dependent. Notably, there was a region of stochastic differences,

in all three sequence contexts of DNA methylation, downstream from the protein coding

region of FAMA. This observation raises the following possibilities: (I) regulation of the

methylome can be stress-type specific, and (II) different ecotypes, within a species, may

have altered stress-induced regulation of the methylome.

Transgenerational hyper-osmotic stress was recently reported to induce enhanced

salt tolerance in P1 progeny of lineages exposed to salt stress for at least two gen-

erations (Wibowo et al., 2016). This enhanced tolerance was correlated with stress-

associated DMRs, two of which occurred at TEs adjacent to MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN

20 (MYB20) and CARBON/NITROGEN INSENSITIVE 1 (CNI1). In the case of MYB20,

hyper-methylation across an upstream TE correlated with persistently down-regulated

MYB20 expression. In the case of CNI1, hypo-methylation across a downstream TE

correlated with increased stress-responsive expression in the P1. Thus, these loci were

investigated in the context of transgenerational drought stress to see if any hyper- or
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hypo-methylation was evident in G5 P1 progeny. The DNA methylation pattern across

and upstream of MYB20, in all samples assayed in this study, was similar to unstressed

G0 P1 progeny (Figure 4.10C). Interestingly, select drought lineages did appear to show

hypo-methylation in an upstream TE akin to the P2 progeny, one generation removed

from 75mM salt stress, which did not exhibit enhanced salt tolerance (Wibowo et al.,

2016). The CNI1 locus was also largely devoid of DNA methylation; although, the down-

stream TE was partly methylated in all sequence contexts (Figure 4.10D). However,

there was no transgenerational drought induced hypo-methylation at this downstream

TE, as was observed across P0, P1 and P2 progeny of 75mM salt stressed parents. This

supports the stochastic nature of methylome variation in that the changes observed are

not always universal and/or stable. Single studies may only be capturing a portion of

this and potentiate the possibility that different abiotic stresses induce changes in the

methylome to differing efficacies.

4.2.7 Greater stochastic variation and appearance of sponta-

neous DNA methylome epi-alleles in transgenerational lin-

eages

Having observed a limited number of transgenerational drought stress-associated DMRs,

the extent of stochastic variation in the methylome was explored. Using the aforemen-

tioned 100bp tile-based analysis revealed extensive variation using pairwise comparisons

of all G5 P1 progeny across lineages (2,871 mCG, 2,284 mCHG, and 1,292 mCHH DMRs;

Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 7). Almost all changes appeared to be unique to indi-

vidual lineages with negligible conservation within treatment groups (Figure 4.11A).

Rank sum testing was repeated on these 100bp tile-based DMRs to test for association

with treatment, however, none were significant after p-value correction for multiple com-

parisons. This suggests that predominant source of methylome variation is stochastic

differences between lineages.

The spontaneous nature of epi-allele appearance in the Arabidopsis methylome has

been well-characterised and has also been documented to increase in frequency under

environmental stress (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2014). The

appearance of spontaneous DMRs in the lineages generated in this study was explored

by comparing P1 progeny from G0 and G5 plants using DSS (Table 4.3, Appendix

A-Dataset 2 Tables 8-9). Interestingly, more DSS-based DMRs were identified between

G0 and G5 progeny regardless of lineage (Table 4.3) at a magnitude comparable to

previous observations of epi-allele accumulation (in the form of DMRs; Becker et al.

2011). Indeed, G0 siblings were found to have more similar genome-wide DNA methy-

lation patterns to each other than to G5 descendants, particularly in the mCG context

(Figure 4.11B). Exposure to repeated drought stress for five successive generations did

not lead to a greater number of DMRs; in fact progeny from stressed lineages had fewer
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Figure 4.10: DNA methylation levels at loci reported to exhibit transgenerational stress-
induced methylation variation
IGV visualization of DNA methylation, in G0 P1 control plants and G5 P1 plants of both unstressed and
drought treated lineages, across loci documented to exhibit transgenerational memory of stress-induced
changes in DNA methylation:
A FAMA (low-humidity hyper-methylation),
B SPCH (low-humidity hyper-methylation),
C MYB20 (hyper-osmotic hyper-methylation), and
D CNI1 (hyper-osmotic hypo-methylation).
Blue, yellow, and green bars denote mean mCG, mCHG, and mCHH, respectively, at single cytosine
resolution.
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DMRs, than unstressed lineages, when compared to G0 P1 (Table 4.3). Nine regions

were in common between variations accumulated in unstressed and drought exposed

lineages, which may reflect truly labile DNA methylation sites from this dataset. None

of these nine regions were in common with previously identified labile regions. From

the total 38 spontaneous DMRs identified here, only three were found to overlap with

regions previously associated with spontaneous variation (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et

al., 2011). Curiously, a handful of the overlapping sites occur across a hypothetical pro-

tein surrounded by TEs on chromosome 4 (AT4G19270) where there has been extensive

non-mCG hypo-methylation, yet unaffected mCG, in G5 progeny (Figure 4.9A).

Labile regions of the Arabidopsis methylome have previously been identified, whether

spontaneous, stress-induced, or driven by genetic divergence across diverse environments

(Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2014; Hagmann et al., 2015;

Wibowo et al., 2016). The four transgenerational drought stress-associated DMRs,

identified in this study, were overlapped with regions identified across the aforemen-

tioned datasets to test whether any of the four regions were in common with previ-

ously reported stress-induced regions. One of these transgenerational drought-associated

DMRs overlapped, however this region was not associated with a stress-induced change

(Figure 4.9B, Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 10).

Stochastic DMRs, using the 100bp tile-based method in this study, were also over-

lapped with previously published DMRs to look for conservation across methylation-

labile regions. An overlap of the stochastic DMRs identified in this study showed that

617/6,447 (9.5%) occurred at regions previously identified. Overlaps with specific stud-

ies remained low ranging from 0.2% - 4.4% of regions from this study being previously

detected. Of particular interest was to compare stochastic transgenerational DMRs

identified here with previously identified transgenerational spontaneous DMRs across 30

generations of single-seed descent (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011). 24/72 re-

gions characterised as a site hosting a spontaneous transgenerational epi-allele (Schmitz

et al., 2011), unlinked from cis-genetic variation, were identified out of 6,447 stochastic

transgenerational DMRs (Appendix A-Dataset 2 Table 11). These were predominantly

changes in mCG, occurring largely at intergenic or repetitive regions, including TEs and

pseudogenes.

4.3 Discussion

Notions of transgenerational plant stress memory are often discussed alongside DNA and

chromatin alterations, as a potential mechanism underpinning their storage and trans-

mission (Herman & Sultan, 2011; Tricker, 2015; Crisp et al., 2016). In particular, DNA

methylation is considered a key epigenetic mechanism for which there is now growing

evidence (Luo et al., 1996; Boyko et al., 2010; Boyko & Kovalchuk, 2010; Tricker et

al., 2013; Herman & Sultan, 2016; Wibowo et al., 2016; X. Zheng et al., 2017). The
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Figure 4.11: Stochastic and spontaneous methylome variation across transgenerational lin-
eages
A Heatmaps of average methylation across 100bp tile-based DMRs identified from pairwise compar-
isons, with one-dimensional clustering of rows, between all samples.
B Heatmaps representing two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of correlations (Pearson’s r) of
genome-wide DNA methylation, in all sequence contexts, averaged across 100bp tiles for all G0 and G5

progeny.
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specific contribution of DNA methylation at, or near, protein coding genes towards basal

plant growth and endurance remains unknown, albeit essential for proper development

(Finnegan et al., 1996; Henderson & Jacobsen, 2008; Zemach et al., 2013; Yamamuro et

al., 2014). Despite documentation of the stable inheritance of spontaneously occurring

epi-alleles (Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011), there still remains uncertainty

for the malleability of the methylome to stress-induced variation (Seymour et al., 2014;

Eichten & Springer, 2015; Secco et al., 2015, 2017). Whether or not such DNA methy-

lation changes are necessary for transgenerational stress memory is still unclear, with

various memory traits not always aligning with changes in the methylome (Ding et al.,

2012; Sani et al., 2013; Murgia et al., 2015; Nosalewicz et al., 2016; Lämke et al.,

2016). This chapter examined and compared the effect of drought stress on the Ara-

bidopsis methylome both within and between generations.

Within generation methylation profiles in response to drought stress

Within a generation, plants experiencing a mild drought stress that induced a substan-

tial transcriptional response exhibited 40 stress-associated DNA methylation epi-alleles.

However, these did not appear to correlate with drought-responsive gene expression

changes. Further investigation of promoter methylation status at drought-responsive

genes did not reveal any methylation features that distinguish drought responsive genes.

This did, however, reveal widespread non-CG hyper-methylation in gene promoter regions

in drought treated plants implicating altered RdDMs performance under drought stress.

Such observations are comparable to the non-CG hyper-methylation, predominantly in

the mCHH context, that occurred in the root tissue of rice under phosphate-starvation

(Secco et al., 2015). The use of a DCL3 knock-down line suggested the phosphate-

induced non-CG DMRs were largely RdDM-independent, and a similar approach would

be beneficial to address the putative involvement of RdDM here. In both cases, however,

there was minimal evidence of such methylation changes affecting gene expression. It

is worth noting that the effects of DNA methylation changes could be confounded by

the complexity of interactions between all the chemical marks that contribute to chro-

matin state (Eichten et al., 2014; Crisp et al., 2016). It is also possible that pre-existing

epi-type differences could be influencing stress-inducible transcriptional changes. To sys-

tematically uncouple such effects would require a much larger scale sequencing effort,

which may become a viable option in the future.

The identification of multiple epi-types within a seed stock derived from bulk harvest-

ing further demonstrates the importance of appropriate experimental design when testing

for DNA methylation mediated stress memory. Furthermore, as the epi-type DMRs were

predominantly mCG-DMRs, it is possible that these epi-type DMRs represent true epi-

genetic differences arising between distantly related plants rather than being reflective

of genetic differences (Schmitz et al., 2013). Regardless, the relative lack of drought

stress-associated epi-alleles observed within a generation aligns with other studies using
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phosphate, temperature, or UV radiation that all present a stoic methylome unperturbed

by abiotic stress (Seymour et al., 2014; Eichten & Springer, 2015; Secco et al., 2015;

Meng et al., 2016).

Transgenerational inheritance and methylome profiling

Between generations, descendants of lineages exposed to successive generations of re-

curring drought exhibited only four transgenerational drought stress-associated DMRs

compared to unstressed lineages. Significantly, none of these were in common with the

40 drought-associated epi-alleles detected within a generation; reinforcing the notion that

transgenerational adaptive DNA methylation is a rare occurrence, even under conditions

of abiotic stress (Pecinka et al., 2009; Seymour et al., 2014; Eichten & Springer, 2015;

Hagmann et al., 2015; Secco et al., 2015; Crisp et al., 2016). Three of the four mapped

to repetitive and already heavily methylated regions of the genome. The fourth DMR was

also in intergenic space, albeit 800bp upstream from CEK3. CEK3 encodes a protein,

most highly transcribed in the hypocotyl, that is a part of the Choline/Ethanolamine

Kinase family for which CEK4 has been implicated in phospholipid biosynthesis and em-

bryo development, however, mutation of CEK3 did not lead to the same phenotypes (Lin

et al., 2015). It is unclear whether this DMR upstream of CEK3 would be of biological

significance; however, it does not appear to be required for transgenerational drought

stress memory as it was only evident in four of the six drought lineage progeny profiled.

One possibility, since each progeny plant was derived from an independent lineage, is

this DMR is only weakly induced by drought stress; however, this would require further

elucidation.

Targeted analyses of ABA-responsive genes were undertaken as they are critical for

drought responses. A recent study also reported that key ABA signalling kinases regulate

the activity of a chromatin-remodelling ATPase (Peirats-Llobet et al., 2016). This reg-

ulation allowed for the fine tuning of downstream components of the ABA pathway, in

particular ABA INSENSITIVE 5 (ABI5), further potentiating ABA-mediated chromatin

variation that feeds back onto the ABA signalling pathway itself. However, this targeted

analysis did not reveal treatment-specific methylation changes at any of the test loci.

When compared to published datasets studying methylome variation, one transgen-

erational drought stress DMR overlapped with a previously identified spontaneous locus

(Schmitz et al., 2011). Certainly, the nature of methylome variation at all identified

DMRs (stress-associated and stochastic) is reminiscent of the spontaneous changes

previously characterised comparing plants separated by approximately 30 generations

(Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011). Whether those stochastic variations in the

methylome are tied to a particular lineage with biological consequence may warrant fur-

ther investigation despite not being tied to the experimental treatment. Furthermore, a

vast majority of DMRs identified in this study mapped to TEs or unannotated genomic

regions. This is unsurprising given the expected relationship between DNA methylation
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and TEs. TE movement is considered to be a driving force in the appearance of epi-

alleles (“facilitated” or “obligatory” epi-alleles Richards, 2006) and, indeed, documented

environmentally-induced “epigenetic” changes correlate with, though are not always nec-

essary for, TE activity (Ito et al., 2011; Eichten et al., 2013; Ong-Abdullah et al., 2015;

Ito et al., 2016; Stuart et al., 2016). Future studies should take into consideration

the impact of TE regulation, under conditions of abiotic stress particularly in species

with greater TE content, which possibly underpins at least a subset of the stochastic or

spontaneous epi-alleles observed in this study.

There is evidence building for the possibility of transgenerational plant stress memory

irrespective of chromatin variation (Agrawal, 2002; Rasmann et al., 2012; Murgia et al.,

2015; Nosalewicz et al., 2016; X. Zheng et al., 2017). Indeed a distinction has been

made between transgenerational epigenetic effects, referring to non-genetically deter-

mined transgenerational phenotypes, and transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, refer-

ring to non-genetically determined transgenerational phenotypes attributable to heritable

chromatin modifications (Youngson & Whitelaw, 2008). Thus, evidence for the forma-

tion of transgenerational drought stress memory was investigated in drought exposed

Arabidopsis lineages propagated by single seed descent. Despite successive generations

of repeated drought stress, during both vegetative and reproductive growth stages, no

altered above ground morphological growth phenotypes were observed. This was also

surprising given the recent reports of transgenerational memory phenotypes observed in

Arabidopsis for salinity and low humidity experiments (Sani et al., 2013; Tricker et al.,

2013; Wibowo et al., 2016). A caveat of this study was that root phenotypes were not

investigated, as previously Polygonum persicaria and barley roots demonstrated trans-

generational memory phenotypes in response to drought (Herman & Sultan, 2016; Nos-

alewicz et al., 2016). However, root memory phenotypes are not a general occurrence as

demonstrated in studies of phosphate starvation in rice (Secco et al., 2015). Recently,

propagation of rice under drought stress lead to above-ground differences in generation

11 plants compared to the first generation (X. Zheng et al., 2017). However, in this

study, critically there were no unstressed lineages incorporated to enable analysis of the

phenotypic changes to be considered alongside associated DMRs, as opposed to the

stochastic methylome variability observed herein that can arise over such a long-term

experiment.

Here, the only evidence of transgenerational memory was in the form of increased

seed dormancy (72% enhanced dormancy), which persisted, to some extent, beyond a

generation of drought stress exposure (31% enhanced dormancy). This seed-specific

memory might be expected of a rapid-cycling annual species whose success is depen-

dent on seed behaviour (Grime et al., 1981; Thompson, 1994; Springthorpe & Penfield,

2015). Any effect of enhanced seed dormancy on other developmental phenotypes,

in this study, would have been masked by the seed stratification treatment performed

prior to experimentation. Though the potential adaptive advantage of increased seed
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dormancy was not directly tested in this study, it would not be inconsequential as seed

dormancy dictates the environment that progeny plants would germinate in; thus, having

a potentially critical impact on early growth (Finch-Savage & Leubner-Metzger, 2006;

Shu et al., 2016). Such a trait has also been suggested to be an advantage for progeny

whose parents were affected by herbivory (Agrawal, 2002; Rasmann et al., 2012).

Increased seed dormancy is a classic form of maternal imprinting, whereby environ-

mental conditions experienced by the maternal plant can influence seed development,

altering seed properties including propensity to germinate. For example, seeds that de-

velop under conditions of stress induce maternal ABA production, which can increase

seed ABA content thus enhancing dormancy (Finch-Savage & Leubner-Metzger, 2006).

This altered seed provisioning would be the simplest explanation for the enhanced seed

dormancy observed, especially since the D2 treatment occurred during early reproduc-

tive development. Indeed, independent transgenerational studies on iron deficiency have

also shown memory phenotypes to be carried through altered seed provisioning that were

lost in the absence of stress (Murgia et al., 2015). Here, however, the enhanced seed

dormancy persisted, for another generation, in seeds developed in the absence of stress

(P1 seed), albeit to a weaker magnitude. This persistent memory is more consistent with

the notion of transgenerational memory. The mechanism conveying this memory is not

resolved; however, it appears to be DNA methylation independent. Histone modifica-

tions were not assayed in this study but variations may also have been induced. Indeed,

osmotic-stress induced variation in histone methylation has previously been reported to

mediate stress priming to hyper-osmotic stress within a generation lending support to

this hypothesis (Sani et al., 2013).

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter presents a systematic investigation of the possibility for DNA methylation

variants to act as heritable stress-induced epi-alleles to convey transgenerational drought

stress memory for multiple physiological traits that could be associated with drought

responsiveness. Overall, Arabidopsis showed one specific memory trait: elevated seed

dormancy in both the direct seed of drought stressed parents (72% enhanced dormancy)

and in seed produced from P1 progeny, from drought exposed lineages, grown in the

absence of stress albeit to a lesser magnitude (31% enhanced dormancy). Whether this

conveys an adaptive advantage remains unclear as seed stratification was done prior to

experimentation for above ground memory traits. Furthermore, there are likely to be

cell-type specific responses that contribute to the complexity of plant stress memory,

which will be important to consider in future investigations. Despite the appearance

of 40 drought-associated DMRs within a generation, transgenerational drought stress-

induced epi-alleles were rare and are unlikely to act as a mechanism to convey any form

of transgenerational stress memory. Rather, the majority of DNA methylation states are
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highly stable and the variation observed here, within and across generations, appears to

occur stochastically predominantly at repetitive regions of the Arabidopsis genome. In

conclusion, despite evidence of transgenerational drought stress memory for one of the

six traits examined the methylome was relatively impervious to stress-induced changes.
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Chapter 5

Maintenance of pre-existing DNA methy-

lation states through recurring excess-

light stress

This chapter presents, in full, results that have been published in Ganguly et al. 2018

and is available online at Plant, Cell & Environment.

5.1 Synopsis

The previous chapter reports a lack of drought-induced methylome variation in Ara-

bidopsis, of which a negligible extent persisted under transgenerational recurring drought.

Such results of a robust methylome impervious to abiotic stress raises multiple questions:

(I) is this a general principle of the methylome or was it specific of drought stress and,

(II) did a the lack of variation in the methylome reflect a lack of physiological memory

in the transgenerational lineages? To extend this work by clarifying these unknowns the

resulting hypothesis, of a methylome that is largely impervious to abiotic stress, was

tested. In contrast to the previous chapter, where minimal physiological priming was ob-

served, the abiotic stress of EL was chosen based on its ability to reprogram new tissues.

Indeed, plants utilize various photoprotective mechanisms to optimize photosynthetic

performance in response to fluctuations in light intensity, which can be pre-emptively

primed in leaves unexposed to EL by those exposed via SAA (Karpinski et al., 1999;

Rossel et al., 2007; Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010), particularly in the case of recurring

EL stresses (Gordon et al., 2013). While key signalling molecules and transcription fac-

tors are known to contribute towards this priming signal, an unexplored question is the

potential involvement and significance of chromatin marks towards the establishment,

maintenance, and memory of light-stress acclimation. An essential prerequisite is that a

stress should, in and of itself, lead to chromatin changes that could be heritable through

mitotic or meiotic cell divisions, thus acting in a truly epigenetic manner (Eichten et al.,
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2014). Furthermore, these changes should be able to induce differential gene expression

at biologically relevant loci. Thus, this chapter addresses these questions by evaluating

the contribution of DNA methylation variation towards EL stress acclimation. To do

this, a WLRS time-course experiment was designed based on previous work examining

the effects of repeated targeted EL treatments on the expression of SAA outputs, in

particular, showing that unexposed newly emerging tissue were primed against fluctuat-

ing light intensities compared to pre-existing exposed leaves (Gordon et al., 2013). This

chapter extends such observations into a whole rosette EL system allowing a systematic

evaluation on the ability of EL stress to induce differential methylation, the potential for

this variation to contribute towards altered gene regulation, and whether such changes

persist into newly emerging leaves developed in the absence of stress (memory).

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Recurring excess-light stress to test for mitotic light stress

memory

To investigate the contribution of DNA methylation towards SAA or mitotic mem-

ory, a recurring EL stress time-course, termed WLRS, was designed and performed

(Figure 5.1). The quality of light and the treatment scheme applied was derived from

previous studies (Jung et al., 2013; Gordon et al., 2013; Crisp et al., 2017) and involved

three daily one-hour exposures to 10X standard growth irradiance, using a source of

‘warm light’ that effectively induces oxidative stress, for one week. When subjected to

this type of stress, plants are known to acclimate through improved photoprotection

and transcriptional memory pathways without causing permanent photosystem damage

(Crisp et al., 2017). Accordingly, physiological measurements and methylome profiles

were made on plants after both a single one hour exposure (Control + EL) and fol-

lowing the complete WLRS exposure at the same developmental stage (‘day eight’). In

addition, further physiological measurements were performed after one week of recovery

(absence of stress) allowing the sampling of multiple tissue types: newly emerging and

developed naive tissue, and recovered pre-existing leaves exposed to the stress; to test

for mitotic memory.

5.2.2 Week long recurring stress leads to excess-light stress

priming

Plants subjected to WLRS were compared to unstressed counterparts, on day eight,

to establish EL stress priming consistent with previous reports of photo-acclimatory re-

programming via SAA (Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013). Plants

exposed to WLRS exhibited minor morphological differences compared to control plants
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Figure 5.1: Week long recurring stress time-course
Schematic depicting the two week time-course employed to test for light stress priming and memory.
This involved an initial week of recurring excess-light stress (WLRS, see inset for daily regime) followed
by a one-week recovery period. Plants were exposed to 10X growth irradiance (1000µmol photons
m-2 s-1), for one hour, three times daily beginning at approximately two weeks of age (from planting).
On day eight of the time-course, plants were subjected to only a single one-hour excess-light stress.
Subsequently, plants continued to grow for one additional week under control light conditions (100µmol
photons m-2 s-1). Tissue sampling occurred on day eight of the time-course, immediately before and
after the day eight one-hour light stress. PSII performance measurements were performed at noon
of day eight, prior to the day eight stress treatment and seven days post WLRS. The latter involved
distinguishing profiles of pre-existing exposed leaves, newly developed leaves, and newly emerging leaves
where cell division is still occurring.
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Figure 5.2: Plant growth on day eight of WLRS time-course
A Representative four week old plants on day eight of the WLRS time-course and unstressed controls.
B Standard boxplots of plant area and compactness of four week old control (n=74) and WLRS treated
plants (n=64). * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05).

(Figure 5.2A). Although WLRS treated plants did not show altered plant leaf area,

they did have a more compact rosette (Figure 5.2B-C). Previous reports of photo-

acclimatory reprogramming often report enhanced PSII photosynthetic performance,

thus, chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were used to estimate various PSII pa-

rameters (see Table 2.1). These measurements were taken at 12pm on day eight of

the time-course, at least 12 hours after the final stress treatment on day seven to allow

for recovery and stabilisation of PSII behaviour. While a single one hour EL typically

leads to temporary impairment of PSII photochemistry (Gordon et al., 2013; Crisp et

al., 2017) the WLRS treatment led to ongoing changes (Figure 5.3A-D). This altered

performance did not appear to be the result of permanent damage to PSII as measures

of Fv/Fm and Fv
′/Fm

′ indicated no impairment in the maximum potential quantum effi-

ciency of PSII (Figure 5.4A). Despite this, WLRS treated plants exhibited increased PSII

quantum yield (φPSII, Figure 5.3A) possibly due to greater photochemical capacity as a

result of increased ‘open’ PSII centres (estimated by qP and qL; Figure 5.3B-C). Addi-

tionally, WLRS treated plants were faster to engage NPQ. However, this relaxed within

minutes under actinic light as opposed to unstressed control plants that demonstrate

greater NPQ activation towards the end of the light period (Figure 5.3D). Estimation

of the fluorescence decline ratio (Rfd, Figure 5.4B) revealed a minor but significant

difference, however, both groups of plants could be considered to have highly efficient

carbon fixation (geq 3; Haitz & Lichtenthaler 1988).

Important components of photoacclimation include adjustments to the chlorophyll
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a to chlorophyll b ratio, and the production of photoprotective pigments such as zeax-

anthin, which contributes to NPQ (Anderson et al., 1988; Niyogi et al., 1998), and

beta-carotene, which may also have a photoprotective role via quenching singlet oxygen

(Telfer, 2002). Therefore the chlorophyll and carotenoid compositions of WLRS treated

plants were examined. First, there was negligible variation in the levels of chlorophylls

in WLRS treated plants when compared to control plants (Figure 5.4C), which mimics

results in barley whereby improved PSII traits were not associated with an altered chloro-

phyll a:b ratio (Zivcak et al., 2014). Unexpectedly, there was a constitutive reduction in

the proportion of lutein and altered ratios of xanthophyll cycle pigments, including re-

duced zeaxanthin and increased antheraxanthin under EL stress in WLRS treated plants

(Figure 5.3E). No statistically significant changes in beta-carotene and neoxanthin were

observed.

5.2.3 Evidence of photo-acclimatory reprogramming in newly

developed and emerging leaves of WLRS treated plants

We next tested whether this primed state could be transmitted mitotically by profiling

PSII performance after one week of recovery. A distinction was made, at this time-point,

between three different leaf types: pre-existing, newly developed, and newly emerging

leaves (Figure 5.1; Day 14). The latter two types were defined based on prior work

(Donnelly et al., 1999). Newly developed leaves were considered to be derived from

primordia or developing leaves present by the end of WLRS and having undergone sub-

sequent cell division and expansion. Newly emerging leaves were considered to have

developed post-WLRS thus, at the time of profiling, should be predominantly composed

of newly dividing cells. Each of these tissue groups were assayed in WLRS exposed plants

and compared to their unstressed counterparts.

The parameters φPSII, qP, and qL were observed to be consistent across the stud-

ied tissue types between control and WLRS treated plants suggesting that while these

PSII parameters were primed by EL, this priming was lost in the absence of stress and

were not mitotically transmissible (Figure 5.6A-C). Newly emerging leaves of WLRS

treated plants displayed a slightly altered Fv
′/Fm

′ profile (Figure 5.5A), although it is

questionable whether this represents a physiologically relevant difference akin to the that

observed on day eight (Figure 5.3A). More discernibly, newly developed and emerging

leaves from WLRS treated plants exhibited altered Rfd and a distinct NPQ profile com-

pared to corresponding leaves in unstressed controls and also to the pre-existing leaves in

WLRS treated plants. This is consistent with the notion of mitotic memory, however, it

does not appear to be the simple transmission of the priming on day eight (Figure 5.5B-

C). In the case of NPQ, this profile did not resemble that of WLRS treated leaves on

day eight (Figure 5.3D), however, Rfd values in new leaves were comparable to those

profiled on stress-exposed tissue on day eight (Figure 5.4B). The pre-existing leaves

of WLRS treated plants at day 14 also showed a comparatively relaxed NPQ profile, as
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Figure 5.3: Photosynthetic priming post-WLRS
A - D PSII performance of control (n=200; grey) and WLRS exposed (n=170; orange) plants. Chloro-
phyll fluorescence measurements were taken 12 hours after the final day of WLRS and used to estimate:
(A) PSII quantum efficiency (φPSII), (B) coefficient of photochemical quenching (qP), (C) fraction of
open PSII Centres (qL), and (D) NPQ. Points denote computed least squares means; shaded regions
denote 95% confidence interval; data aggregated across three independent experiments. * denotes
statistical significance (p < 0.05) between conditions.
E Quantification of beta-carotene and xanthophylls expressed as a percentage of the total carotenoid
pool. Bars denote mean, error bars denote standard error of the mean. Letters denote significant
differences between conditions (p < 0.05, n=3) for each pigment.
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Figure 5.4: Further characterisation of PSII performance on day eight of WLRS
A Fv

′/Fm
′ measured on control (n=200; grey) and WLRS exposed (n=170; orange) plants at 12pm.

Points denote computed least squares means; shaded regions denote 95% confidence interval; data
aggregated across three independent experiments. * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) between
conditions.
B Rfd measured on control (n=200; grey) and WLRS exposed (n=170; orange) plants at 12pm.
Bars denote raw means; error bars denote standard error of the mean; data aggregated across three
independent experiments. * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) between conditions.
C Percentage of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b of the total chlorophyll pool. Bars denote mean, error
bars denote standard error of the mean. Letters denote significance groups for each pigment between
conditions (p < 0.05, n=3).
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compared to their profile after WLRS (day eight, Figure 5.3D), indicative of some form

of recovery.

5.2.4 Gene expression of epigenetic components under excess

light-stress

A possible mechanism for stress-induced differential methylation is through altered tran-

scriptional control of chromatin modifying factors under abiotic stress. To test this, an

EL stress time-course mRNA-sequencing dataset was utilized to explore whether such

components may be responsive to a single, or repeated, EL stress (Crisp et al., 2017).

A range of epigenomic factors including those involved in DNA (de)methylation, histone

(de)methylation, chromatin remodelling, and small RNA biogenesis were collated to in-

vestigate if any such components were responsive to EL and thus potentially underpin

any such epigenomic change (M. Matzke et al., 2009; Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Kurihara

et al., 2012; Stroud et al., 2013, 2014; M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014; Ye et al., 2016).

In total, 109 of these loci were detectable across four time-points including 24 hours

recovery and repeated EL stress (Figure 5.7A, Appendix A-Dataset 3 Table 1). The

majority of transcripts remained relatively unchanged across the observed time-points

with AGO2 showing the strongest up-regulation (≈ 8-fold after 30 minutes EL). From

the 109 detected epigenomic loci, 22 showed a significant response (> 1.5 fold change

vs time = 0, FDR < 0.05) to either 30 or 60 minutes EL, or repeated 60 minutes EL

(Figure 5.7B). Loci were also categorised based on broad epigenomic function, how-

ever, this did not reveal any enrichment in responsiveness from particular pathways or

processes. Extensive transcriptional memory was previously observed across all tran-

scripts (Crisp et al., 2017), so it was tested whether any epigenomic loci displayed such

behaviour that might contribute to greater chromatin variation upon repeated stress.

However, only DMS4 showed a significantly altered response (FDR < 0.05) after a

subsequent EL stress compared to the initial stress. Thus, there was a general lack of

transcriptional responsiveness of loci encoding for chromatin factors against single and

recurring EL stress.

5.2.5 Limited variation in the DNA methylome associated with

excess-light stress

Transcriptional stability of epigenomic encoding loci, under EL stress, does not preclude

alterations in the methylome. To test whether potentially heritable changes in DNA

methylation might be induced by EL stress, with the potential to contribute towards the

EL priming or memory observed herein, WGBS was performed (Appendix A-Dataset

3 Table 2). Whole rosettes of unstressed (Control, n=3), single hour EL stress (Con-

trol+EL, n=3), and WLRS treated (WLRS, n=3) plants were harvested on day eight of

the time-course. Broad methylome similarity was first compared by correlating genome-
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Figure 5.5: PSII parameters showing altered profiles in newly emerging leaves of WLRS treated
plants
A - B Fv

′/Fm
′ and NPQ measured on pre-existing leaves (n=16, n=12), newly developed leaves

(n=16, n=15) and newly emerging leaves (n=18, n=17) seven days post-stress for control and WLRS
exposed plants, respectively. Points denote computed least squares means; shaded regions denote
95% confidence interval; data aggregated across three independent experiments. * denotes statistical
significance (p < 0.05) between conditions.
C Rfd measured on pre-existing leaves (n=16, n=12), newly developed leaves (n=16, n=15) and newly
emerging leaves (n=18, n=17) seven days post-stress for control and WLRS exposed plants, respectively.
Bars denote raw means; error bars denote standard error of the mean. * denotes statistical significance
(p < 0.05) between conditions.
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Figure 5.6: PSII traits with consistent profiles across tissue types
A - C φPSII, qP, and qL measured on pre-existing leaves (n=16, n=12), newly developed leaves
(n=16, n=15) and newly emerging leaves (n=18, n=17) seven days post-stress for control and WLRS
exposed plants, respectively. Points denote computed least squares means; shaded regions denote 95%
confidence interval. * denotes statistical significance between conditions (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5.7: Expression changes in epigenomic component encoding loci under EL
A Standard boxplots of log2 transformed FC in mRNA abundance across four time-points in an EL stress
and recovery time-course from published mRNA-sequencing data. Box colours denote broad epigenomic
functions used to categorise loci. Dashed horizontal lines denote 1.5x up- and down-regulation.
B Heatmap of log2FC in mRNA abundance of epigenomic loci that were significantly (FC > 1.5, FDR
< 0.05) responsive to EL stress across four time points: 30 minutes EL stress, 60 minutes EL stress, 60
minutes EL stress + 24 hrs recovery, and repeated 60 minutes EL stress. Side colours denote functional
grouping. * denotes genes that had significantly altered response (FDR < 0.05) upon a subsequent 60
minutes EL compared to the initial 60 minutes EL stress.
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Table 5.1: DSS-based DMRs associated with single (Control + EL) or recurring (WLRS) EL stress

Contrast
Sequence context

mCG mCHG mCHH Total

Control vs Control + EL 0 4 7 11

Control vs WLRS 0 3 3 6

wide methylation levels binned into 100bp tiles that revealed high correlation between

all samples in the mCG (Pearson’s r > 0.98), mCHG (Pearson’s r > 0.94), and mCHH

(Pearson’s r > 0.89) sequence contexts.

To identify EL stress associated changes in the methylome, DMR calling was per-

formed using DSS (H. Feng et al., 2014). This yielded no mCG-DMRs and a total of

17 non-mCG DMRs displaying differences in DNA methylation between unstressed and

EL stressed plants (Table 5.1). Despite this conservative calling and statistical signifi-

cance, the detected DMRs still displayed qualitative variation in methylation state within

treatment groups (Figure 5.8B). Surprisingly, there were comparable numbers of DMRs

after a single EL treatment (11 DMRs) and one week of recurring EL (6 DMRs). There

was only one DMR in common between both comparisons; however, it also showed in-

consistency within treatments groups (Figure 5.8A). Furthermore, the majority (13/17)

of DSS-based DMRs were located at TEs (Appendix A-Dataset 3 Tables 3 - 4).

Having observed limited EL stress-associated DMRs, the extent of stochastic varia-

tion between samples, irrespective of treatment, was explored using pairwise comparisons

of weighted methylation levels binned into 100bp tiles across the genome (Eichten &

Springer, 2015). Here, pairwise comparisons between all samples revealed greater vari-

ation in all three sequence contexts (132 mCG, 815 mCHG, and 659 mCHH DMRs;

Figure 5.8C-D; Appendix A-Dataset 3 Table 5). Thus, while negligible conserved

variation was observed with EL stress, stochastic variation is evident in the methylome

between sibling plants derived from an inbred parent.

5.3 Discussion

In the previous chapter a lack of drought-induced methylome variation was established;

however, this was tied to only minor observations of physiological memory. There are nu-

merous independent reports demonstrating that photoprotective mechanisms, induced by

EL, can lead to robust programmable changes in newly developing leaf tissues (Karpinski

et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2003; Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013).

This provided a unique system with which to systematically test the hypothesis, of a

methylome that is impervious to stress, using a recurring EL stress that reprograms new

tissues, across a rosette, to be primed for altered light intensities. Using an experimen-

tal design to minimize genetic variation in Arabidopsis siblings, from an inbred parent,
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Figure 5.8: DNA methylation profiles of control and EL stressed plants
DSS based DMRs (n=3) visualized in IGV comparing: A control and one-hour excess-light stressed
plants (Control vs Control + EL) and B control and WLRS-treated plants (Control vs WLRS). Bars
denote mean methylation at individual cytosines. Blue, orange, and green bars denote mCG, mCHG,
and mCHH sequence contexts, respectively.
C Heatmaps with one dimensional hierarchical clustering of average methylation across 100bp tile based
DMRs between pairwise comparisons of Control and Control+EL samples. Blue, orange, and green side
row colours denote mCG, mCHG, and mCHH DMRs, respectively.
D Heatmaps with one dimensional hierarchical clustering of average methylation across 100bp tile based
DMRs between pairwise comparisons of Control and WLRS samples. Blue, orange, and green side row
colours denote mCG, mCHG, and mCHH DMRs, respectively.
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physiological measurements were coupled to in-depth methylome profiling to establish

the contribution of stable DNA methylation changes towards photo-acclimatory repro-

gramming, in the context of SAA, priming, or memory.

WLRS induces EL stress priming

There is now ample evidence for the phenomenon of stress priming in plants, of a variety

of species, whereby prior exposure to stress conveys a state of enhanced responsiveness

(Conrath et al., 2006; Bruce et al., 2007; Crisp et al., 2016; Lämke & Bäurle, 2017).

Indeed, priming has been documented in response to a variety of biotic and abiotic fac-

tors including heat, osmotic stress (drought and salt), insect herbivory, fungivory, and

temperature (Cayuela et al., 1996; Jakab et al., 2005; Gorsuch et al., 2010; Ding et

al., 2012; Rasmann et al., 2012; Sani et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2014; X. Wang et al.,

2014; Firtzlaff et al., 2016; Hilker et al., 2016; Lämke et al., 2016). Furthermore, plants

also demonstrate molecular, biochemical, and structural priming, or photoacclimation,

to fluctuations in light intensity that can be relayed to unexposed plant organs via SAA

(Karpinski et al., 1999; Yano & Terashima, 2001; Thomas et al., 2003; Rossel et al.,

2007; Szechyńska-Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013).

Using a recurring EL stress treatment applied across a whole rosette, this chapter

re-establishes and extends on prior work showing that EL exposure leads to priming, or

photoacclimation, via persistent changes in PSII activity (Rossel et al., 2007; Szechyńska-

Hebda et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2013). The WLRS treatment led to distinct changes

in numerous PSII traits that persisted after at least 12 hours of recovery. Collectively,

these changes indicate a primed plant that has an increased capacity for photochem-

ical quenching along with a reduced reliance on photoprotective mechanisms evident

in a fast relaxing NPQ profile. The contribution of SAA in this system is difficult to

dissect as a whole rosette EL stress was utilized as opposed to targeted (Gordon et

al., 2013) or partial rosette treatments (Rossel et al., 2007), however, this was not the

objective herein. A difficult point to reconcile using the current data is the minor, yet

significant, reduction of Rfd in WLRS treated plants that is considered to reflect carbon

fixation efficiency and is typically higher in sun-grown plants compared to shade-grown

plants (Brestic & Zivcak, 2013). Accompanying these were changes in the EL-induced

accumulation of xanthophylls. These observations contradicted expectations as WLRS

treated plants showed reduced accumulation of the photoprotective pigments zeaxan-

thin and lutein, considered necessary for qE and commonly found at elevated levels in

plants grown at higher light intensities (Demmig-Adams & Adams, 1996; Müller et al.,

2001; Horton et al., 2005), which is, however, consistent with the notion of an EL re-

sistant plant with a reduced reliance on photoprotection. Additionally, WLRS treated

plants also exhibited constitutively reduced levels of lutein, also considered to play a

photoprotective role (Jahns & Holzwarth, 2012). This observation aligns with work sug-

gesting that lutein contributes to a higher NPQ capacity without the slower relaxation
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associated with zeaxanthin in shade grown plants that have to respond to sun flecks

(X. Zhu et al., 2004; Förster et al., 2011). Furthermore, a recent study identified that

initial energy dissipation, during the transition to EL, is modulated by monomeric light-

harvesting complexes (Dall’Osto et al., 2017), which could potentially explain, in part,

the EL priming in WLRS treated plants. Indeed, mutants lacking these factors show

impaired NPQ activation during the period time of rapid NPQ activation observed in

WLRS treated plants. Examining these mutants under the WLRS treatment, to test

for a lack of priming, would identify whether there is any contribution from these com-

plexes. Regardless of mechanism, it is also unknown whether this priming truly leads to

enhanced resilience. While it is clear that WLRS treated plants exhibited an improved

response to an additional EL stress, evidence that these plants could better endure a

more severe EL, compared to naive plants, would provide compelling evidence for truly

enhanced light-stress tolerance. For example, observing an increased survival rate in

WLRS treated under a constitutive 1500µmol photons m-2 s-1.

Transmission of select PSII traits indicative of mitotic inheritance

The notion of stress priming has been extended to considerations of plant stress memory

(Bruce et al., 2007), herein defined as the transmission of altered characteristics across

cell divisions in the absence of continued stimulus (Eichten et al., 2014; Crisp et al.,

2016). Indeed, a distinction must be made between stress priming and stress memory,

the latter referring to phenomena persisting temporally across cell divisions. Earlier stud-

ies have reported how old and young leaves respond differently to EL stress, concluding

that mature leaves can influence the structure of developing leaves, and stressed mature

leaves can promote responsiveness in younger leaves through SAA (Karpinski et al., 1999;

Yano & Terashima, 2001; Thomas et al., 2003; Gordon et al., 2013). While prior studies

have examined leaf development during stress, there is yet to be an analysis of new leaves

that emerged post-stress and thus testing the hypothesis of mitotic memory. Here, as-

says were performed on ‘newly developed’ leaves that have undergone both cell division

and elongation post-stress and ‘newly emerging’ leaves that are largely composed of

newly dividing cells (Donnelly et al., 1999). When assayed seven days post-stress, newly

developed and newly emerging leaves showed alterations in NPQ and Rfd that were not

observed in pre-existing exposed leaves or in corresponding control leaves. Furthermore,

these altered profiles do not match the changes observed in exposed leaves post-WLRS

treatment, suggesting this is not a simple inheritance of the initial primed state. This

is most evident in the NPQ profiles of newly developed and emerging leaves, seven days

post-WLRS, that do not show the sharp activation and fast relaxation observed in WLRS

treated leaves (compare Figure 5.3D and Figure 5.5B). This suggests that this tissue

has an enhanced capacity to deal with EL energy, consistent with the notion of mitotic

inheritance.

Although the preferred hypothesis is for the observation of mitotic inheritance, sev-
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eral alternative hypotheses are also possible and may warrant further investigation in the

future. A simplistic model of retained alterations in leaf structure is difficult to reconcile

with a leaf developed largely in the absence of stress, with newly developed chloroplasts

displaying an altered requirement for NPQ. Contributions of systemic signals emanating

from the exposed tissue to the newly developed or emerging tissue, such as carotenoid

oxidation products, ROS, or mobile sRNAs (Ramel et al., 2012; Carmody et al., 2016;

Lewsey et al., 2016), or the direct exposure of the apical meristem to EL stress might

underpin the observations in this study. However, even if there was a contribution from

these, cell division would still have occurred during the seven days post-stress interval

in the newly emerged tissue. To confirm whether this is an SAA-mediated phenomenon

may involve confirming the transmission of these traits in SAA-impaired mutants such as

RbohD (Miller et al., 2009; Suzuki et al., 2013). A second caveat is the possibility that

the initiating primordia of newly emerged leaves was present during the WLRS treat-

ment, even if the newly emerged leaf was not macroscopically observable post treatment,

possibly contributing to the observation of memory. If this was the case it is a reason-

able assumption that the newly emerged leaf might display characteristics comparable

to pre-existing leaves, but this was not observed. Regardless, future investigations would

benefit from the confirmation of the absence of the primordia, for the leaf in which mem-

ory is tested, at the end of the stress. Regardless, determining the exact mechanism for

this transmission was beyond scope here, instead it was to systematically test whether

the methylome could contribute towards maintained photo-acclimatory reprogramming

in a rapidly cycling species.

The methylome is unperturbed by single and recurring EL stress

An attractive notion is that a primed state, such as observed here, might be associ-

ated with chromatin variation. Indeed, the spread of systemic acquired resistance to

biotic stresses has been reported to be accompanied by histone modifications including

methylation, acetylation, and histone replacement (March-D́ıaz et al., 2008; Jaskiewicz

et al., 2011). However, a systematic evaluation of variation in the methylome in the

context of sustained photoacclimation in newly developed tissue (memory) is lacking.

The system used herein enabled an evaluation for the ability of EL to induce potentially

heritable methylome variation, which in turn could be propagated by, or contribute to-

wards, SAA. Yet, no substantive EL-associated changes in the methylome were detected

that could have had the potential to be propagated spatially, temporally, or mitotically.

This was surprising given numerous reports of stress-responsive methylome variation

within a generation (Herman & Sultan, 2011; Tricker et al., 2012; Yong-Villalobos et

al., 2015; Wibowo et al., 2016), and altered stress responses upon genetic or chemical

perturbation of epigenomic machinery (Kant et al., 2007; Le et al., 2014; Brzezinka et

al., 2016; Herman & Sultan, 2016; Wibowo et al., 2016). The observations here align

with the previous chapter and documented reports presenting an Arabidopsis methylome
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that is relatively unperturbed by abiotic factors (Seymour et al., 2014; Hagmann et al.,

2015; Eichten & Springer, 2015; Secco et al., 2015).

An accompanying study has also shown that the Arabidopsis methylome is unper-

turbed by EL stress. However, this prior study was complicated by extensive methylome

variation attributed to pre-existing and stochastic differences in the epigenome, previously

referred to as “epi-types” (Crisp et al., 2017). This might be considered unsurprising

given the lack of a strong transcriptional response in loci encoding epigenomic com-

ponents under EL. The experiments performed here utilized a fastidiously propagated

population of plants by single seed descent, comparing siblings from a single inbred

parent to remove as much pre-existing differences as possible (Ganguly et al., 2017).

Surprisingly, only a relatively modest level of stochastic difference was observed between

siblings that is comparable to previous reports on plants separated by 30 generations of

inbreeding (Schmitz et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2011).

Having identified and accounted for stochastic differences between the plants, using

DSS to model variance within treatment groups, it was found that the recurring WLRS

treatment did not lead to a greater induction of DMRs compared to a single EL stress.

Furthermore, the majority of DSS-based EL associated DMRs were non-mCG DMRs

occurring at TEs, rather than at functionally-relevant genes, reinforcing the notion that

TEs may be drivers of epigenomic change in conjunction with the RdDM pathway (“fa-

cilitated” or “obligatory epi-alleles”; Richards 2006; Eichten et al. 2013; Schmitz et al.

2013; Eichten et al. 2014; S. Li et al. 2015; Secco et al. 2015). This might suggest that

species with greater TE content may present greater capacity for epigenomic changes.

The few DMRs occurring within or adjacent to protein-coding genes did not show any

appreciable differences or conservation within treatment groups. Indeed, the vast major-

ity of detectable differential methylation were found to be stochastic differences across

all samples. Thus, the Arabidopsis methylome appears to be impervious to EL stress

regardless of frequency (single or recurring). This suggests that DNA methylation is

unlikely to contribute towards EL stress priming, including in the context of SAA. Post-

transcriptional, metabolic, and signalling factors likely underpin the EL stress priming

and memory that will require further elucidation. This does not rule out other genomic

or chromatin factors, it is also possible that the aforementioned histone modifications

could be involved in this phenomenon. Indeed, multiple investigations have reported tran-

scriptional memory independently of DNA methylation changes where the mechanisms

involved pertained to histone methylation (H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K27me2), stalled

polymerase II levels (Ser5P polymerase II), and RNA stability (Ding et al., 2012; Sani et

al., 2013; Lämke et al., 2016; Crisp et al., 2017), which warrant further investigation in

the context of WLRS-induced priming and memory.
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5.4 Conclusion

The key aim of this chapter was to understand the nature of photo-acclimatory memory

and changes in the methylome. Photoacclimation to recurring EL stress was evident

through enhanced PSII performance in exposed tissues, as expected based on previously

reported SAA phenotypes. Significantly, NPQ and Rfd showed evidence of mitotic trans-

mission. Despite this, the DNA methylome showed negligible stress-associated variation,

with the vast majority attributable to stochastic differences, confirming the hypothesis

of a stoic methylome that is not tied to an acclimatory response.
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Chapter 6

Thesis Summary and Discussion

This thesis makes several important contributions to our understanding of the molecular

mechanisms plants utilize to contend with recurring stress and the role of DNA methy-

lation, in the context of plant stress priming and memory, which will be summarised in

this final section.

Novel roles for the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway in ABA signalling and mCHH

maintenance

Chapter three characterises the cross-talk between PAP and ABA signalling. The key

finding was involvement of PAP in regulating ABA-mediated processes, namely stomatal

closure. It was demonstrated that PAP was, in and of itself, a secondary messenger

that is capable of inducing stomatal closure directly, through priming of down-stream

ABA components. Through further investigation, as discussed in chapter three, the

exact mechanism and targets of PAP in the ABA pathway can be verified. This may

reveal novel targets in addition to, or independent of, the XRNs, potentially providing

additional mechanisms to regulate, or manipulate stomatal movements, and ultimately

drought tolerance in plants.

Chapter three also exposes a unique framework linking stress signalling and subse-

quent regulation of known RdDM pathways influencing chromatin structure. Indeed,

further molecular characterisation of sal1 -8 led to the unexpected discovery of an inter-

action between the SAL1-PAP-XRN and RdDM pathways, capable of inducing methy-

lome variation. Comparative analyses revealed that sal1 -8 had reduced levels of mCHH

at sites regulated by the RdDM pathway, suggesting that SAL1 is required for proper

maintenance of mCHH, however, further investigation is needed to resolve the molec-

ular connection between these pathways. These results aligns with work showing that

the RdDM pathway acts as a link between abiotic stress responses and the methylome

(Popova et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2014; M. A. Matzke & Mosher, 2014; Secco et al.,

2015; R. Yang et al., 2017), as well as being crucial for maintaining meristematic identity

and epigenomic reprogramming during gametogenesis (Calarco et al., 2012; Baubec et
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al., 2014).

Re-evaluating the notion of plant stress priming and memory

Chapters four and five utilize independent experimental systems to examine the preva-

lence of plant stress priming and memory. This thesis makes a clear distinction between

these two processes, as described in the introduction, whereby the latter involves the

persistence of stress-induced traits across mitotic or meiotic cell divisions (Eichten et al.,

2014; Crisp et al., 2016). These are evaluated in response to recurring drought and EL

stress, and the potential contribution from stress-responsive DNA methylation changes

(discussed below). Such scenarios, in particular in the case of stress memory, are prime

candidates where DNA methylation, as a heritable chromatin mark, might contribute

toward plant stress responses by providing an elegant mechanism for the transmission

of acclimatory responses and improved resilience (Crisp et al., 2016; Lämke & Bäurle,

2017).

A recurring EL stress experiment (WLRS) showed that plants can form memories,

within a generation, to pre-emptively adjust to fluctuating light intensities. Key evidence

for this came in the form of persistent alterations of photosynthetic traits, indicative of

enhanced EL tolerance, in newly developed leaves, from EL primed plants, even in the

absence of stress. On the other hand, a transgenerational recurring drought experiment

showed that descendants of drought-stressed lineages largely did not show examples

of transgenerational memory. Indeed, for the majority of traits tested, including plant

growth and drought tolerance, there was little difference between stressed and control

lineages. However, transgenerational memory was demonstrated in the form of enhanced

seed dormancy, in drought-stressed lineages, that persisted for one generation in the

absence of stress, which could be considered advantageous for a rapid cycling species

(Grime et al., 1981; Thompson, 1994; Springthorpe & Penfield, 2015). Although further

investigation is required to elucidate the mechanism(s) for both cases of memory, these

results suggests that plants can consolidate their defences against recurring stress, which

is most evident within a generation. Whether the specific forms of memory observed

herein relate to the type or severity of stresses applied, or the species examined, warrants

further investigation. Regardless, these results suggest that the nature of plant memory

appears to be subtle and selective, and is likely dependent on the circumstances of the

regulatory mechanisms underpinning acclimation towards a specific stimulus or abiotic

stress.

The potential for memory is juxtaposed by considerations of plant forgetfulness, an

active process promoting stress recovery to return to maximising growth that would,

theoretically, enable optimal seed set (Tricker, 2015; Crisp et al., 2016, 2017). Indeed,

considerations of the costs of maladaptive memories may explain the subtle or specific

nature of those observed. Collectively, plant stress memory appears to be most visi-

ble within a generation and finding ways to utilize such memory could be beneficial to
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”prime” plants in preparation for incoming stresses. This could be paired with mech-

anisms to promote efficient stress recovery to minimize the duration of upheld plant

defences (Crisp et al., 2016). Interestingly, one of the memory traits observed after

WLRS is faster NPQ relaxation in trained plants, a trait which was recently linked to

increased plant productivity using transgenic approaches in tobacco (Kromdijk et al.,

2016).

The physiological observations of stress priming observed herein appear extremely

modest in comparison to recent reports in Arabidopsis (Sani et al., 2013; Wibowo et al.,

2016), where stark contrasts can be made between primed and naive plants. In light of

these conflicting results, it is difficult to conclusively derive the requirements, capacity,

and prevalence of priming. The immediate differences between these studies are the use

of plate-based methods for priming as opposed to the soil-based treatments performed

here. Whether or not this reflects different responses from plate- and soil-based stresses

is unclear. One possibility is that plate-based treatments may be more severe, by nature,

and it is the severity of the initial stress that is determinant of the priming. Indeed, a

systematic comparison of the effects of the same priming stress under equivalent plate-

and soil-based conditions may clarify this, for example, measuring photosynthetic traits

and light-responsive gene expression in soil- and plate-grown plants under EL.

Furthermore, a systematic evaluation for the requirements of a stress to induce prim-

ing, for example its frequency, severity, the cell types effected, or the maturity of the

stressed tissues, would greatly benefit attempts to characterise the mechanisms required.

In the first instance, this might involve a detailed meta-analyse of published experiments

performed thus far, or a time-course experiment under a constitutive stress paired with

physiological measurements of known outputs of priming, for example, NPQ responses

under recurring EL might provide a system to answer some of these unknowns. An added

layer of complexity would then be to study the molecular responses of different cell-types

per time-point, which would greatly improve the spatial resolution of such an experiment.

An alternative strategy might also be to take a reverse genetics approach to screen for

aberrant priming patterns, which is possible in the case of EL stress priming through the

use of high-throughput chlorophyll fluorescence imaging (Humpĺık et al., 2015). The use

of luciferase reporter gene constructs, using known transcriptional memory loci (Ding et

al., 2012; Crisp et al., 2017), may also provide insight.

An important consideration when attempting to draw conclusions regarding stress

memory from the results herein, is that the short lifespan of Arabidopsis may predis-

pose its behaviour against consolidating transgenerational memories. Rather it may

be more advantageous for a rapidly cycling species to set seed for the next genera-

tion when possible using the resources accumulated beforehand (stress escape). The

transient transgenerational drought memory observed, in the form of enhanced seed dor-

mancy, fits such a scenario to reduce the disposition of offspring, whose parents endured

drought, to germinate at relatively unfavourable conditions. Whereas, consolidation of
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memory within a generation to fluctuating light-stress may be advantageous to ensure

older leaves are more resilient to a commonly occurring stress. It is feasible that plant

species with longer life-spans, such as in Norway spruce, where a strategy of stress es-

cape is not possible, could show a greater disposition to form stress memory. If stress

severity is an important consideration for priming and inducing methylation differences,

another approach may be to investigate extremophile plants, and their disposition to dis-

play stress priming and memory alongside, or independently of, environmentally-induced

differential methylation. An interesting observation, which is contradictory to the notion

of species-specific disposition of stress memory, was that structurally related genes in

maize, from a set of memory loci defined in Arabidopsis, showed comparable memory

responses (Ding et al., 2014). Indeed, this suggests that there is a wider spread ability to

show stress memory. Whether this response is conserved beyond maize and Arabidopsis,

and whether conserved transcriptional control translates to conserved physiology also

requires systematic evaluation.

Re-evaluating the roles of DNA methylation in plant stress responses

Maintenance of the methylome is clearly important for genome stability and proper plant

growth and development (Finnegan et al., 1996; Henderson & Jacobsen, 2008; Reinders

et al., 2009; Groth et al., 2014; Stroud et al., 2014; Williams & Gehring, 2017). As

a heritable chromatin mark, it provides a clear and elegant mechanism for phenotypic

plasticity and plant memory and thus has been invoked as a mechanism for epigenetic in-

heritance of stress responses (Youngson & Whitelaw, 2008; Gutzat & Mittelsten Scheid,

2012). However, as discussed in the introduction, this thesis is not investigating epi-

genetic inheritance. Rather it presents a systematic evaluation for the capacity of a

chromatin mark, DNA methylation, to show functional stress-responsive variation, which

may potentiate the capacity for it to underpin truly epigenetic phenomena (Eichten et

al., 2014). However, such a role appears unlikely based on the results herein. Indeed,

the major contribution of this thesis was to extensively demonstrate that the Arabidopsis

methylome is largely impervious to both drought and EL stress, regardless of frequency

or time-scale, despite accompanying demonstrations of physiological memory in both

circumstances. Rather, the predominant source of differential methylation was identified

as being stochastic variation, reflective of distant relatedness rather than environmental

experience (Schmitz et al., 2011; Crisp et al., 2017). This finding demonstrates the ne-

cessity to revise our expectations for the role of DNA methylation, and potentially other

epigenetic process, towards stress responses. There are two key questions that remain

unanswered: (I) to what extent does abiotic stress induce methylome variation and, (II)

to what extent do these variations lead to altered gene expression and physiology.

There are a plethora of studies that report differential methylation in response to a

variety of environmental sources (reviewed extensively Herman & Sultan 2011; Crisp et

al. 2016), however, there are also increasing reports for the stability of the methylome in
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spite of environmental differences and stressful exposures, with which the outcomes of

this thesis align as discussed in chapter four (Seymour et al., 2014; Eichten & Springer,

2015; Dubin et al., 2015; Secco et al., 2015; Ganguly et al., 2017; Crisp et al., 2017).

Even studies performed using the same stress (phosphate starvation) on the same species

(Arabidopsis), but by different groups, lead to opposing conclusions (Secco et al., 2015;

Yong-Villalobos et al., 2015). Such conflicting reports across this field may be due to

a lack of experimental consistency and statistical rigour when attempting to measure

differential methylation, which are often confounded by extensive stochastic variation

reflected in the results of this thesis, despite the use of inbred lines from a common

ancestor, and echoed by several other studies (Schmitz et al., 2011; Eichten & Springer,

2015; Crisp et al., 2017). Indeed, a recent transgenerational study in rice attempted

to make conclusions about methylation variants induced over generations of drought,

however, did not include a control unstressed lineage to account for the stochastic

differences (X. Zheng et al., 2017). Furthermore, the ancestry of the plants compared

across these studies remains unknown, which is likely the predominant source of variation

in the methylome. Many of the issues faced with determining conditions promoting stress

priming, are also echoed here, such as a poor or non-existent characterisation of the

effects of a stress used to test for stress-induced differential methylation. Collectively,

the vast array of conflicting results presents a methylome that truly acts akin to genetic

polymorphisms, such as has been measured and compared in mutant accumulation lines

(Becker et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011), with sporadic studies finding evidence of

conserved differences correlating with a phenotype, such as the BAD KARMA variant

in oil palm (Ong-Abdullah et al., 2015). Disentangling the source of this variation,

whether truly epigenetic or not, and the extent to which this is functional remains a

future challenge.

Many of the assumptions regarding the repressive effects of methylation rely on

correlative observations across natural populations that do not necessarily allow for a

systematic assessment. However, when these are performed, a poor correlation between

methylation and gene expression, or plant phenotype, is often revealed (Seymour et al.,

2014; Dubin et al., 2015; Secco et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016). A lack of a broad

correlation should not preclude the potential for association, however, as various char-

acteristics of DMRs, and the regulation of their associated gene(s), are often not taken

into account. For example, tightly developmentally-regulated genes might show robust

expression in the face of a gene body DMR, whereas genes showing greater variability in

their expression may be more predisposed to promoter methylation levels. Thus, there

are likely specific context dependent characteristics that are lost in a whole-genome cor-

relative survey. The subsequent challenge is that once a potential association is found,

the methods were not available to systematically test for this, as one might between

germplasm with conserved polymorphisms. The recent advent of artificially inducing

methylation differences, however, presents a strategy to be able to systematically test
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these (Ford et al., 2017). An alternative possibility to traditionally expected repressive

effects of DNA methylation are its potential ability to effect methylation-sensitive DNA

binding proteins, including the vast proportion of transcription factors in Arabidopsis

(Maurano et al., 2015; O’Malley et al., 2016; H. Zhu et al., 2016). This vastly exac-

erbates the possibilities of interactions that promoter-localized DMRs may have with

an associated gene, although biologically relevant examples of such regulation are re-

quired. The epi-cistrome dataset, identifying methylation sensitive transcription factors,

provides a starting point with which potential candidate DMRs can be linked through

an association with the transcription factor’s predicted binding motif, as was discussed

in chapter three. Lastly, there are a suit of potentially complementary and antagonistic

chromatin marks with which DNA methylation competes with to ultimately shape the

expression of the underlying region. However, the effects of DNA methylation are often

assessed in singularity, due to technical and financial considerations of adopting combina-

torial strategies. Future studies may warrant adopting methodologies such as Assay for

Transposase-Accessible Chromatin with high-throughput sequencing (ATAC-seq) (Buen-

rostro et al., 2015) to capture overall DNA accessibility in response to environmental

perturbations. Indeed, the observations of physiological memory that is independent

of large-scale conserved changes in DNA methylation, raises questions for the mecha-

nism(s) responsible. Whilst numerous alternative candidates could be tested, including

histone marks and variants, RNA stability, sRNAs, or RNA Pol II modifications (Crisp et

al., 2016; Lämke & Bäurle, 2017), the use of ATAC-seq in the context of WLRS stress

priming and memory may reveal novel modes of a plant stress acclimation.

It is also possible that the methylation maintenance machinery is effective enough to

reverse any potential stress-induced methylation that may have been generated but not

captured by the profiling performed. Thus, stressing mutants with impaired methylation

machinery may warrant future investigation to observe for aberrant stress responses, such

as in response to EL or drought. It would also be interesting if such impairments could

feedback onto the regulation of stress signalling pathways, thus potentially revealing the

hypothesized regulatory effects of DNA methylation. The capacity for priming and mem-

ory could also be investigated in these mutants, potentially based on the observations

made herein, to further assess the contribution of regulating DNA methylation to such

processes. However, future projects must be performed with caution and rigorous exper-

imental design to identify a mechanism and demonstrate causality. Furthermore, greater

care with respect to sampling (e.g. cell-specific profiling) might also reveal more intricate

interactions between stress signalling and the methylome. There is evidence implicating

the importance of regulating DNA methylation during reproduction, cell differentiation,

and development; as methylome perturbations are observed over reproduction, seed

and fruit development, germination, and across cell types in root tissues and embryos

(Calarco et al., 2012; S. Zhong et al., 2013; Kawakatsu et al., 2016, 2017; Narsai et al.,

2017). Additionally, testing stress responses across epiRILs, which are near isogenic lines
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but have highly variables methylomes, might also provide great utility, as in past studies

(Johannes et al., 2009; Reinders et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013; Cortijo et al., 2014), to

reveal functional differential methylation linked to altered stress responses. Combining

the use of ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2015) across such populations might also reveal

the characteristics of DMRs, in the absence of genetic variation, that are predisposed to

having functional impacts. Indeed, this would be an exciting technique to perform on

sal1 -8 to further investigate the extent to which the mCHH hypo-methylation might be

impacting gene expression through facilitating DNA accessibility.

There are also additional considerations to be taken into account when drawing con-

clusions from this thesis. The experimental work was performed in Arabidopsis, which

has a relatively small diploid genome. An emerging notion is the potential for TEs to

be drivers of epigenomic change (facilitated epi-alleles, Richards 2006) that, despite not

being strictly epigenetic, can effect both the chromatin landscape and provide unique

regulatory elements (Eichten et al., 2014; Springer et al., 2016). Indeed, rice showed

a greater capacity for stress-induced changes than Arabidopsis that were preferentially

localized to TEs, although this was also considered to be a secondary effect of altered

transcriptional activity (Secco et al., 2015). Building on this, the majority of stress-

associated changes identified here were also localized at TEs, which, taken together,

is congruent with recent studies suggesting TEs as major drivers of epigenomic change

(Eichten et al., 2013; Schmitz et al., 2013; S. Li et al., 2015; Eichten et al., 2016; Stuart

et al., 2016). Regardless, this suggests that performing such a systematic analyses in

species with greater TE content, such as maize, may reveal a greater level of truly stress-

associated variation. Although preliminary studies suggest prolific stochastic variation

still exists (Eichten & Springer, 2015), this is likely confounded by the existence of mul-

tiple epi-types as has been identified herein and previously (Crisp et al., 2017). Future

examinations of inbred populations of species with high TE content may reveal a greater

predisposition for chromatin variation. Furthermore, in such a genome, methylome vari-

ation also has the potential to pose greater impact on a plant’s phenotype as a result

of TE de-repression. This importance may extend to genomes such as wheat, which has

undergone extensive endoreduplication to result in hexaploidy, a significant proportion of

which consists of pseudo-genes. It is feasible that DNA methylation variation may have

greater impact and importance in such a context.

Reconciling SAL1-PAP signalling, during EL and drought, and mCHH regu-

lation

The lack of stress-induced differential methylation is also surprising when taken into con-

sideration with results from chapter three: if PAP accumulates under these conditions

(drought and EL; Estavillo et al. 2011) then why was there no impairment in mCHH via

its potential interaction with RdDM? Firstly, such a drastic aberration in the methylome

is unlikely given the proper activity of the complete suit of methylation machinery. It
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is also possible that PAP accumulation was not as effectively induced as previous ex-

periments, thus pairing methylome data with PAP levels in the accompanying tissue

may clarify any potential contribution. It is also possible that the stress, utilized herein,

was too moderate as it was designed to ensure plant survival. Thus, a more severe,

potentially combinatorial, stress may reveal greater epigenomic change, particularly for

the operation SAL1-PAP-XRN signalling as one potential mechanism to induce changes

via abiotic stress. For example, the drought-stress associated DMRs observed within a

generation used only a modest drought (≈ 60% RWC after 9 days of withheld watering),

whereas, PAP tends to accumulate under severe drought (≈ 35% RWC; Estavillo et al.

2011). Despite only rare examples of stress-associated changes in the methylome, these

were almost exclusively in the nonCG context which fits an interaction with RdDM. Ad-

ditionally, SAL1-PAP-XRN signalling holds physiological relevance in plant guard cells,

therefore, using cell-specific strategies to test whether guard cells, or other cell types,

demonstrate greater sensitivity to methylation changes may warrant further investiga-

tion. Finally, systematically testing for the ability of PAP, in and of itself, to induce

differential methylation would provide further weight to a PAP-XRN interaction with

the RdDM pathway, validating a model of stress-induced PAP levels inducing changes

in the methylome. This could include re-sequencing of the sal1 -6 allele alongside the

complemented sal1 -6/35S::AHL line (where over-expression of AHL reduces PAP to

WT levels; Hirsch et al. 2011). Alternatively, the effect of exogenously applied PAP

to a Col-0 methylome would confirm, and reveal the kinetics of, PAP-induced differen-

tial methylation. Furthermore, identifying the exact mechanism(s) contributing to the

mCHH hypo-methylation in sal1 -8 would also provide further clues for the conditions

required to induce variable DNA methylation, for example observing the cell-types or en-

vironmental conditions where such factors are most prevalent or differentially regulated

(transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally).

Conclusions

This thesis has furthered our understanding of the SAL1-PAP-XRN pathway and its

effects on plant stress tolerance. Novel discoveries are presented with respect to the di-

verse cellular impacts of a chloroplast-to-nucleus retrograde signalling pathway, including

regulating stomatal closure and mCHH levels. This provides a unique framework linking

stress signalling and the chromatin landscape. Furthermore, despite some capacity for

priming and memory in Arabidopsis, under varying time-scales and different stressors, the

Arabidopsis methylome was found to be largely impervious to stress-induced variation.

Thus, this thesis favours a structural role for DNA methylation, involved in maintaining

genome stability, as opposed to an environmentally-flexible regulator. This does not

preclude the contribution from other chromatin marks, nor should it diminish the im-

portance of other post-transcriptional and biochemical factors, towards stress priming

and memory. Significantly, extensive evidence is presented refuting the hyperbolic po-
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tential of chromatin marks, or epigenetics, towards plant stress memory, reinforcing the

need for unbiased systematic evaluations of contexts where DNA methylation may hold

a significant functional relevance.
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Appendix A

Supplemental datasets

Supplemental dataset 1: Summary alignment metrics for all publicly accessed

next-generation sequencing datasets

Supplemental dataset 2: Transgenerational drought stress analyses

Supplemental dataset 3: Excess-light stress analyses

131

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mvedfkqx5disj5b/Supplemental%20dataset%201.xlsx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mvedfkqx5disj5b/Supplemental%20dataset%201.xlsx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/djdo6x3uf5wdc9e/Supplemental%20dataset%202.xlsx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yszdauwmh9zswvf/Supplemental%20dataset%203.xlsx?dl=0




Appendix B

Primer sequences and descriptions

Table B.1: Cycling conditions used for qPCR experiments

Temperature°C Duration (s) Cycles

95 30 1

95; 601; 72 15; 15; 20 40

Table B.2: Cycling conditions used for in situ qPCR

Temperature°C Duration (s) Cycles

98 60 1

95; 60; 72 10; 25; 7 35

72 350 1
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APPENDIX B. PRIMER SEQUENCES AND DESCRIPTIONS
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Glossary

1O2 singlet oxygen. 4, 9

ABA abscisic acid. 1, 6, 7, 11, 13–15, 19, 27, 31,

41–50, 63, 65–68, 73, 74, 86, 89, 97, 99,

119

ABA2 ABA DEFICIENT 2. 11

ABF ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING

FACTOR. 13, 67, 68, 74

ABI5 ABA INSENSITIVE 5. 97

ABRE ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT. 13

AGO ARGONAUTE. 23, 52, 53, 69, 71, 72, 108

ANOVA analysis of variance. 31, 32, 34, 36, 39,

45, 48

APX2 ASCORBATE PEROXIDASE 2. 15

Arabidopsis Arabidopsis thaliana. 27, 29, 37, 63,

65, 69, 72, 75, 76, 92, 94, 96, 98–101,

112, 116, 117, 121–126

AS2 3′-ethylsulfanyl-ABA. 31, 46, 48, 66

ATAC-seq Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chro-

matin with high-throughput sequencing.

124, 125

ATP adenosine triphosphate. 3, 19, 31, 43–45, 65

BABA β-aminobutyric acid. 16, 19

bZIP basic-domain leucine zipper. 13

Ca2+ calcium. 11, 31, 44, 46, 66, 67

CDPK CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KI-

NASE. 13, 50, 51, 67, 68, 73, 74

CEK CHOLINE/ETHANOLAMINE KINASE. 89,

97

CLSY1 CLASSY 1. 23

CMT CHROMOMETHYLASE. 10, 21, 22, 53,

55, 71, 72

CNI1 CARBON/NITROGEN INSENSITIVE 1.

91–93

CO2 carbon dioxide. 3, 6, 11, 35

cordycepin 3′-deoxyadenosine. 31, 47, 48, 66

CPM counts per million. 37, 80

CRK CDPK-RELATED KINASE. 50, 51

dCAPS derived cleaved amplified polymorphic se-

quence. 29

DCL DICER-LIKE. 23, 52, 55, 71

DDM1 DECREASE IN DNA METHYLATION 1.

10, 21, 22, 53

DEG differentially expressed gene. 37, 62, 64, 72,

73

DEG7 DEGP PROTEASE 7. 5

DMR differentially methylated region. 25, 38–40,

57, 60–62, 64, 69, 72, 76–81, 89–92, 94–

98, 100, 112, 113, 117, 123–126

DREB2A DEHYDRATION-RESPONSIVE

ELEMENT-BINDING PROTEIN 2A. 16

DRM DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYL-

TRANSFERASE. 21–24, 68, 71, 72

EL excess-light. 3–5, 7–9, 12, 14, 15, 19, 26, 27,

30, 46, 101, 102, 104, 105, 108, 111–

118, 120–122, 124, 125

epiRILs epigenetic recombinant inbred lines. 25,

124

ERD2 ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM RETEN-

TION DEFECTIVE 2. 79

FC fold-change. 54, 64, 81, 82, 111

FLC FLOWERING LOCUS C. 17

FPKM fragments per kilobase per million reads.

37, 60, 62, 64

H2O2 hydrogen peroxide. 4, 9, 15

HEN1 HUA ENHANCER 1. 23

HR hazards ratio. 86, 87

KAT POTASSIUM CHANNEL IN ARABIDOPSIS

THALIANA. 13, 47

KEA3 K+ EFFLUX ANTIPORTER 3. 19
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Glossary

LHC light-harvesting complex. 3

MET1 METHYLTRANSFERASE 1. 10, 21, 22,

53

methylome genome-wide patterns in DNA methy-

lation. 24–27, 40, 52, 53, 55–57, 68–72,

74–76, 78, 79, 83, 89–92, 94, 96, 97,

100, 108, 112, 116–119, 122–126

mRNA messenger RNA. 52, 62, 79, 81, 82, 111

MYB20 MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN 20. 91–93

NAC089 NAC DOMAIN CONTAINING PRO-

TEIN 89. 77, 79

NAD nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide. 19

NADPH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-

phate. 3

NCED 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenases. 11

NPQ non-photochemical quenching. 5, 9, 19, 35,

83, 85, 104–106, 109, 114–116, 118, 121

NRPD2B NUCLEAR RNA POLYMERASE D2B.

52, 71

PAP 3′-phosphoadenosine 5′-phosphate. 14–16,

27, 31, 41–48, 50, 52, 55, 63, 65–70,

72–74, 119, 125, 126

PET photosynthetic electron transport. 3, 4

PGR5 PROTON GRADIENT REGULATION 5. 5

PKL PICKLE. 68

PP2AA3 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2A SUB-

UNIT A3. 33

PP2C PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE TYPE-2C. 1,

13

PsbS PHOTOSYSTEM II SUBUNIT S. 5, 19

PSI Photosystem I. 3–5

PSII Photosystem II. 3–5, 9, 30, 34, 35, 83, 85,

103–107, 109, 110, 114, 115, 118

PYL PYRABACTIN RESISTENCE1-LIKE. 1, 13,

46, 66, 67

qRT-PCR quantitative RT-PCR. 32, 33, 50

Rfd fluorescence decline ratio. 86

RdDM RNA-directed DNA methylation. xix, 21–

24, 42, 52, 53, 55–58, 60, 62, 63, 65,

68–74, 78, 81, 96, 117, 119, 125, 126

RDR RNA-DIREECTED RNA POLYMERASE.

23, 52, 68

RNA ribonucleic acid. 1, 15–17, 22, 23, 25, 31,

32, 42, 52, 63, 68–71, 73, 124

RNA Pol RNA Polymerase. 22, 23, 52, 53, 68,

71, 72, 124

ROS reactive oxygen species. 3–5, 7, 9, 11, 13,

42, 44, 52, 53, 66, 116

ROS1 REPRESSOR OF SILENCING 1. 24, 52–

55, 70, 71

RPKM reads per kilobase per million reads. 37

RWC relative water content. 30, 76, 126

SAA Systemic acquired acclimation. 5, 9, 12, 17,

101, 102, 114–118

SAL1 SAL1 PHOSPHATASE-LIKE PROTEIN.

15, 16, 27, 41–44, 52, 55, 63, 65, 66,

68, 69, 71–74, 119, 125, 126

SAM S-adenosylmethionine. 19, 21

SHH1 SAWADEE HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOG

1. 23

siRNA small interfering RNA. 22–24, 52, 68–72,

74

SLAC1 SLOW ANION CHANNEL-ASSOCIATED

1. 13, 50, 67, 73, 74

SnRK2 SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 2.

13, 50, 65–67, 74

SPCH SPEECHLESS. 91, 93

sRNA small RNA. 22, 52, 69, 70, 72, 116, 124

STN7 PROTEIN KINASE STN7. 5

TE transposable element. 22–24, 52–57, 59–61,

63, 64, 72–74, 77, 78, 80, 91, 92, 94,

98, 112, 117, 125

Tukey’s HSD Tukey’s honest significant difference

test. 31, 32, 34, 36, 39, 45, 48

VDE VIOLAXANTHIN DE-EPOXIDASE. 19

WGBS Whole genome bisulfite sequencing. 52,

53, 69, 76, 83, 84, 108

WLRS Week Long Recurring Stress. 30, 34, 102–

110, 114–117, 120, 121, 124

XRN 5′-3′ exoribonuclease. 15, 16, 19, 27, 41,

42, 44, 46, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57, 63, 66–

74, 119, 126

ZAT10 ZINC FINGER PROTEIN ZAT10. 16

ZEP ZEAXANTHIN EPOXIDASE. 19
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